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TOWN OFFICE
1042 Main Road
Phippsburg, ME 04562
Telephone: (207) 389-2653 or 389-1088 and Fax: (207) 389-1522
E-mail: Phipps@phippsburg.com
Town TV Channel: 3
Town Administrator & Tax Collector: M - F from 9 am to 1 pm and 2 pm to 5 pm
Code Enforcement:
M - F from 2 pm to 5 pm
Assessing Agent:
T & W from 11 am to 1 pm (or by appointment)

TRANSFER STATION
58 Sam Day Hill Road
(207) 389-1402
Winter Hours (starting Sep 15th) - Wed & Sat, 8 am - 4 pm
Spring Hours (starting May 1st) - Mon 10-6, Wed & Sat 8 am - 4 pm
Summer Hours (starting Jun 15th) – Spring Hours Plus Fri 8 am - 4 pm
Albert F. Totman Library Telephone: (207) 389-2309
Phippsburg Post Office Telephone: (207) 442-0133
Sebasco Post Office Telephone: (207) 389-1551

TOWN OFFICE CLOSURES FOR 2013/2014
The Town Office & Transfer Station will be closed according to the following schedule. Unless
otherwise advertised, the Transfer Station will be open the following day.
Memorial Day
EOY (Counter) at 1 pm
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veterans Day
Thanksgiving Day

May 27, 2013
June 28, 2013
July 4, 2013
Sep 2, 2013
Oct 14, 2013
Nov 11, 2013
Nov 28, 2013

Thanksgiving Friday
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Holiday
New Year’s Holiday
Martin Luther King
Presidents Day
Patriots Day

Nov 29, 2013
Dec 24, 2013
Dec 25, 2013
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 20, 2014
Feb 17, 2014
Apr 21, 2014

STORM INFORMATION
Closings of the Town Office and/or Transfer Station due to weather conditions will be announced on Television Stations 6, 8 and 13 as well as Portland Group Radio Stations WGAN,
WYNZ, WPOR, WCLZ. When the Transfer Station is closed, it will be reopened the following
day (weather permitting).

TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG

Cover Page
(edited by Lincoln County Publishing)
199th Annual Report
for the Year Ending June 30, 2012

Town Report Photos
Many of the photos in this Town Report were taken by Chilloa or Mike Young over the past year.
If taken by someone else it will be noted alongside the photo. If anyone wishes digital copies
they can contact Mike at the Town Office at 389-2653. We have done our best to identify
the citizens in the photos - if we have inadvertently made any mistakes, we apologize.
We welcome photos from the citizens of Phippsburg for the Town Report each year.
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Town of Phippsburg
Directory
1042 Main Road
Phippsburg, Maine 04562
www.Phippsburg.com
Community Access Television on Channel 3
Municipal Closure Information
Closings of the Town Office and/or Transfer Station due to weather conditions will be announced on Television Stations 6, 8 and 13 as well as Portland Group Radio Stations WGAN,
WYNZ, WPOR, WCLZ. When the Transfer Station is closed it will be reopened the following
day unless otherwise announced.
Town E-Mail Addresses
Selectmen/Town Administrator: Phipps@Phippsburg.com
Tax Collector/Treasurer: Tax@Phippsburg.com
Town Clerk: Clerk@Phippsburg.com
Assessing Agent: Assessor@Phippsburg.com
Code Enforcement Officer: Codes@Phippsburg.com
Police Chief: Police@Phippsburg.com
Librarian: Librarian@Totman.lib.me.us
Police and Fire Numbers
FIRE/RESCUE (EMERGENCY ONLY) ................................................................... 911
FIRE DEPT, OTHER BUSINESS ......................................................................... 389-2410
POLICE (EMERGENCY ONLY).............................................................................. 911
POLICE, OTHER BUSINESS ......................................................... 389-2653 or 443-8201
SHERIFF (EMERGENCY ONLY)............................................................................. 911
SHERIFF, OTHER BUSINESS ............................................................................ 443-8201
Other Law Enforcement Numbers
Federal Bureau of Investigation ............................................................................. 774-9322
Maine Computer Crimes Task Force ..................................................................... 877-8084
Maine Drug Enforcement Agency ......................................................................... 783-5333
Maine Emergency Management Agency ............................................................... 626-4202
Maine Marine Patrol Division ............................................................................... 633-9595
Maine Warden Service (Dispatch) .............................................................. 1-800-253-7887
Maine Warden Service (Business) ......................................................................... 657-2345
Operation Game Thief Tip Line (Poaching) ............................................... 1-800-253-7887
State Police (Troop D) Dispatch ................................................................. 1-800-452-4664
U.S. Coast Guard (South Portland) ........................................................................ 767-0320
U.S. Coast Guard (Boothbay Harbor) .................................................................... 633-2661
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TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
TAX COLLECTOR/TREASURER
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
389-2653/389-1088 Fax: 389-1522
Weekdays 9:00 am to 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm
SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS
Wednesday evenings at 6:00 pm
ASSESSING AGENT
Public Hours
Tuesday & Wednesday - 11:00 am to 1:00 pm
(Other hours by appointment)
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
BUILDING INSPECTOR
389-2653/389-1088 Fax: 389-1522
Weekdays - 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm
TRANSFER STATION
389-1402
Winter Hours (starting September 15th) - Wed & Sat, 8 am to 4 pm
Spring Hours (starting May 1st) - Mon 10-6, Wed & Sat 8 am to 4 pm
Summer Hours (starting June 15th) - Add Fri 8 am to 4 pm
PHIPPSBURG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
389-1514
RSU #1 - OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
443-6601 Fax: 443-8295
ALBERT F. TOTMAN LIBRARY
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday - 12:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Wednesday - 12:00 pm to 7:00 pm
Saturday - 10:00 am to 1:00 pm
389-2309
PATTEN FREE LIBRARY
Tuesday & Wednesday - 10:00 am to 8:00 pm
Thursday & Friday - 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
Saturday - 10:00 am to 1:00 pm
Closed Sunday & Monday
443-5141
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PFL Sagadahoc History & Genealogy
Tuesday through Friday - 12:30 pm to 4:00 pm
Saturday - 10:00 am to 1:00 pm
Closed Sunday & Monday
PFL Bookstore
Monday through Saturday - 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Closed Sunday
195 Front Street, Bath
PHIPPSBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY
June 29th to Labor Day
Monday to Friday - 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm
and by appointment
Jessie Sutfin at 389-1865
PHIPPSBURG POST OFFICE
442-0133
Counter
Monday to Friday - 9:00 am to 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Saturday - 8:30 am to 11:00 am
Lobby
Open 24 Hours
SEBASCO POST OFFICE
389-1551
Counter
Monday to Friday - 8:15 am to 4:15 pm
Saturday - 8:00 am to 12:00 am
Lobby
Monday to Friday - 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Saturday - 8:00 am to 12:00 pm

Clare Mohs Photo
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Town, County, State and U.S Officials
E - Elected Position, ( ) - Expiration of Term

Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor
Gary R. Read (E - 2013), Cell: 841-7899
Everett A. Perkins (E - 2014), Home: 389-2383
Julia M. House (E - 2015), Home: 389-1927

Town Administrator & Registrar of Voters
General Assistance Administrator
Public Records Access Officer
John “Mike” Young (various terms), Work: 389-2653, Home: 389-1086

Regional School Unit #1 Directors Representing Phippsburg
Stephen M. August, District 5 (E - 2015), Home: 443-5274
saugust@rsu1.org
(North of centerline of Stoneybrook Rd)
William R. Perkins, District 7 (E - 2014), Home: 389-1631
wperkins@rsu1.org
(South of centerline of Stoneybrook Rd)
Other RSU District Directors:
Robin Buczkowski (D-1), David Barber (D-2), Tim Harkins (Chair, D-3)
Kyle Yacoben (D-4), Alan Walton (D-6)

Superintendent of Schools (RSU#1)
Patrick M. Manuel, Work: 443-6601

Phippsburg School Principal
Kari Babcock, Work: 389-1514

Tax Collector & Treasurer
Lisa M. Wallace (E - 2013), Work: 389-2653

Town Clerk
Gloria P. Barnes (E - 2013), Work: 389-2653

Deputy Town Clerk
Pauline J. Flemmings (2013), Work: 389-2653

Road Commissioner
R. Curtis Doughty (E - 2015), Cell: 841-0317
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Code Enforcement Officer, Plumbing Inspector,
Building Inspector, Deputy Public Records Access Officer
Leighton I. Rainey (2013/2015), Work: 389-2653

Assessing Agent
Juanita Wilson Hennessey, IFA, CMA, Work: 389-2653

Animal Control Officers
Stephen A. Freeman (2013), Home: 389-1892 Cell: 319-6557
Derek A. Freeman (2013), Cell: 522-9310

Police Chief
John B. Skroski (2013), Work: 389-2653

Police Officer
Virgil E. “Andy” Anderson, II (2013)

Harbormaster & Shellfish Warden
Douglas A. Alexander (2014/2013), Home: 443-3114, Cell: 504-1523
Email: aalexand@gwi.net

Constable,
David W. Barnes (Constable - 2013) (H) 442-8509

Health Officer
R. Shawn Chandler (2013), Cell: 751-6377

Fire Chief
James W. Totman (2013), Work: 443-3869, Home: 389-1867

Assistant Fire Chiefs
Andrew A. Hart (2013), Home: 389-2202
Arnold J. Rice (2013), Cell: 504-2140

Fire Wardens
Andrew A. Hart (Indefinite), Home: 389-2202
Dana P. Mclean (Indefinite), Home: 442-8220
Arnold J. Rice (Indefinite), Cell: 504-2140
Michael S. Talbot (Indefinite), Home: 443-5369
James W. Totman (Indefinite), Work: 443-3869, Home: 389-1867
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Rescue Chief
Noreen L. Alexander (2013), Home: 389-1553

Emergency Management Director
PCATV Station Manager
Gary E. Morong (2013), Home: 389-1817, Cell: 841-2835

E-911 Addressing Officer
Linwood B. Stockwell (2013), Work: 389-2653

Librarian
Michele Y. Morong, Work: 389-2309
U. S. SENATORS
Honorable Susan M. Collins (R) (E - 2015)
One Canal Plaza, Suite 802
Portland, ME 04101
Telephone: 780-3575 Fax: 828-0380
Website: www.collins.senate.gov
Honorable Angus S. King, Jr. (I) (E - 2019)
6th Floor, Canal Plaza Suite 601
Portland, ME 04112
Telephone: 874-0883
Website: www.king.senate.gov
U. S. CONGRESSWOMAN (District 1)
Honorable Chellie M. Pingree (D) (E - 2014)
2 Portland Fish Pier, Suite 304
Portland, ME 04101
Telephone: 774-5109 (Free - 1-888-862-6500) Fax: 871-0720
Website: www.pingree.house.gov
STATE SENATOR (District 19)
Honorable Seth A. Goodall (D) (E - 2014)
Capital Address:
Home Address:
3 State House Station
5 Church Street
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
Richmond, ME 04357
Telephone: 287-1515
Telephone: 737-4797 Fax: 287-1585
1-800-423-6900 (Sessions Only)
Email: www.sethgoodall.com or www.mainesenate.org
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE (District: 64)
Honorable Jeremy G. Saxton (D) (E - 2014)
Capital Address:
Home Address:
House of Representatives
52 Hildreth Road
2 State House Station
Harpswell, ME 04079
Augusta, ME 04333-0002
Telephone: 751-7616
Telephone: 287-1400
Fax: 287-4469
E-mail (State): RepJeremy.Saxton@legislature.maine.gov
Year-Round Toll Free House of Rep. Message Center: 1-800-423-2900
COUNTY COMMISSIONER (District: 2)
Carol A. Grose (D) (E - 2016)
County Address:
Home Address:
Sagadahoc County Commissioner
37 River Road
PO Box 246
Woolwich, ME 04579
Bath, ME 04530
Telephone: 443-2843
Telephone: 443-8200
Website: www.sagcounty.com
Fax: 443-8213
E-mail: thebus@yahoo.com
SAGADAHOC COUNTY SHERIFF
Joel A. Merry (D) (E - 2016)
Business Telephone: 443-8201
Website: www.sagcounty.com
E-mail: jmerry@sagsheriff.com
POPHAM STATE PARK MANAGER
Brian J. Murray
10 Perkins Farm Lane
Phippsburg, ME 04562
Telephone: 389-1335

(L)
Candidates
Night 2012
Anna Varian
Marie Varian
Peggy Doughty
(R)
Christmas Open
House 2012
Chilloa & Mike
Young
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Town Boards, Committees, and Commissions
E - Elected Position, A - Appointed, E/A Filling an Unexpired Term, ( ) - Expiration of Term

200th Anniversary Celebration Committee (A - 5 year terms)
Chilloa A. Young, Chair (2015) 389-1086
Lynda A. Doughty (2015)
Thomas C. Totman (2015)
Laura A. Nickerson (2015)
Chilloa L. Young (2015)
Ashley A. Thayer (2015)
John M. Young (2015)
Bette L. Totman (2015)
Vacant - (2015)

Appeals Board (A - 3 year terms)
David L. Thombs, Chair (2014) 389-1885
L. Storrs Bigelow (2013)
Richard H. Murphy, Jr. (2014)
John G. Morse, IV (2013)
Thomas C. Totman (2015)
Proctor W. Wells, Alternate (2015)
Roland J. Bisson, Alternate (2014)

Assessment Review Board (A - 3 year terms)
Michael W. Rice, Chair (2014) 389-2009
Thomas C. Totman (2013)
Proctor W. Wells (2015)
John G. Morse. IV, Alternate (2015)
L. Storrs Bigelow, Alternate (2013)

Budget Committee (E - 3 year terms/A-1 year terms)
Paul P. Gamache, Chair (E - 2014) 389-2513
Kimberly A. Albertson (E - 2013)
William R. Perkins (A - 2013)
Robin L. Barton (A- 2013)
Michael W. Rice (E - 2015)
Ethan B. Debery (E - 2014)
Betsy C. Varian (E - 2015)

Cable Franchise Committee (A - 2 year terms)
Leif E. Albertson, Chair (2013) 389-2020
Gary E. Morong (2013)
Troy A. Watson (2013)

Cemetery Trustees (E - 5 year terms)
Chilloa A. Young, Chair (E - 2013) 443-4466
Barbara M. Clark (E - 2016)
Lorana M. Pierce (E/A - 2014)
Jean H. Flink (E - 2017)
Richard H. Wenzel (E - 2015)
Everett A. Perkins (Superintendent)
Linwood B. Stockwell (Clerk)
Contacts for Plots: Linwood B. Stockwell (389-2151) Primary
Lorana M. Pierce (389-1510) Secondary
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Center Pond Alewife Committee (A - 5 year terms)
Peter K. Roberts, Chair (2014) 443-9083
Mark H. Alexander (2015)
James W. Totman (2015)
Ethan B. Debery (2014)
Troy A. Wallace (2013)

Community Access TV Committee (A - 3 year terms)
Robert K. Pring, Chair (2014) 389-1292
Leif E. Albertson (2015)
Thomas C. Totman (2014)
Ashley A. Thayer (2013)
Vacant (2015)
Station Manager - Gary E. Morong, (H) 389-1817 / (C) 841-2835

Conservation Commission (A - 5 year terms)
Ellen E. Winchester, Chair (2015) 389-9115
Elizabeth R. Kamphausen (2017)
Brian J. Murray (2014)
Dorothy A. Kelly (2013)
Robert M. Reyes (2013)
Dana P. McLean (2014)
Robin R. Robinson (2016)

Election Clerks (A - 2 year terms) & Wardens (A - 1 year terms)
Robin L. Barton (2014 - D)
Claire B. Corbin (2014 - D)
Pauline J. Flemmings (2014 - D)
Caroline F. Hutchinson (2014 - D)
Velma L. Irish (2014 - D)
Sylvia E. Young (2014 - D)
Karl W. Smith, Election Warden (2014)

David W. Barnes (2014 - R)
Gwynneth L. Elvin (2014 - R)
Laura A. Nickerson (2014 - R)
Pamela M. Spooner (2014 - R)
Linwood B. Stockwell (2014 - R)
Chilloa A. Young (2014 - R)
John M. Young, Dep. Warden (2014)

General Assistance Fair Hearing Board (E - 3 year terms)
Voter Registration Appeal Board (E - 3 year terms)
Gary R. Read (E - 2013), Cell: 841-7899
Everett A. Perkins (E - 2014), Home: 389-2383
Julia M. House (E - 2015), Home: 389-1927

Harbor Commission (A - 2 year terms)
Ethan B. Debery, Chair (2014) 841-7972
Cynthia P. Lemont (2014)
Marie T. Varian (2013)
David E. Power, Jr. (2014)
Ellen F. Wyman (2013)
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Historic Preservation Commission (A - 3 year terms)
Helen R. Webb, Co-chair (2014) 389-2477
Jean S. Scott, Co-chair (2015) 389-2189
Merrill B. Chapin (2013)
Richard M. Kelly (2013)
Buell H. Heminway (2014)
Charlotte B. Moore (2013)
Richard B. Spear (2015)

Phippsburg Land Trust Representatives (A - 3 year terms)
Everett A. Perkins (2014): Selectmen’s Representative, 389-2383
Elizabeth R. Kamphausen (2014): Conservation Commission, 389-2605
Planning Board Representative (2013) - Vacant
Historic Preservation Commission (2014) - Vacant

Land Use Ordinance Committee (A - 1 year terms)
Leighton I. Rainey, Chair (2013) 389-2653
L. Storrs Bigelow (2013)
Leslie H. Smith (2013)
Clifford D. Newell (2013)
Marie T. Varian (2013)

Library Trustees (Albert F. Totman) (E - 5 year terms)
Gary E. Morong, Chair (E - 2017) 389-1817
Ingeborg J. Cesh (E - 2015)
Richard H. Wenzel (E - 2016)
Robert K. Pring (E - 2016)
Thomas C. Totman (E - 2017)
Nancy A. Kaake (E - 2014)
Gordon D. Nash (E - 2013)
Michele Y. Morong (Librarian)

McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Fund, Inc.
Board of Directors (* - Municipal Representative)
Andrew A. Hart, President (Fire Dept)*
Gary R. Read (Selectman)*
James W. Totman (Fire Chief)*
Noreen L. Alexander (Rescue Chief)*
Louise M. Dauphin (Rescue Dept)*
Margo G. Zinke (Rescue Dept)*
Oliver Andrews, III Sec. (Fire Dept)*
Leroy J. Clark, Vice President (Citizen)
Owen F. Totman (Citizen)
Rodger M. Cuthbert (Citizen)
Elizabeth B. Morse, Treasurer (Citizen)

Planning Board (A - 5 year terms)
Marie T. Varian, Chair (2017) 389-2756
Mark R. Hawkes (2013)
Robert J. Smith (2014)
Clifford D. Newell (2015)
Stephen W. Thayer (2016)
Joshua B. Bate, Alternate (2017)
Channa A. Eberhart, Alternate (2015)
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Public Safety Advisory Committee (A - 3 year terms)
Faye A. Wells, Chair (2015) 389-1442
Andrew A. Hart (2013)
Edward R. Hunt (2014)

Recreation Commission (A - 3 year terms)
Michelle J. Sloan, Chair (2014) 442-7795
Lori A. Bourgeois (2013)
Joanne M. Wells (2014)
Gary W. Flemmings (2015)
Vacant (2014)

Road Committee (A - 3 year terms)
Leslie H. Smith, Chair (2013) 389-1816
Linwood B. Stockwell (2014)
Bethany E. Wallace (2015)
James W. Totman (2015)
Richard H. Wenzel (2014)
William N. Totman, Alternate (2013)

Shellfish Conservation Commission (A - 3 year terms)
Dean P. Doyle Jr., Chair (2013) 449-2901
Robert C. Cummings (2015)
David E. Grey (2013)
Derek A. Freeman (2014)
James C. Wing (2015)
Robert E. Kohler, Alternate (2014)
John D. Libby, Alternate (2015)

Town Landing Committee (A - 3 year terms)
Richard B. Nichols, Chair (2015) 389-2468
Christopher L. Mixon (2014)
Richard H. Murphy, Jr. (2013)
Timothy R. Morong (2015)
Peter K. Roberts, (2013)

Town Lands Management Committee (A - 3 year terms)
Anna M. Varian, Chair (2015) 389-2068
Douglas A. Alexander (2013)
Edward C. Hunt (2015)
Craig P. Chapin (2013)
Jason A. Marco (2014)
Robert C. Cummings (2015)
Clifford D. Newell (2014)

Winnegance Alewife Committee (Tri-Town) (A - 2 year terms)
David P. Hennessey, Chair (West Bath) 443-3889
Mark H. Alexander (2013) 389-1553
Brett M. Gilliam (2015) 389-9004
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Passages
Goodbye Phippsburg friends ~
you will always be fondly remembered
Francis C. Alexander (9/2/2012)

John A. Moffitt (7/2/2012)

Amy E. Bishop (2/17/2012)

Walter E. Mullen (7/13/2012)

Doris M. Bornyak (6/29/2012)

Norman T. Nickerson (12/6/2012)

Charles R. Callanan (7/6/2012)

Delbert J. Percy (10/22/2012)

Josephine P. Chaney (8/7/12)

Berdina R. Ralph (5/9/2012)

Albion E. Flemings (1/15/2012)

Theryl S. Robbins (10/14/2012)

Luella Giberson (9/29/2012)

Justin S. Thomas (1/2/2012)

Barbara P. Hagerthy (8/19/2012)

Alice H. Trask (7/26/2012)

Christian S. Harrison (7/1/2012)

Stanford I. Trask (2/21/2012)

Loring E. Hart (10/19/2012)

Donald I. Wallace (12/31/2012)

Annie P. Haskell (2/5/2012)

H. Macy Whitehead (05/16/2012)

Kaye M. Maillard (11/8/2012)

Barbara R. Wyman (7/21/2012)

Frederick H. Marks (2/24/2012)

James E. York Sr. (3/31/2012)

The following pages have memorial photos provided by family
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Francis “Frank” C. Alexander
June 17, 1955 - September 2, 2012

Amy E. Bishop
November 6, 1968 - February 17, 2012

Josephine “Sookie” P. Chaney
February 18, 1943 - August 7, 2012

Luella Giberson
October 16, 1922 - September 29, 2012

TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG

Annie P. Haskell
September 29, 1918 - February 5, 2012
In her earlier years Annie had served as a teacher’s aide at the Phippsburg Elementary School.

Kaye M. Maillard
July 18, 1952 - November 8, 2012

Frederick “Ted” H. Marks
March 22, 1942 - February 24, 2012
Reverend Walter E. Mullen
December 7, 1923 - July 13, 2012
Rev. Mullen served during World War II as a
mechanic in the Canadian Air Force. In 1973
Rev. Mullen moved to Phippsburg to serve as
pastor for the West Point and Sebasco churches
until his retirement in 1992. Rev Mullen also
drove a school bus for the Phippsburg School
System from 1973 until 1990.

Ted was a veteran foreign correspondent who also
served in the U.S. Navy SEALs during the Vietnam
War. After graduating from Hamilton College in
1964, Ted joined the U.S. Navy. As a naval lieutenant, he played goaltender for the 1965 U.S. National
ice hockey team, then became a member of the U.S.
Navy SEAL Team 2. Ted served in Vietnam, where
he was awarded the Bronze Star (V device) and a Purple Heart for his service in the Mekong Delta.
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Doris M. Bornyak
November 27, 1927 - June 29, 2012

Berdina R. Ralph
July 2, 1917 - May 9, 2012
Affectionately known as the “Queen of Hearts”
who never declined a game of bridge.

H. Macy Whitehead
May 14, 1924 - May 16, 2012
Barbara R. Wyman
December 27, 1929 - July 21, 2012
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Macy began his ministry in Phippsburg where he
served as Pastor of three churches (Popham, Small
Point and Parker Head). He also worked as a
“character-building teacher” in Phippsburg and other
local schools teaching music, arts and crafts.
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Justin S. Thomas
July 25, 1991 - January 2, 2012

Stanford I. Trask
October 15, 1924 - October 21, 2012

Alice H. Trask
February 17, 1926 - July 26, 2012

Stan served in the Philippines during World War II with the 874th Airborne from 1943 to 1946. In 1969 Stan retired and moved to Popham with his wife Alice. Twice he held temporary positions as the Phippsburg Elementary
School Principal and was subsequently elected to the Phippsburg School Board, serving from 2001 to 2005. He
also served from 2000 to 2008 as an elected trustee of the Phippsburg Cemetery District. Both he and Alice were
very active on numerous boards of the Popham Chapel.
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Loring E. Hart
September 22, 1924 - October 19, 2012
Loring served in World War II with the 4th Armored Division in Patton’s Army. He was also a member of the
Phippsburg Comprehensive Plan Committee for five years, serving as Chairman of the “Sprawl and Housing Subcommittee” from 2001 to 2006. Loring received his Masters degree in English and his PhD in American Literature
which made him instrumental in the editing process of the final plan.

James “Bud” E. York
September 24, 1927 - March 31, 2012

Bud grew up in Phippsburg and joined the Unites States Army during the Korean War where he fought for his
country with pride. He received his honorable discharge and retired in 1988 as a Master Mechanic. He was a
life member of the Elks Club in Bath.
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John A. Moffitt
February 3, 1924 - July 2, 2012
John was drafted during World War II, and entered the U. S. Navy in June, 1942. He served aboard the destroyer Escort USS Richard S. Bull in the Pacific, and saw action in the Leyte Gulf Campaign during the Battle of
the Philippines. He was honorably discharged in December 1945 as a machinist, second class. For his service
John was awarded the World War II Victory Medal, the Asiatic Pacific Theater Medal (5 stars) and the Philippine
Liberation Medal (2 stars).
John was a lifelong resident of Maine, and worked as a machinist at the Hyde Windlass Company in Bath
from 1945 until it was purchased and absorbed by the Bath Iron Works in 1969.
John and his wife Francis built a home on Fiddlers Reach after their retirement. John was appointed and
served as the Phippsburg Code Enforcement Officer for several years until he was elected a Phippsburg Selectman/
Assessor. He resigned this position following the untimely death of his wife Francis.
John had many hobbies and interests and after retirement spent much time making wooden toys and Christmas
ornaments for his family, especially for his grandchildren. He also made and donated the replica of the original
wooden sign board on the front of Town Hall.

Theryl “Robbie”
S. Robbins
July 20, 1919 October 14, 2012
Robbie served in
the Army during
World War II.
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Norman is back left
Norman T. Nickerson
December 20, 1935 - December 6, 2012
Norman joined the United States Army and was stationed in Germany where he proudly served our country.
Upon returning to the states, he was employed as a Phippsburg school bus driver, and began his journey as a
long-haul truck driver working for Bisson. He soon purchased his own truck,”Betsy” and became self-employed. A
few years later he retired “Betsy” and purchased “Katie” until retiring at the age of 62.
Not being able to sit still, Norman worked at the Hermit Island Campground for many summers. He was also a
skilled carpenter and woodsman. Norman was a longtime member of the Phippsburg Fire Department as a volunteer fireman.

Donald I. Wallace
January 26, 1922 December 31, 2012

Don serviced in the United States Army from 1940 to 1944 during World War II. He was a member of the
83rd Airborne Infantry and received a purple heart during the Battle of the Bulge.
Don loved the open sea and spent much of his life dragging and lobstering and later was the caretaker of
Morse Mountain and Small Point.
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Delbert “Jack” J. Percy
January 15, 1929 - October 22, 2012
Jack served in the U. S. Air Force during the Korean War as a T/SGT and an aerial photographer.
When Jack retired from the Marblehead Police Department in Massachusetts he returned to Maine to his true
vocation - lobstering.
Jack was very involved with his community, serving from 1985 to 1987 as a member of the newly established
Shellfish Conservation Commission, in 1987 as a member of the Town Landings Committee, and from 1991 to
1995 as a member of the Public Safety Advisory Committee.
He was a member of the Maine Lobstermen's Association, The Masons and Shriners, Phippsburg American
Legion Memorial Post 216, and the Popham Beach Boat Owners Association as well as other Civic associations.

Candidates Night 2012
(L) Mike Rice
(Budget Committee)
(R) Curtis Doughty
(Road Commissioner)
(B) Julia House, Mark
Hawkes, Robin Barton
(Selectmen)
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Gloria P. Barnes
In Appreciation for her Service
as Town Clerk
July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2013
This year we thank Gloria for serving as our Town Clerk for the last five years.
In 2008 Gloria had been appointed by the Selectmen to fulfill the unexpired term of Betty
Herron who had retired after 35 years of dedicated service to the Town. At the May 2010 Annual Town meeting she was elected for a three year term which ends in June.
Gloria also served as an Election Clerk from 1976 to 2008 and in November 2006, when the
Conservation Commission was re-established, Gloria was one of the first citizens to volunteer
her services on the Commission. She continued to serve in that position until 2011. Gloria currently serves on the Board of Directors for the Phippsburg Land Trust.
We will miss both Gloria and her husband David and wish them many years of enjoyment
during their well deserved retirement.

David W. Barnes
In Appreciation for his Service
As Health Officer
January 1, 1971 to June 30, 2007
and July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2012
This year we also thank Dave Barnes for his 38 years of service as our Health Officer. Dave
also served as the Town’s Election Warden from 1971 to June 30, 2012 and continues his duties as Constable which he has been doing since 1971. He will also continue to help out during
elections as an Election Clerk.
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Police Department Award
Police Chief John Skroski receives the State of Maine 2012 American Legion
“Law Enforcement Officer of the Year” award at the Bangor Civic Center

Chief Skroski with Congressman Michaud and
the EMT & Firefighter of the Year

Chief Skroski with his proud family

Candidates
Night 2012
(L)
Paul
Gamache
(R)
Steve Thayer

Candidates
Night 2012
(L)
Lynda
Doughty
(R)
Bethany
Wallace &
Kim Olsen
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Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Auxiliary
2012 Spirit of America Award
2010 Award - Fire and Rescue Department

2011 Award - Richard “Dickie” Lemont

(TL) Selectman Gary Read presents the Spirit of America Award to Brenda Eugley (TR) Auxiliary Members

Candidates
Night 2012
(L-R)
Mark Hawkes
Lawrence Pye
Marie Varian
Carol Doughty
Gary Morong
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2012 Award of Recognition to the
Phippsburg Conservation Commission

2012 Certificate of Recognition from the
County Commissioners - Spirit of America
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2012 Supreme Award for Town Report
Supreme Award in 2011 - Superior Award in 2010
Supreme Award in 2009 - Superior Award in 2008 - Supreme Award in 1961

From MMA Executive Director Christopher G. Lockwood
“It gives me great pleasure to inform you that the Town of Phippsburg has been given the
Supreme Award by the Board of Judges in the 2012 Maine Municipal Association Municipal
Report Competition. Awards are given to the top three reports in five different population categories. Your community placed first in its population group.
For your information, the Board of Judges included Liz Chapman Mockler, Douglas Rooks
and Lee Burnett, all freelance writers and regular contributors for the Maine Townsman. The
judging panel commends the municipal officials of your community for producing this exemplary communications with your citizens.”

Candidates
Night 2012
(L)
Josh Bate
(R)
Ivon Boyer
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Senator Collins
at the Maine
Fishermen’s
Forum
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Senator King at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum
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Congresswoman Pingree at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum
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Fishing Derby Winner
Norma Burpee Photo

(L & B) Monique Quigley Photos
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Governor LePage at the Maine Fishermen’s
Forum with Chilloa Young
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Senator Goodall at the May 2012 Town Meeting
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Annual Town Meeting Schedule
Candidates Night: 6:30 p.m. on Monday, April 29th at School
Ordinance Amendments Hearing: Follows Candidates Night on April 29th
Town Meeting Warrant & Budget Hearing: Follows Ordinance Amendments on April 29th
Elections
Monday, May 6th at Town Hall - Election of Moderator at 1:00 p.m.
Polls open from 1:15 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Candidates for Elected Offices are:
Selectman (1 vacancy - 3 year term)

Gary R. Read (incumbent)

Tax Collector (1 vacancy - 3 year term)

Christine L. Wallace
Lisa M. Wallace (incumbent)

Treasurer (1 vacancy - 3 year term)

Christine L. Wallace
Lisa M. Wallace (incumbent)

Town Clerk (1 vacancy - 3 year term)

Ashley A. Thayer
Lisa M. Wallace

Budget Committee (1 vacancy - 3 year term)

Kimberly A. Albertson (incumbent)
Christopher L. Mixon

Town Meeting
The Annual Town Meeting will be held at the School on Tuesday evening, May 7th from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. We will start with Article #3 and continue taking each article in order
until adjournment at 9:30 p.m.
If needed, we will reconvene on Wednesday evening, May 8th at 6:30 p.m. at which time
we will consider the remaining articles.
(R)
Town Meeting
2012
Mary Ellen
Cummings
Bob Cummings
Ivon Boyer
Ron Flink
(L)
New bulletin
board at
Morningside
cemetery with
posted rules
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“A Citizen’s Guide to Town Meeting”
HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR TOWN MEETING?
Phippsburg publishes the Annual Town Meeting warrant in the Town Report. Get a copy
before the meeting and review it.
DO I HAVE TO KNOW PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE TO PARTICIPATE?
NO. That’s why you elected a moderator at the opening of the meeting. The moderator is
familiar with parliamentary procedure and is there to keep the meeting moving forward properly until all of the “articles” or items of business have been acted upon. Voters may not talk
without being recognized by the moderator. You should direct all of your questions to the moderator. If an item of business is not on the “warrant,” the name given to the list of articles,
Town Meeting cannot act on it.
To Approve an Article: It is customary for the moderator to read the article aloud and ask
if someone will make a motion on the article; usually someone will respond by saying “I move
the article;” the moderator then asks "is there is a second?" Someone will usually respond, “I
second the motion.”
This formality sets the stage for the discussion that follows. The moderator then rereads the
motion and calls for a vote. It is best not to make a negative motion, because people get confused when a “yes” vote means “no.” The best approach, if you oppose an article, is to move
the article and vote against it.
To Amend an Article: Sometimes, during the discussion, someone will propose a change.
For example, in a so-called “open-ended” money article, they may want to increase or decrease
the amount of money recommended by the Budget Committee or Selectmen. The amendment
must be seconded; there must also be an opportunity to discuss the amendment before voting on
it. If the amendment passes; then the motion, as amended, is voted on. If the amendment does
not pass, and there are no further amendments, then the original motion is voted upon.
Money Articles (Open Ended). This is an article in the warrant which states an amount to be
raised through municipal taxation of real and personal property for a stated purpose identified in
the article. It is worded “To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for .... .”
The recommended amount will be below the article in () and may be amended either up or
down. “Raise” authorizes the taxation and “Appropriate” allows the town to spend it.
Ordinance. A law or a regulation enacted by a municipal government, usually targeting a specific subject, as in a dog control ordinance, a parking ordinance, or a zoning ordinance. No ordinance may be amended on the floor of town meeting; they may only be voted up or down.
Surplus. Also known as “undesignated” or “unappropriated fund balance.” It often results
from not spending monies that were approved; it also results from getting more revenues than
you expected. Only the Town Meeting can authorize the spending of surplus.
Warrant. The written notice, signed by the Selectmen, which calls a town meeting and lists all
the articles or items of business which will be voted on at the meeting.
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Gary R. Read
Candidate for Selectman

I would like to thank everyone for giving me the opportunity to serve as your Selectman
over the past three years. I have learned a lot about the position during my first term and have
been very proud to serve and be involved in this great Town. As your Selectmen I have tried to
answer any questions that you may have had or if I didn’t know the answer I would find it for
you.
I am running again to serve on your Board of Selectmen. I will work very hard with everyone to help keep the exceptional character of this Town. I have enjoyed the time I have served
and will continue to work hard for each and every one of you.
So in closing please consider me for another term. Thank you for all your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Gary R. Read
Candidate for Selectman

(L) Selectman Gary Read in the
dunk tank at the 2012 Firemen’s
Field Day
(R) Selectman Gary Read presents
an award of appreciation to past
Selectman Lawrence Pye
at the May 2012 Town Meeting
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Christine L. Wallace
Candidate for Tax Collector & Treasurer

My name is Christine Wallace. I have lived in Phippsburg for 26 years with my husband
Gary (L.) and daughters Stephenie Chaney and Lindsay Mitchell.
I am running for the positions of Tax Collector and Town Treasurer. I feel that I have a lot
to offer this town and many of the qualifications needed to fulfill these positions successfully.
In the last 30 years, I have worked in the corporate world and for a not-for-profit organization
in various Accounting, Auditing and Finance positions from Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable Clerk, and Bookkeeper to a Corporate Cash Specialist.
At this time, I would like to thank those of you who signed my nomination papers to give
me this opportunity to be a candidate for these two offices. I am looking forward to meeting all
of my fellow residents and working for you for the next 3 years.
I am asking for your support on May 6, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
Christine L. Wallace
PES Class 2012-2013
Kari Babcock Photo
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Lisa M. Wallace
Candidate for Tax Collector, Treasurer & Town Clerk

Hello, my name is Lisa Wallace and I would like to continue working for the citizens of
Phippsburg! I have served as your Tax Collector/Treasurer since 2004. Your continued vote
will allow me to serve you for many years to come.
Over two decades ago I married Adam who was raised in Phippsburg and we raised our two
children here and now enjoy sharing our community with two beautiful grandchildren. I really
am proud to be a resident of our town and love to say I am from Phippsburg. A small town recognized for great community leaders and dedicated volunteers. We are fortunate to share a
community where compassionate people truly care about their neighbors and friends.
I appreciate that many folks have welcomed me to clarify the circumstances surrounding the
recent tax deduction errors. FICA/Medicare withholding adjustments made to my personal payroll were out of compliance with required guidelines and since have been amended with the
IRS. I was not aware of the federal law change (which can change on an annual basis) that
temporarily changed FICA/Medicare tax withholding resulting in an underpayment by the town
and again since have been amended with the IRS.
Out of responsibility to myself and to you I have enrolled and since taken hours of courses
to completely understand the payroll position of my job and I look forward to continuing this
effort to better serve you.
In response to the conversations I have held with you these are new and exciting things I
have arranged to come in July 2013:
x The ability to accept credit and debit cards for transactions
x The installation of a drop off box for after hour payments, pickups and requests
x If voted in as Town Clerk, expand services to include full time hours during all regular
office hours
x Optional Online Dog Licensing
I thank you for your support throughout my years of service to our town and I am looking
forward to serving you in the future.
PLEASE VOTE ON MAY 6TH
Sincerely,
Lisa M. Wallace
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Kimberly A. Albertson
Candidate for Budget Committee

Dear Phippsburg Residents:
I have served on the Budget Committee for the last five years. The first two were as an appointed member and the last three were as an elected member. My primary goal on the Budget
Committee has been to do my best to make sure the facts and circumstances for each budget
request are clear, consistent and essential for the Town. Also, as Secretary of the Budget Committee, I have a challenging role that requires me to accurately reflect the relevant actions taken
at each meeting. These minutes are available to all on the Town’s website.
I would like to continue to provide my service to the Town. If you believe that I have provided a valuable service to the Town and that I will continue to do so, please vote to allow me
to serve on the Budget Committee for another three years.
I am truly blessed to have this opportunity and I want to thank you all for this experience.
Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Albertson
(L)
Mary Ellen
Cummings
hiking the
Greenleaf Trail
(M)
Skiing on the Wilbur
Preserve
(R)
Bob Cummings on
the Center Pond
Trail
Phippsburg Land
Trust Photos
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Christopher L. Mixon
Candidate for Budget Committee

Hello fellow “Burgers.” I realize that a lot of you already know me either from school, the
Fire Department or just because I grew up here in town, but I wanted to take this opportunity to
introduce myself to those that may not know me.
As I stated earlier, I have been a Burger for a long time. I attended Phippsburg Elementary
School, and graduated from Morse. I left for a period of time when I enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps but returned as soon as I was Honorably Discharged. A short time later I
purchased my family’s Campground here in Meadowbrook and have been raising my family
here ever since. I have been a member of the Phippsburg Fire Department for more than 10
years, and recently became a member of the Phippsburg Town Landing Committee.
As a seasonal business owner in Phippsburg, I understand all too well the importance of
budgeting and effect every decision plays in the success of that budget. I also performed as a
Budget analyst for the Department of the Navy until NAS Brunswick closed in 2011. This experience coupled with my common sense and excellent problem solving skill would definitely
make me of benefit to the Phippsburg Budget Committee.
I welcome the opportunity to be a make a difference in the town that has played such a large
part of my life which is why I am asking for your vote for Budget Committee in this upcoming
election. I am including my email below in the event you have ANY questions for me, your
Candidate. I feel that having a true understanding of who you are choosing to represent your
voice is extremely important and urge you to take the time to get to the know the folks on the
ballot.
Thanks you for your support, I can be reached at any time at mb_camper@hotmail.com.
Chris Mixon
Phippsburg Resident
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Annual Town Meeting Warrant
For May 6th through May 8th, 2013
WARRANT
Sagadahoc, ss:
To David Barnes, a Constable of the Town of Phippsburg:
Greetings:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the voters of
the Town of Phippsburg, in the said County, qualified by law to vote at town affairs, to meet at
the Phippsburg Town Office, in said Town, on Monday, the 6th day of May, 2013 at one
o'clock in the afternoon, then and there to act on Articles number 1 through 2. All of said Articles being set out to wit:
Article 1. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 2. To choose by Secret Ballot the following officers: one (1) Selectman, who shall also
be an Assessor and Overseer of the Poor, for a three year term; one (1) Tax Collector for a three
year term; one (1) Treasurer a three year term; one (1) Town Clerk for a three year term; and
One (1) Budget Committee member for a three year term.
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
1:15 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
(The Town Clerk may begin processing Absentee Ballots at 3:00 P.M.)
And to notify and warn said voters to meet at the Phippsburg Elementary School, in said Town,
on Tuesday, the 7th day of May 2013 at 6:30 in the evening and Wednesday, the 8th day of
May 2013 at 6:30 in the evening (if needed) then and there to act on Articles 3 through 75.
Special Notes
Note #1: At Tuesday evening's Town Meeting we will start with article #3 at 6:30 p.m. and
continue taking each article in order until approximately 9:30 p.m. at which time we will adjourn. If needed, we will reconvene on Wednesday evening at 6:30 p.m. to consider any remaining articles.
Note #2: The notation “LY” lists last year’s appropriation (FY 2012-2013).
TOWN MEETING ARTICLES FOR CONSENT AGENDA
In an effort to help improve the efficiency of the Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen have
agreed to propose a motion for Articles #3 through #18 as they are presented, written and recommended in the Warrant by the Selectmen and others. If anyone would like to discuss a particular Article they may request that it be removed from the motion.
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This one page handout is a quick reference guide - the full text of each Article is included in this
Warrant.
Article
#
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Summary
Authorize Selectmen to accept gifts and donations
Authorize Selectmen to dispose of property with a value =/< $2,000
Authorize Selectmen to apply for, accept, and spend grants
Authorize specific carry forward accounts
Authorize Selectmen to set annual fees for returned checks, copies,
and various other administrative fees
Authorize Selectmen to make expenditures from the Capital Reserve
accounts
Set the due dates for RE/PP taxes for 11/15/13 and 5/15/14
Set the interest rate for RE/PP taxes at 7% for taxes unpaid on
11/15/13 and 5/15/14

Approved
LY
YES
YES
YES
YES
NEW
ARTICLE
YES
YES
YES

11

Authorize the Tax Collector to accept RE/PP prepayment of taxes
without paying interest

YES

12

YES

16
17

Set the refunded abatement rate for RE/PP taxes at that of delinquent taxes minus 4%
Authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to sell or dispose of town
land and/or buildings
Authorize the Treasurer to waive foreclosure of a tax lien mortgage
Raise and Appropriate the recommended amount of $86,171.26 to
pay the second of seven payments for the Projects Bond
Authorize acceptance of all State Road funds
Authorize Selectmen to grant utility easements

18

Authorize the taking of alewives at Winnegance

YES

13
14
15

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Christmas Open
House 2012
John Skroski
(Police Chief)
Gloria Barnes
(Town Clerk)
Lisa Wallace
(Tax Collector &
Treasurer)
Mike Young
(Town Administrator)
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts and
donations, including monetary, on behalf of the Town and to expend/use the gifts and donations, including monetary, for the purpose for which they were donated.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the municipal officers to dispose of town
owned personal property with a value of $2,000.00 or less under such terms and conditions as
they may deem advisable.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for available grants, to receive said grants, and to expend the grant funds for the purposes stated in the
grant.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to transfer any unexpended account balances that may
exist as of June 30, 2013 to surplus, except those accounts listed below to be carried forward.
The Selectmen are authorized to expend funds out of these carry forward accounts for the purpose for which they were established.
List of Accounts to be carried forward
(includes any income to accounts)
200th Celebration
ADA Capital Reserve
Animal Control Officer
Bike Rodeo Safety
Bond Accounts
Center Pond Alewife
Comprehensive Plan
Computer & Communications Capital
Conservation Commission
Debery Scholarship Fund
Emergency Management
Fire Department General
Fire/Rescue Capital Reserve
Fire Station Operations
Goodwill Account
Harbor Commission
Historic Preservation Commission
Murphy House
Rescue Department
Road - Capital Improvements

Road - General
Road - Special Maintenance (State)
Road - Tar
Road - Winter
Memorial Park Fund
PCATV
Parking Enforcement
Planning Board
Police Capital Reserve
Police Operations
Septic Replacement Account
Shellfish Conservation Commission
Town Hall Capital Reserve
Totman Library Operations
Totman Library Capital Reserve
Town Landings Maintenance
Town Landings Capital Reserve
Town Lands Management
Transfer Station Capital Reserve
Winnegance Alewife

Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to annually set fees for returned checks, copies of Town ordinances and other documents, and various other administrative fees.
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Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make expenditures from
the following capital reserve accounts as the need for those expenditures arise during the period
of July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014. All expenditures will be made pursuant to 30-A MRSA
§ 5802 which requires that expenditures only be made for the specific purpose for which the
account was established.
ADA Capital Reserve (compliance with the American Disability Act)
Albert F. Totman Library Capital Reserve (major repairs and maintenance)
Computer & Communications Capital Reserve (for a computer system upgrade)
Fire/Rescue Capital Reserve (fire or rescue equipment & vehicles)
Police Capital Reserve (police vehicle)
Road Capital Reserve (major road repairs, construction and overlays)
Town Hall Capital Reserve (major repairs and maintenance)
Town Landings Capital Reserve (major construction and repairs)
Town Landings Acre Lot Capital Reserve (construction of boat ramp)
Transfer Station Capital Reserve (major construction, equipment and repairs)
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to establish the date of November 15, 2013 as the date
when one-half of the fiscal year 2014 real estate and personal property taxes are due and payable, and the date of May 15, 2014 when the remaining one-half of the fiscal year 2014 real estate and personal property taxes are due and payable.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to set an interest rate of seven percent (7%) per annum
on fiscal year 2014 real estate and personal property taxes unpaid on November 15, 2013 and
fiscal year 2014 real estate and personal property taxes unpaid on May 15, 2014. Such interest
shall be added to and become part of the taxes. Accumulated interest of $5.00 or less at time of
payment may be waived by the Tax Collector.
(This is the maximum annual rate established by the State Treasurer for FY 2014. Last year
the interest rate was also set at 7%.)
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 506, to authorize the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of taxes not yet committed and not to pay interest thereon.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 506-A, to set the refunded
abatement interest rate on fiscal year 2014 real estate and personal property taxes at the fiscal
year 2014 interest rate for delinquent taxes minus 4%.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to sell and
dispose of, on behalf of the Town, any Town land and/or buildings acquired by any means on
such terms as they deem advisable in accordance with applicable State Statutes and this article.
This includes the selling of land and/or buildings back to the prior owner upon payment of all
unpaid taxes, taxes that would have been paid had not the land and/or buildings been townowned, lien costs and interest (providing that the property has not been publicly advertised) or
by public bid following notification of the Town Lands Management Committee and Town
Landing Committee, authorization of Town Meeting and the proper advertisement. An accounting of such sales to be published in the Town Report.
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Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the municipal Treasurer, upon direction
from the Board of Selectmen, to waive the foreclosure of a Tax Lien Mortgage by recording a
Waiver of Foreclosure in the Registry of Deeds in which the Tax Lien Certificate is recorded,
prior to the right of redemption expiring, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 944.
Article 15. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to pay the second of
seven annual principal and related interest payments of the multiple projects bond.

Principal
Interest
Total of Payment Due

FY 2014
Projects Bond

Last Year
Projects Bond

$75,000.00
$11,171.26
$86,171.26

$75,000.00
$14,546.26
$89,546.26

(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $86,171.26) LY - $89,546.26
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to accept all State Road Funds received and place them
into the Special Road Maintenance Account (also known as the State Road Account) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen, with the advice of the Road Commissioner and Road Committee to make expenditures out of this account for road repairs and cost shares with Maine DOT
for minor collector road projects.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, Road Committee, and Road Commissioner recommend approval)
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to grant utility
easements for utilities crossing Town Roads. Installations would comply with the requirements
set forth by the Board of Selectmen and Road Commissioner.
(Selectmen, Road Committee, and Road Commissioner recommend approval)
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Winnegance Alewife Commission to
sell the fishing rights of Winnegance lake and waters leading thereto for the 2014 season.
Article 19. Shall an ordinance entitled “Budget Committee Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg” (enacted February 16, 1994 as amended through May 6, 2008) be amended as follows:
“Budget Committee Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted February 16, 1994 as amended through May 6, 2008)
Strike-through portions are deletions - Underlined portions are additions or replacements
Section 1.C. Purpose:
C. In a public hearing meeting prior to any town meeting at which money is proposed to be appropriated, the Budget Committee shall independently assess and make recommendations to
voters on all spending requests to be acted on at that town meeting.
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(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend approval. This amendment is to reflect the
weekly public meetings of the Budget Committee where they review submitted budgets. The
budget hearing is actually conducted by the Board of Selectmen during Candidates Night).
Article 20. Shall an Ordinance entitled “Town of Phippsburg Ordinance, Vehicle Excise Tax
Exemption For Eligible Active Duty Military Personnel, May 7, 2013” be enacted?
(Selectmen recommend approval. This ordinance was submitted by Phippsburg American
Legion Memorial Post 216. Currently State statute exempts active duty military residents and
non-residents stationed inside the state of Maine from paying vehicle excise tax. However, active duty military residents stationed outside the State of Maine are not exempt unless the municipality passes an ordinance to exempt them. The ordinance is attachment #1 to this warrant
and is also on page 66 of the Town Report.)
Article 21. Shall an Ordinance entitled “Town of Phippsburg, Disbursement Ordinance, May 7,
2013” be enacted?
(Selectmen recommend approval. This ordinance will authorize the Selectmen to have set
procedures for approving the weekly disbursement warrants in a situation where there is not a
scheduled weekly meeting, a weekly meeting is canceled, or an emergency arises. The ordinance is attachment #2 to this warrant and is also on page 67 of the Town Report.)
Article 22. To see what sum the Town will vote to appropriate from Surplus available as of July 1, 2013 to reduce taxes.
(Projected surplus available on July 1, 2013 is $1,144,780. The actual surplus available on
June 1, 2012 was $1,242,780. Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend 650,000.00.)
LY - $731,000.00
Article 23. To see what sum the Town will vote to appropriate from Surplus available as of July 1, 2013 to pay for abatements and applicable interest granted during Fiscal Year 2014.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $10,000.00.) LY - $10,000.00
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to set the salary for each of the following town officials and establish wage budgets for the Deputy Town Clerk, Election Clerks, Transfer Station
Attendants, Animal Control Officer, Fire and Rescue Responders, Patrol Officer, and Assessing
Field Inspectors.
Selectmen and Budget Committee
Recommended Amounts
First Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor
Second Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor
Third Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor
Town Administrator
Tax Collector
Treasurer
Town Clerk
Deputy Town Clerk @ 11.81 per hr. (LY- 11.52 per hr.)
Fire Chief
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FY 2014 (2.5%) LY (2%)
6,000.00
5,500.00
5,500.00
46,800.00
31,315.00
10,990.00
13,330.00
2,135.00
4,725.00

6,000.00
5,500.00
5,500.00
45,655.00
30,550.00
10,720.00
13,005.00
2,080.00
4,610.00
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1st Assistant Fire Chief
720.00
700.00
2nd Assistant Fire Chief
490.00
475.00
Rescue Chief
2,755.00
2,685.00
Rescue Dept. Responders @ 2.00/5.00/10.00 per hr.
49,000.00
49,000.00
10,000.00
8,000.00
Fire Dept. Responders Note 1
Emergency Management Director
525.00
510.00
Code Enforcement Officer
45,480.00
44,370.00
Road Commissioner
6,860.00
6,690.00
Registrar of Voters
635.00
620.00
Town Fire Warden
635.00
620.00
Deputy Fire Wardens (four at 313.75 each) (LY - 306.25)
1,255.00
1,225.00
Police Chief
54,555.00
53,225.00
Patrol Officer @ 15.00/16.25 per hr. (LY - 14.98) Note 2
15,680.00
15,005.00
Note 3
Assessing Field Inspectors @ 17.68 per hr. (LY - 17.25)
6,500.00
5,205.00
Constable
830.00
810.00
Harbor Master
3,550.00
3,460.00
Animal Control Officers @ 13.13 per hr. (LY - 12.81) Note 4
4,500.00
6,435.00
Moderator
525.00
510.00
Election Clerks @ 10.27 per hr. (LY - 10.02)
2,690.00
2,625.00
Health Officer
755.00
735.00
Librarian
12,005.00
11,710.00
CATV Station Manager
8,535.00
8,325.00
Recreation Commission Stipends
2,095.00
2,040.00
T-Sta Attendants @ 12.77/11.50 per hr. (LY - 12.46/11.22) Note 5
36,000.00
31,570.00
Total
$392,870.00 $380,170.00
(The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend a total salary/wage of $392,870.00.
Pay and wage cost of living increases are based on 2.5%. The Selectmen took no increase.)
LY - $380,170.00
Note 1 (Fire Dept. Responders) - This includes an increase in training.
Note 2 (Patrol Officer) - This includes a wage adjustment for the senior patrol officer who
has been with the Town for 8 years (hourly increase from 14.98 to 16.25).
Note 3 (Assessing Field Inspectors) - This includes an increase in hours.
Note 4 (Animal Control Officer) - Less hours used in past years.
Note 5 (Transfer Station Attendants) - This includes an increase in hours for additional
help with physical tasks and also to hire substitutes when an attendant is on vacation or sick.
Article 25. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the above set salaries and also to be set aside to pay the wages of the Deputy Town Clerk, Election Clerks, Transfer Station Attendants, Animal Control Officer, Fire and Rescue Responders, Patrol Officer,
and Assessing Field Inspectors.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $392,870.00) LY - $380,170.00
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Article 26. To see what sum the Town will vote to appropriate from Surplus available as of May
7, 2013 for additional FY 2013 funding for the following accounts:
Account

Amount

Town Administration
Transfer Station Salaries
Volunteers of America
Total

$1,200.00
$1,500.00
$2,412.00
$5,112.00

Reason
Increase in Audit costs and training
Increase in hours
Increase in number of volunteers

(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $5,112.00) LY - $14,000.00
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to approve an overdraft of $1,460.47 in the Town Administration Account for FY 2012.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend approval. This was due to an increase in
County Registry recordings and associated fee increases.)
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the balance of the Lemont Memorial Fund to
the Veterans and Mariners Memorial Park Account for the maintenance of the Lemont memorial
bench at Parker Head Landing.
(Selectmen and Shellfish Commission recommend approval. The estimated balance will be
$741.50.)
Article 29. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for each of the following
Insurances and Benefits.
Account

FY 2014

Retirement Benefits, Medicare, FICA $37,840.00
Workers Compensation Insurance
$19,000.00
Risk Pool & Public Officials Liability $27,000.00
Municipal Health Insurance
$21,000.00
Fire/Rescue Disability Insurance
$1,754.00
Volunteer Accident Insurance
$406.00
Total
$107,000.00

Last Year
LY - $35,000.00
LY - $13,520.00
LY - $26,000.00
LY - $2,500.00
LY - $2,000.00
LY - $380.00
LY- $79,400.00

(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $107,000.00. The major increase is in health
insurance. The Town offers a cost share of: Single Employee - Employee 25%/Town 75%,
Family - Employee 75%/Town 25%. Currently none of the full time employees takes health insurance because they are covered under other policies. However, if this situation should change
the least expensive program that Maine Municipal Association has would require a Town cost
share of $1,122 a month. The recommended amount is based on two employees and includes a
4% annual premium increase.
The workers comp increase is due to an increase in premium plus changes in experience ratings. Expenses for the current year expected to be $16,500.) LY - $79,400.00
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Article 30. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Earned Time
Benefit Account.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $12,135.00. This is a new account established as per section 7.A of the Personnel Manual. Upon retirement or termination an employee
is paid 50% of their accrued Earned Time, which is a combination of vacation and sick days.
Only 60 days may be carried forward on the employee’s anniversary date. The amount to be
appropriated was based on the retirement or termination of the two people who would get the
most Earned Time payment and was calculated from their current earned time balance through
the end of FY 2014. This would be a carry forward account.) LY - $00.00
Article 31. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the 200th Anniversary Celebration Account.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee and 200th Anniversary Celebration Committee, recommend
$5,000.00.) LY - $8,000.00
Article 32. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for Town Administration expenses.
(Clerical workers’ hourly wage will be $11.80, LY - $11.52. Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $74,200.00. Increase is due to new TRIO software and debit/credit card
equipment, annual software licensing fees, computer backup/server maintenance fees, increase
in mileage reimbursement and postal rates, and an increase in professional dues and training.)
LY - $67,450.00
Article 33. To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for each of the following Assessing Accounts:
Account
Assessing Agent Contract
Mapping and Associated Costs
Total

FY 2014
$44,700.00
$3,000.00
$47,700.00

Last Year
LY-$43,800.00
LY- $00.00
LY - $43,800.00

(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $47,700.00. Increase is due to a 2.05% increase is the Assessing Agent’s contract and the additional cost of mapping this year which was
postponed from last year.) LY - $43,800.00
Article 34. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for Town Legal
expenses.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $15,000.00.) LY - $15,000.00
Article 35. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the operation and
maintenance of the Town Hall.
(Custodian’s hourly wage will be $14.04, LY - $13.69. Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend $14,600.00 Increase is to help fund maintenance of the Veterans and Mariners Memorial Park and install drop off/pick up boxes at Town Hall.) LY - $12,800.00
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Article 36. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Selectmen’s
Contingency fund for expenditures not budgeted for in any specific account.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $5,000.00.) LY - $5,000.00
Article 37. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the purchase, installation, and repair of Enhanced 9-1-1 road signs.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $1,500.00.) LY - $2,250.00
Article 38. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for support of the
Phippsburg Community Access Television (PCATV) channel.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and PCATV Committee recommend $4,600.00.)
LY - $4,600.00
Article 39. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Volunteers of
America work program.
(VOA Supervisors’ hourly wage will be $11.41, LY - $11.13. Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend $4,000.00. Increase is due to having more workers during the weekends which increases transportation and food costs.) LY - $1,500.00
Article 40. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Fire and Rescue Mileage Reimbursement Account.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $1,000.00.) LY - $1,000.00
FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS
Article 41. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for operational expenses of telephone, lights, heat, water treatment, alarm system, upkeep of grounds and buildings for
the Fire Station.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Fire Chief recommend $10,000.00.) LY - $10,000.00
Article 42. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Fire Department General Account for vehicle fuel, fire equipment, repairs, cellular phones, clerical work
and supplies.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Fire Chief recommend $18,000.00.) LY - $17,000.00
Article 43. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Rescue Department Account for vehicle fuel, rescue equipment, repairs, cellular phones, clerical work, and
supplies.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Rescue Chief recommend $22,000.00.)
LY - $15,000.00
Article 44. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Fire/Rescue
Capital Improvement Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for future purchases
of fire or rescue equipment and vehicles.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Fire Chief recommend $15,000.00.) LY - $10,000.00
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Article 45. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Emergency
Management Account.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and EMA Director recommend $600.00.) LY - $600.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Article 46. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Animal Control
Officers Operations Account.
(Selectmen , Budget Committee, and ACO recommend $3,000.00.) LY - $3,750.00
Article 47. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for operation of the
Police Department.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee and Police Chief recommend $16,000.00.)
LY - $14,900.00
Article 48. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Police Capital
Improvement Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the purpose of purchasing
a Police Department Vehicle.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Police Chief recommend $5,000.00.) LY - $2,500.00
Article 49. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Parking Enforcement Officer Operations Account.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Police Chief recommend $1,000.00. This amount will
be added to the $3,500.00 provided by the State to fund this position. The Parking Enforcement
Officer’s hourly wage will be $11.80, LY - $11.52.) LY - $1,000.00
TOWN ROADS
Article 50. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for each of the following Road Maintenance accounts.
Account
FY 2014
Last Year
Highway- General
$55,000.00
$55,000.00
Highway- Winter
$180,000.00
$111,000.00
Tar
$15,000.00
$10,000.00
Totals
$250,000.00
$176,000.00
(Road employee hourly wages range from $12.95 to $17.68, depending on position, LY $12.63 to $17.25. Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Road Commissioner recommend
$250,000.00.) LY - $176,000.00
Article 51. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Road Capital
Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the purpose of major road repairs and
construction.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, Road Committee, and Road Commissioner recommend
$100,000.00.) LY - $100,000.00
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HEALTH, WELFARE, AND SANITATION
Article 52. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for General Assistance.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $5,000.00.) LY - $5,000.00
Article 53. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for operation of the
Town Transfer Station.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $197,000.00.) LY - $197,000.00
PLANNING AND CONSERVATION
Article 54. To see if the Town will vote to delete the strikethrough portions of Article #56
(Establishment of the Center Pond Alewife Committee) which passed vote at the March 17,
1984 town meeting as follows:
Article #56 (March 17, 1984) - Establishment of the Center Pond Alewife Committee
Strike-through portions are deletions
The Selectmen are authorized to appoint an Alewife Committee of 5 people to oversee all
functions relating to alewife fishing at the Town Fishway. Membership to be composed of one
member from the Center Pond neighborhood, one member from the Winnegance neighborhood,
at least two fishermen and one member from the Town at large. One or more of these five shall
represent the Town in any negotiations with Bath and West Bath concerning the Winnegance
Fishway.
Each member shall serve a term of five years except for the original members who shall
have terms of one year, two years, three years, four years and five years. This committee shall
expressly be responsible for formulating rules and regulations, operating procedures and marketing procedures for the Center Pond Fishway.
(Selectmen and Center Pond Alewife Committee recommend passage. This will remove the
specific requirements for membership such as geographical location. It also removes the requirement that at least one member represent the town in negotiations with Bath and West Bath
concerning the Winnegance fishway because it is now regulated by the Winnegance Alewife
Commission whose bylaws require two Phippsburg representatives.)
Article 55. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Center Pond Alewife Committee to
adopt a “Take-scale samples-count-and-release into Center Pond” sampling program as per an
approved DMR harvest/research plan for the “river herring” species (Alosa aestivalis & Alosa
pseudoharengus) unless otherwise modified/approved by DMR for the 2014 season on Center
Pond. Although this sampling program may be occurring at Center Pond a conservation closure
for the taking of the “river herring” species (Alosa aestivalis & Alosa pseudoharengus) will remain in effect.
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Article 56. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Conservation
Commission.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Conservation Commission recommend $900.00.)
LY - $525.00
Article 57. Shall an ordinance entitled “Shellfish Conservation Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg” (enacted May 17, 2000 as amended through May 1, 2012) be amended as follows:
“Shellfish Conservation Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted May 17, 2000 as amended through May 1, 2012)
Strike-through portions are deletions - Underlined portions are additions or replacements
Section 6.C.(6) (a) Surrender of License
(6) Surrender of License:
(a) Any licensee may surrender his or her license and receive a refund of the fee paid, prorated for the remaining term of the license, less a ten percent (10%) administrative fee to
be retained by the Town. Once a license is issued for a harvest year it cannot be surrendered by the license holder during that year unless:
(i) The license holder has died (automatic surrender); OR
(ii) The license is surrendered by a Military Reservist who is called to active duty in
accordance with section 6.C.(6)(b).
(c) If a license is surrendered in accordance with section 6.C.(6)(a)(i) & (ii) the license holder (or family in the case of death) will receive a refund of the fee paid, prorated for the
remaining term of the license. If a license is surrendered due to death it may be reissued
upon vote of the Shellfish Commission.
Section 6.C.(11) Suspension (automatic)
(d) If a license holder pays for their shellfish license by check and the check is returned for insufficient funds the holder will be notified by the Town Treasurer or designee and will have
30 calendar days to pay the town for the license and associated insufficient funds fees. If
not settled within the 30 day period the license will be suspended.
(Selectmen and Shellfish Committee recommend approval. The first amendment will prohibit a harvester from surrendering their license during the harvest year unless it is due to the
harvester passing away or the harvester is a Military Reservist called to active duty. This will
prevent a license holder from “selling” their license for profit to the next applicant on the priority list. This article was unanimously recommended by the Shellfish Commission and all the
harvesters who were present at the Shellfish Conservation Commission Meeting on November
29, 2012 and was confirmed again during a meeting on February 21st, 2013. The second part
of the amendment was submitted by the Treasurer and will allow the Town to suspend a license
if payment is not received within 30 days of an insufficient funds notice.)
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HARBORS, PUBLIC LANDINGS AND TOWN LANDS
Article 58. Shall an Ordinance entitled “Town Landing Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg
Maine” (enacted May 1999 as amended through May 12 , 2004) be amended as follows:
“Town Landing Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted May 1999 as amended through May 12, 2004)
Strike-through portions are deletions - Underlined portions are additions or replacements
Section 5.C. & H. (Applicability and Rules)
C. No landing facilities facility shall be used to facilitate the development of islands or to provide regular mainland parking for island residents.
(Selectmen and Town Landings Committee recommend approval of amendment).
Article 59. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Harbor Commission Account.
(Selectmen, Harbor Commission, and Budget Committee recommend $1,600.00.)
LY - $4,600.00
Article 60. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Town Landing
Maintenance Account for the purpose of routine maintenance of facilities.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Town Landings Committee recommend $5,000.00.)
LY - $5,000.00
Article 61. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the Town Landing Maintenance Account
balance as of June 30, 2013 to the Town Landing Capital Reserve Account.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Town Landings Committee recommend transferring
the balance which is estimated at $17,856.00).
Article 62. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Town Landing
Capital Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for major construction of facilities.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee and Town Landing Committee recommend $20,000.00.)
LY - $20,000.00
Article 63. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Town Landing
Acre Lot Capital Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the construction of a
boat ramp.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee and Town Landing Committee recommend $30,000.00.
This is a new capital account.) LY - $00.00
Article 64. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Town Lands
Management Account.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee and Town Lands Management Committee recommend
$5,000.00.) LY - $00.00
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LIBRARIES
Article 65. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the care, maintenance and operation of the Albert F. Totman Library.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Library Trustees recommend $28,000.00.)
LY - $28,000.00
Article 66. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Albert F. Totman Library Capital Improvement Reserve account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the
purpose of building repairs and major maintenance.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Library Trustees recommend $4,500.00.)
LY - $4,500.00
Article 67. To see if the Town will elect one trustee to the Albert F. Totman Library for a term
of five years.
Article 68. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to support the operating costs of the Patten Free Library.
(The Patten Free Library requested $35,493.00 based on town population. The Selectmen
and the Budget Committee do not recommend approval.) LY - $25,000.00 was raised and appropriated, but refused by the Patten Free Library.
CEMETERIES, RECREATION & AGENCIES
Article 69. To see if the Town will elect one trustee for the Phippsburg Cemetery District, Inc.
to serve a term of five years.
Article 70. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for annual maintenance costs of Morningside, Reed, and Hillside cemeteries.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and the Phippsburg Cemetery District, Inc. recommend
$10,000.00.) LY - $15,000.00
Article 71. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the operating budget of the Recreation Commission.
(Selectmen, Budget Committee, and Recreation Commission recommend $12,000.00.)
LY - $10,000.00
Article 72. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the purpose of installing a new community electronic sign at the Phippsburg Elementary School to replace the
wooden sign.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $4,000.00. This will be a cost share over
two years between the Town, RSU, Recreation Commission and School PTA. Total cost of the
sign will be approximately $20,000 of which the Town will pay $8,000.00, RSU $8,000.00,
Recreation Commission $4,000.00 and the PTA what they are able to fundraise.) LY - $00.00
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Article 73. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the purpose of installing synthetic turf at the Bath McMann Field Complex (“Fields of our Future Project”).
(The Budget Committee recommends $5,000.00. The Selectmen do not recommend passage.) LY - $00.00
Article 74. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the following Public Agencies:
FY 13
FY 14
FY 14 Budget
Agency or Service
Approp
Request
Com Rec
American Red Cross
Bath Area Food Bank
Bath Area Senior Citizens, Inc.
YMCA (Bath area)
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Catholic Charities (J.A. Dental Clinic)
Coastal Transportation
Elmhurst, Inc.
Family Crisis Center
Family Focus
Maine Public Broadcasting
Midcoast Maine Com. Action (CED)
New Hope for Women
Read with Me (Tri-County Literacy)
Respite Care
Spectrum Generations (Senior Spec.)
Sweetser
Tedford Shelter
The Children’s Center

1,300.00
1,300.00
1,300.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
1,075.00
1,100.00
1,100.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
2,300.00
2,261.00
2,300.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,200.00
1,300.00
1,300.00
500.00
00.00
00.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
1,495.00
1,495.00
1,500.00
00.00
500.00
500.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,785.00
1,785.00
1,800.00
2,527.00
2,870.00
2,900.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
1,053.00
00.00
00.00
$20,585.00
$20,461.00
$20,550.00
(FY 13)
(14 Req.)
(14 Rec.)
(Requested amount is $20,461.00. Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
$20,550.00. Family Crisis Center no longer covers this area - the same services are now provided by New Hope for Women. The Children’s Center no longer covers this area.
LY $20,585.00
The following article must be voted by written ballot
Article 75. To see if the town will vote to increase the property tax levy limit of $1,021,299.00
established for the Town of Phippsburg by State law in the event that the municipal budget approved under the preceding articles will result in a tax commitment that is greater than that
property tax levy limit.
(This article will be needed only if the Selectmen recommended amounts in this warrant are
amended upwards by a total of $196,867.00. or if the recommended amount to be taken from
surplus to reduce taxes (Article #22) is reduced by $196,867.00. If either of these events occurs
then the total amount to be raised through taxes would exceed the LD1 Tax Reform Legislation
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tax levy limit. Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend approval of this article if needed.)
Given under our hands this 17th day of April, A.D. 2013
Gary R. Read
Chair, Board of Selectmen

Everett A. Perkins
Board of Selectmen

Julia M. House
Board of Selectmen

Attachments
1. Military Vehicle Excise Tax Exemption Ordinance dated May 7, 2013 (Article # 20)
2. Disbursement Ordinance date May 7, 2013 (Article # 21)
3. Municipal Officers Election Ballot for May 6, 2013

CODE RED SYSTEM
This year Sagadahoc Emergency Management implemented CodeRED, a mass
emergency communications capability system that allows officials to send emergent messages to citizens in an affected area of Sagadahoc County via home,
VOIP or cell phone numbers.
How do you sign up to receive emergency notifications to your home, VOIP or
cell numbers?
You can do so via the Sagadahoc County Emergency Management website at
http://sagcounty.com/sag_emergency_management.html (half way down the page
you will see where you click to sign up) or you can email your information
(physical address and contact #’s) to sagema@sagcounty.com and we can sign
you up as well.
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Military Vehicle Excise Tax Exemption Ordinance - Warrant Article #20
TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG ORDINANCE
VEHICLE EXCISE TAX EXEMPTION FOR
ELIGIBLE ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL
MAY 7, 2013
Section 1. Authority.
This ordinance is enacted pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. § 1483-A, which expressly authorizes such
ordinances.
Section 2. Excise tax exemption; qualifications.
Vehicles owned by a resident of this municipality who is on active duty serving in the United
States Armed Forces and who is either permanently stationed at a military or naval post, station
or base outside this State or deployed for military service for a period of more than 180 days
and who desires to register that resident’s vehicle(s) in this State are hereby exempted from the
annual excise tax imposed pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. § 1482.
To qualify for this exemption, the resident must present to the municipal excise tax collector
certification from the commander of the resident’s post, station or base, or from the commander’s designated agent, that the resident is permanently stated at that post, station or base or is
deployed for military service for a period of more than 180 days.
For purposes of this section, “United State Armed Forces” includes the National Guard and the
Reserves of the United States Armed Forces.
For purposes of this section, “deployed for military service” has the same meaning as in 26
M.R.S.A. § 814(1)(A).
For purposes of this section, “vehicle” has the same meaning as in 36 M.R.S.A. § 1481(5) and
does not include any snowmobiles as defined in 12 M.R.S.A. § 13001.
Section 3. Effective date; duration.
This ordinance shall take effect at the adjournment of the Town Meeting at which it is adopted
and shall remain in effect until it or 36 M.R.S.A. § 1483-A is repealed.
Town Hall Christmas
decorating 2012
(L)
Missy Arnzen
and daughter Emma
(R)
Les Smith
Chuck Mainville
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Disbursement Ordinance - Warrant Article #21
TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG
DISBURSEMENT ORDINANCE
MAY 7, 2013
Section 1. Authority.
This ordinance is enacted pursuant to 30-A M.R.S.A. §§ 3001 (municipal home rule) and 5603
(2) (A).
Section 2. Purpose
The purpose of this ordinance is to provide an alternative to the statutory procedure for approval
of warrants authorizing the Treasurer to disburse money.
Section 3. Procedure for approval of Warrants.
The Treasurer may disburse money only on the authority of a warrant drawn for the purpose
which is:
x affirmatively voted and signed by a majority of the municipal officers at a duly called
public meeting; or
x seen and signed by a majority of them acting individually and separately; or
x signed as otherwise provided by law for the disbursement of employees’ wages and
 benefits and payment of municipal education costs; or
x for the release of State of Maine funds collected by the Town on behalf of the State of
Maine (i.e. Department of Motor Vehicle, Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Maine Department of Agriculture), any one of the municipal officers, acting alone, may review, approve, and sign such warrant.

Planning Board and Land Use Board Members
Mark Hawkes, Marie Varian, Lee Rainey, Tip Newell, Les Smith
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Sample Municipal Ballot - May 6, 2013
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TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
FY 2012
(10/12/11 Commitment based on property ownership as of 4/1/11)

COMPUTATION OF ASSESSMENT
County Tax
Municipal Appropriation
School Education Appropriation
Overlay
Total Assessment

$1,080,370.00
$1,413,477.00
$2,986,572.00
$126,552.17
$5,606,971.17

Allowable Deductions
Homestead Reimbursement
State Revenue Sharing
Approved from Surplus
Total Deductions
Net Assessment

$24,255.95
$66,204.00
$731,000.00
$821,495.74
$4,785,475.40
Breakdown of Valuations

Total Value of ALL Exempted Properties
Taxable Valuation of Real Estate (RE)
Land
Buildings
Total Taxable Real Estate
Taxable Valuation of Personal Property (PP)
Production Machinery & Equipment
Business Equipment
All other Personal Property
Total Taxable Personal Property
Total Taxable Valuation (RE + PP)
(excludes ALL exemption categories)
Total Homestead Exemption Valuation (HV)
Total Valuation Base (RE + PP + HV)

$51,363,700.00

$389,022,000.00
$224,933,000.00
$613,955,000.00

$2,682,100.00
$93,000.00
$750,600.00
$3,525,700.00
$617,480,700.00

$6,259,600.00
$623,740,300.00
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Town of Phippsburg
Taxes Outstanding on June 30, 2012
* denotes account was paid in full after June 30, 2012
~ denotes account has partial payment (s) made since June 30, 2012
2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012
Adams, Phoebe, John Niles et*
$
Alexander, Doreen E.
Alexander, John T.*
Alexander, Kevin Russell (JT)*
Alexander, Warren (JT)
Anderson, Susan Y.*
Barnes, Rich and Sally
Bengtson, Andrew G. (JT)
Bennett, Scott TTEE*
Bernier, Tonya L.*
Berry, Nellie*
Berry, Nellie Laurie PR
Birchbichler, Nancy A.*
Bourget, David P.*
Bowker, James H.*
Bowker, Mary A. (JT)*
Brett, Nancy Sewall (JT)*
Brewer, David (JT)*
Brooks, Frederick B. (JT)~
Bulfinch, Douglas L. (50%) TC et*
Burgess, Samuel E., Jr. (JT)*
Burgess, Samuel E., Jr. (JT)*
Burke, Jane E. (T/C)*
Butler, Fay*
Byhouwer, W. Pieter (JT)*
Champagne, Linda & Raymond
Chapin, Thomas M.*
Chiaretto, Janice J.*
Chrane, Joan Maloney~
Clark, Anita L.*
Coates, Stacey L., Milliken, Rebecca C. et *
Coes, Cornelia C. (JT)
Coffin, Christine B. Heirs of*
Connery, Nancy R. PR*
Connolly, Michael P.*
Cosinuke, Robert L. (JT) *
Cummings, Robert C.*
Curley, Margot F. (JT)
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1,197.91
351.12
357.20
617.88
437.76
1,036.26
79.80
1,475.92
50.07
466.64
1,440.92
659.68
300.16
280.44
391.40
405.08
604.23
651.32
436.62
12.45
739.48
199.12
1,038.16
370.51
202.92
19.76
803.32
370.12
2,330.16
669.56
1,497.58
332.88
120.46
347.32
846.14
4,701.36
2,596.59
3,141.08

TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG

2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Danish, Neil J. (JT)
Doyle, Jeremy*
Doyle, Naomi *
Doyle, Rebecca L*
Doyle, Rebecca L.*
Doyle, Wayne D*
Doyle, Wayne, Jr.*
Dozois, Richard S. Devisees of*
Eaton, Richard R. (50% TC)*
Edgerly, Dana L.*
Finch, Margaret Julie*
Footer, Richard E. PR et*
Freeman, Stephen A.~
Frohloff, Gordon & Pat~
GDLD, LLC*
Gagnon, Peter M.*
Gillett Family, LLC*
Gillett Family, LLC*
Gilliam, Brian R. (JT)
Gilliam, Greg W. (JT)*
Gilliam, Henry S., Jr.
Gilliam, Henry S., Jr.
Gilliam, Michael E. (JT)~
Gilliam, Norman P., Jr.*
Gilliam, Philmore
Giroux, Edith
Gomes, Owen S.*
Goodell, Glen M.~
Gowell, Kenneth C., Sr. (JT)*
Gray, Wayne~
Greaves, Jennifer W. TTEE
Gurney, Dan E. (JT)*
Haggert, Brian E. (JT)*
Hahn, Christopher T.*
Harrington, David L.
Harrington, Granville C. TTEE et al*
Harrington, Granville C. TTEE et al*
Harrington, Jed*
Harrington, Richard I. (JT)*
Harris, Christine M. (JT)
Hart, Peter J. (JT)
Hawkes, Christopher J.~
Herrick, Hazel B. (JT)
Herron, Gordon P. (JT)*

$

539.60
391.40
190.38
591.16
821.94
547.58
829.16
6.48
1,509.36
193.80
1,377.83
61.56
643.72
62.32
10,280.83
243.20
5,440.08
76.76
1,789.80
679.44
414.96
38.00
616.36
734.16
1,877.20
79.80
370.12
660.00
801.04
851.20
2,514.84
1,723.68
356.44
894.90
261.44
356.82
76.68
18.24
2,121.18
1,076.92
1,090.60
710.60
947.72
1,898.48
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2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Hersom, Frederick J. (JT)*
$
Hersom, Frederick J. (JT)*
Hodgkins, Kenneth A.*
Hoffman, H. Baldwin*
Hoffman, William C. (TC) et*
Hogg, Jacqueline T. (JT)*
Holbrook, Harold W., Jr.*
Holbrook, Rosalyn F. PR*
Horsman, Tim
Huntington, Cheryl*
Izzo, Mary Kate*
James, Arlene R. TTEE*
Janeway, Cynthia S.*
Jayne Limited Liability Company*
Jayne Limited Liability Company*
Jayne Limited Liability Company*
Jayne, John T, Jayne, Truxton S. et*
Johnson, Jason (JT)
Keefe, Nancy Anne (T/C)*
Kennebec Landing Lot Owners Association*
Kennebec Landing Lot Owners Association*
Kennebec Landing Lot Owners Association*
King, David J. (JT)
Koehling, David A. (JT)*
Koehling, Don, Jr.
Koehling, Donald A, Glenda J. et*
Koehling, Douglas R.*
Koehling, John H.*
Koehling, John, Jr.
Koehling, Vernon E., Jr. (JT)*
Koehling, Vernon , Sr. Heirs of*
Larrabee, George W., Jr. (TC)*
Leary, Barbara*
Lemont, Theodore L.*
Lewis, Harry R. (JT)*
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Libby, Frederick A., III (JT)
Libby, Marshall G., Jr. (TC)*
Libby, Marshall G., Jr. (TC)*
Little, Jeffrey*
Little, Jeffrey*
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541.12
47.96
587.48
674.88
6.75
4,465.38
646.00
491.06
41.04
193.04
15.20
1,714.56
2,053.14
1,388.52
907.82
3,581.50
11.93
1,231.20
2,521.30
61.56
6.84
18.24
1,104.28
518.58
246.24
563.92
320.72
167.96
296.40
1,020.14
200.00
254.60
1,285.92
830.97
321.94
398.24
17.48
410.40
434.72
909.72
2,359.80
570.00
343.52
699.96
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2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Live Lobster Company, Inc.*
Lowell, Linda K.
Lowell, Linda K.
Macmurray, Peter S. (JT)*
Main, Archibald M., III (JT)*
Martha's Cottage, LLC*
Matzkin, Zachary (JT)*
Matzkin, Zachary (JT)*
McCarren, Edward James
McKernan, Frank~
Megee, Charles W. (JT)*
Merrill, Tiffeny Lyn
Moore, Arthur (JT)~
Moore, Mildred L.~
Morine, Kenneth (T/C)*
Nickerson, Timothy H.*
Norman; Kaiser; Posner/Hill et*
Northern NE Telephone Operations, LLC*
Osmond, Eugene L. (JT)
Palmer, Coleman R., Jr. TTEE*
Pannell, Brenda
Percy, Douglas E.
Percy, Leila Jane*
Percy, Patricia A. (JT)~
Perron, Angela M.*
Perrott, Frank R. (JT)*
Perry, Ilene W.
Pert, Judith K.*
Pierce, WM*
PI's Place, Inc.*
Polizotto, Marc M. (JT)
Ponto Associates*
Pye, Margaret E.*
Reed, Ellis A.*
Reed, Ellis A. (JT)*
Reed, Ellis A. (JT)*
Reed, Jennifer E.*
Reiss, Marc D. (JT)*
Reno, Arthur C. (JT)*
Reno, Arthur G.*
Reno, Arthur G. (JT)*
Rhodes, John D.*
Rich, Todd
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)

$

861.84
2,067.20
2,024.64
1,733.56
56.88
2,361.70
40.28
690.84
1,553.44
49.40
794.20
1,808.04
124.64
1,295.80
178.60
1,189.40
249.91
106.62
247.00
964.44
935.56
848.92
471.58
735.30
2,412.89
3,250.52
503.88
1,254.38
27.69
3,235.70
627.76
13.62
859.56
190.00
1,977.52
134.52
190.00
266.38
1,442.10
381.90
1,404.10
1,384.64
475.00
828.40
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2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Robinson, Tanya PR
Rosner, Irl L. (JT)*
Samuelson, Mark E. (TC)*
Schofield, Patricia*
Scott, Jean S.~
Scoville, Claudine Gignoux (50%) TC*
Scronce, John (TC)*
Sewall, Abbie & Laura et*
Silver, Melissa PR*
Simmons, Martha~
Simmons, Sonja (JT)~
Sloan, Jeffrey R. (JT)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Mary E. PR
Smith, Forest W., Sr.*
Smith, Robert L. (JT)*
Staples, Patricia J.*
Stonehouse Hill, LLC*
Stonehouse Hill, LLC*
Stonehouse Hill, LLC*
Stonehouse Hill, LLC*
Stonehouse Hill, LLC*
Suchar, Carrie H. (JT)*
Surf Street, LLC*
Sylvain, Barry M.*
Talbot, Ellen V.
Thomas, Alan*
Tipsword, Danny L.*
TLM Enterprises, Inc.*
Toothaker, Shawn (TC)
Veneziano, Daniele*
Veneziano, Daniele (JT)*
Verrier, Suzanne N. (JT)*
Von Huene, Elisabeth*
Vorhees, John W. TTEE*
Wallace, Drue E.*
Wallace, Drue Edward (JT)*
Wallace, Dwight D.*
Wallace, Gary L. (JT)*
Wallace, Philip I.*
Warmington, Nancy S., Draper, CJ et*
Warring, Pamela J. TTEE *
Warring, Pamela J. TTEE *
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$

1,456.16
3,539.32
709.26
123.88
1,573.20
1,443.24
210.90
239.56
13.12
249.28
253.84
1,075.40
4,566.08
702.24
702.24
196.24
1,406.00
671.08
2,441.88
906.68
910.48
907.44
80.56
1,570.21
1,748.38
376.12
1,541.28
99.56
498.63
5,539.54
27.36
1,924.32
1,907.60
954.56
989.55
296.40
541.12
440.80
895.28
383.80
386.84
575.92
245.10
20.90
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2012 Real Estate Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Watson, Terry L.
Watson, Todd M. (JT)*
Wells, Jason B.*
Wetsch, Loretta (F/K/A)*
Whittier, Ronald A.*
Willey, Jason (JT)
Williams, Astrid (22.22%) T/C et al*
Winter, Steven A. TTEE*
Winter, Steven A. TTEE*
Wirth, Thomas E. (JT)*
Woodruff, Lucretia E. (JT)
Worrey, Elizabeth A.*
Wright, Annora B.*
Wright, Barbara J. (F/K/A)
Wright, Donn D. (JT)*
Wyman, Scott*
Wyman Scott L.*
Young, John Michael (JT)*
Zwaan, Maarten J. (JT)

$

623.20
445.74
1,611.96
307.04
178.39
27.36
333.61
499.32
351.88
4,890.60
793.44
83.60
982.68
237.12
7.52
220.78
219.64
1,105.42
1,753.32
$

215,943.87

$

350.36
215,943.87

2012 Personal Property Taxes outstanding on June 30, 2012
Connolly, Michael P.*
Hahn, Christopher T.*
Hahn, Christopher T.*
Hufstader, Michael
Jim Koehling Marine Services*
Libby, John D.*
Live Lobster Company, Inc.*
Lobster House Restaurant*
Mailfinance, Inc.*
Marco, W. Gilbert, Jr. (JT)*
Phippsburg Weather Station*
Popham Beach Bed and Breakfast*
Reed, Ellis A. & Jennifer E.*
Staples, Charles C. (JT)*
Stonehouse Manor B&B*
The 1774 Inn*
Watson, Terry Lee (JT)
Yeaton, Herb*

$

18.24
3.80
13.30
76.00
11.40
11.40
24.32
24.32
30.40
5.70
6.08
15.20
15.20
2.28
45.60
19.00
11.40
16.72
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2011 Tax Liens outstanding on June 30, 2012
Alexander, Doreen E.
Alexander, Warren (JT)*
Barnes, Rich and Sally
Bengtson, Andrew G. (JT)*
Berry, Nellie Laurie PR*
Coes, Cornelia C. (JT)*
Danish, Neil J. (JT)*
Freeman, Stephen A.*
Gilliam, Philmore*
Giroux, Edith
Greaves, Jennifer W. TTEE*
Harris, Christine M. (JT)
Hart, Peter J. (JT)*
Hawkes, Christopher J.*
Herrick, Hazel B. (JT)*
Holbrook, Harold W., Jr.*
Johnson, Jason (JT)*
King, David J. (JT)~
Koehling, Don, Jr.~
Koehling, John H.*
Koehling, John, Jr.
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)*
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)*
Libby, Frederick A., III (JT)
McCarren, Edward James~
Mckernan, Frank*
Merrill, Tiffeny Lyn*
Moore, Arthur (JT)*
Osmond, Eugene L. (JT)~
Pannell, Brenda
Percy, Douglas E.~
Perrott, Frank R. (JT)*
Perry, Ilene W.
Polizotto, Marc M. (JT)*
Rich, Todd*
Robinson, Doris C. Heirs of
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Scott, Jean S.*
Simmons, Lewis E., Jr.*
Simmons, Martha*
Sloan, Jeffrey R. (JT)*
Small, Donald N., Jr. Heirs of
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$

354.16
437.76
79.80
16.71
655.88
332.88
539.60
211.06
1,114.68
79.80
2,514.84
1,076.92
1,090.60
710.60
947.72
646.00
921.88
1,104.28
401.28
167.96
296.40
398.24
17.48
410.40
434.72
913.52
400.39
47.36
1,539.46
60.44
304.03
939.36
424.46
1,625.26
503.88
627.76
475.00
1,456.16
828.40
370.62
253.84
115.57
1,075.40
702.24
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2011 Tax Liens outstanding on June 30, 2012 (Continued)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Talbot, Ellen V.
Toothaker, Shawn (TC)*
Watson, Terry L.*
Wells, Jason B.*
Worrey, Elizabeth A.*
Wright, Barbara J. (F/K/A)

$

4,566.08
702.24
1,541.28
15.96
459.04
1,611.96
54.91
237.12
$

36,813.39

$

14,271.29

2010 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Bowker, James H.*
Harris, Christine M. (JT)
Herrick, Hazel B. (JT)*
Koehling, John H.*
Koehling, John, Jr.
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)
Libby, Frederick A., III (JT)
Pannell, Brenda
Perry, Ilene W.~
Robinson, Doris C., Heirs of~
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Small, Donald N., Jr.
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Talbot, Ellen V.
Wright, Barbara J.

$

307.57
995.06
1,001.56
170.03
242.59
329.23
1,045.10
590.24
348.36
1,325.27
705.03
889.14
3,903.13
889.14
948.49
581.35

2009 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Bissonette, Roland E. (JT)*
Herrick, Hazel B., (JT)*
Koehling, John, Jr.
Lewis, Timothy E. (JT)~
Libby, Frederick A., III (JT)~
Pennell, Brenda~
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Small, Donald N., Jr.
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Talbot, Ellen V.
Wright, Barbara J.

$

178.98
151.39
255.36
173.12
215.63
118.33
742.14
935.94
4,108.56
935.94
998.41
611.95
$

9,425.75
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2008 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Koehling, John, Jr.
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Small, Donald N., Jr.~
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Talbot, Ellen V.
Wright, Barbara J.

$

243.04
706.34
754.96
3,910.34
890.79
950.24
582.43
$

8,038.14

2007 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Koehling, John, Jr.
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)~
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)
Talbot, Ellen
Wright, Barbara J.

$

244.16
709.59
3,078.19
894.89
948.95
579.44
6,455.22

2006 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Koehling, John, Jr.
Messier, Rita
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)
Small, Marguerite V. (99% TC)~
Talbot, Ellen~
Wright, Barbara J.

$

219.52
207.76
637.98
167.62
591.18
506.95
2,331.01

2005 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Koehling, John, Jr.
Messier, Rita
Robinson, James K., Sr. (JT)~
Wright, Barbara J.

$

201.48
163.76
319.86
517.04
1,202.14

2004 Tax Acquired Property on June 30, 2012
Koehling, John, Jr.
Messier, Rita
Wright, Barbara J.~

$

313.90
259.88
146.55
720.33
$ 42,443.88
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Prior Years Taxes Receivable on June 30, 2012
Real Estate 2011
Willey, Jason (JT)*
$
Personal Property 2011
Koehling, Jim*
Reed, Ellis & Jennifer*
Watson, Terry Lee

$

82.08

11.40
15.20
15.96
42.56

Personal Property 2010
Barnes, Richard & Sally
Burns, Mary Jane*
Cray, Albert*
Giroux, Edith

$

20.58
16.24
7.58
64.98
109.38

Personal Property 2009
Barnes, Richard & Sally
Gray, Albert
Giroux, Edith

$

29.64
10.26
118.56
158.46

Personal Property 2008
Barnes, Richard & Sally
Giroux, Edith

$

28.21
138.88
167.09

Personal Property 2007
Barnes, Richard & Sally

28.34

Personal Property 2006
Barnes, Richard & Sally~
$

16.66
604.57

Candidates Night 2012
(T) Billy Totman
(R) Selectman Julie House & past
Selectman Lawrence Pye
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Town-Owned Property
Map
7
7
7
7
8
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
13
16
25
28
31
34
37
42
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
45
45
45
45
45

Lot
2
3
22
23
29
18
20
2
13
15
21
22
25
28
39
45
52
48
32
16
3
60
3-1
3
10-1
11-1
22-1
38
39
8
33
35
11
24
58
59
60

Acres
.18
.25
.18
.14
2.1
.27
.55
.44
.15
.08
.21
.23
.14
57.7
.05
.14
.06
.25
.23
.21
88.0
1.5
40.48
1.03
2.6
3.63
20.04
5.0
.50
8.59
45.58
.80
59.0
45.0
20.0
125.5
30.0

Identification
Rt. #209 (Dromore)
Rt. #209 (Dromore)
Rt. #209 (Dromore)
Rt. #209 (Dromore)
Center (Totman Library)*
Parkers Neck (Rising Sun)
Parkers Neck (Rising Sun/old ferry landing)
Corner-P.H. Rd. & Sam Day Hill Rd.
Parker Head Rd.*
Parker Head Rd.*
Parker Head Rd.(septic field)
Parker Head Rd. (formerly DeGolyer)
Parker Head Rd. (formerly Sutcliffe)
Parker Head Rd. (former sludge field)
Parker Head Rd.
Parker Head Rd. (Town Landing)*
Parker Head Rd. (Sleeper boat-house lot)
Cox's Head (former Norton)
Perkins Farm Lane (former Navy Rake Station)
Small Point-Alliquippa Town Landing
Totman Cove and Forest (Sebasco Beach)*
Sebasco - "Acre Lot" Landing
Basin (Waterfront Parcel)**
Meadowbrook Town Landing*
Cushman Field
Basin (Hatch Road Section Two)**
Basin (School Parcel)**
Town Hall/Fire Station Lot*
Hatch Point
Sam Day Hill Rd.
Transfer Station/Salt Shed
Sam Day Hill Rd. (former Small)
Off Popham Cross Rd.*
Off Parker Head Rd.
Off Popham Cross Rd.
Off Popham Cross Rd.*
Off Popham Cross Rd.*

Map 4 Established R/W to Town Landing Old Ferry Road
Map 13 Established R/W to Town Landing- Cox's Head
Map 27 Established R/W to Town Landing Cat Cove-West Point
* - Adjusted acreage for accuracy as per deeds/surveys
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Selectmen’s Annual Overview
Financial Report for FY 2013
The FY 2013 mil rate was set at $7.75 per thousand which was an increase of .15 cents over
the year before.
A brief explanation of the FY 2013 budget follows.
x

A 6.1% increase in the amount raised for Phippsburg’s share of the County Tax (from
$1,018,298 to $1,080,370 for a increase of $62,072). The Town’s share of the County tax
is determined by its valuation. This year we share 14.20% of the County Tax (last year it
was 14.08%). We are the 3rd highest taxed community of the 10 communities that make up
Sagadahoc County.

x

A 9.54% increase in the amount raised for the RSU #1 School Budget (from $2,726,395
to $2,986,572 for an increase of $260,177). The cost for running all the schools in RSU #1
was cost shared between municipalities (cost share formula is 1/3 population, 1/3 valuation,
1/3 school enrollment). The drastic increase was due to the LD1 cost share formula being
used for the entire amount of funding to be raised locally rather then just the optional local
share.

x

A 8.8% decrease in the amount raised for the Municipal Budget (from $1,550,189 to
$1,413,477 for a decrease of $136,712). The decrease was to help offset the RSU #1 increase.

x

$731,000 ($650,000 last year) will be appropriated from Surplus to reduce taxes.

The total increase (County, RSU #1, and Municipal) in the amount to be raised for 20122013 was 3.5% (an increase of $185,537) which was partially offset by the extra $81,000 being
appropriated from Surplus to reduce taxes which left an increase of $104,537 in the amount to
be raised through taxes (increase in mil from 7.60 to 7.75).

Financial Expectations for FY 2014
At this time only the Municipal Budget appropriation has been completed. The County and
Regional School Unit #1 budget processes have just started so no solid figures are available.
We can tell you the County is expecting an increase of 5% and the RSU #1 is projecting an increase of 6% but Phippsburg’s share will decrease because of the change in cost share formula
which we will discuss later.
We are recommending a Municipal Budget this year of $1,564,926 which is a 6.56% increase ($96,338) over last years appropriations of $1,468,588. The main reasons for the increase are: (1) less money left over in the winter road account due to storms (last year we carried forward $69,000 and this year we expect less then $12,000); (2) Additional request of
$30,000 from the Town Landings Committee for a capital account to construct a boat ramp at
the Acre Lot in Sebasco; (3) Health Insurance ($21,000 - which may not be used); Earned Time
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Termination payback ($12,000 - which may not be used). We are also bringing some of the accounts back up to the normal funding level after cutting them last year by $136,000 to help
make up for the RSU #1 cost share increase. When all the factors are taken into consideration
(Municipal increases, County increases, and the decrease in Phippsburg’s RSU#1 cost share due
to the new formula voted in on March 19th) we expect the mil rate to actually decrease.
Citizens have direct input for the Municipal budget by attending Town Meeting (May 7th &
8th this year) and for the RSU Educational budget by attending the Regional Wide Town Meeting to be held 6:30 p.m. on May 28th at the Bath Middle School which will be followed by a
secret ballot referendum vote on June 4th at the Town Hall (polls from 1:15 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.).
The only input into the County Budget that citizens have is to attend the public hearings and let
the County Budget Advisory Committee know your recommendations (our representatives are
Selectman Everett Perkins and Budget Committee Chairman Paul Gamache).
We always strive to keep the mil rate as low as possible but it is a constant balancing act
and voters at Town Meeting ultimately have the final say on the amounts raised and spent each
year. We will be within our LD1 limit again this year.

Recognitions and Awards
This year the following Awards were received by the Town, its volunteers and employees.
x Police Chief Skroski - “Law Enforcement Officer of the Year” from the State of
Maine Department of the American Legion.
x Fire and Rescue Auxiliary - “Spirit of America” award for volunteerism.
x Conservation Commission - “Award of Recommendation” from the State of Maine
Chapter of the Wildlife Society.
x Town of Phippsburg - “Supreme Award” for the 2012 Annual Report
x Town of Phippsburg - “Certificate of Recognition” from the County Commissioners
for participating in the “Spirit of America” award program.
We congratulate those who earned these awards and are very proud of them. The Town is
very lucky to have these dedicated individuals and groups assisting our community. More information on these awards are in the beginning pages of this Town Report.

In Tribute
We want to recognize some of our citizens who have passed this year and the contributions
they have made to the Town. We watched the passing of Chuck Callanan, Loring Hart, John
Moffitt, Walter Mullen, Norman Nickerson, Jack Percy, Stan Trask, Macy Whitehead, and Annie Haskell - all who volunteered for the Town or School and gave a part of themselves to this
community. We have noted their passing at the beginning of this Town Report and want to let
all the family’s who have had loved ones pass this year know that we are sorry for their loss.

Goodwill Account
Five years ago the Town established a “Goodwill” account funded by citizen donations.
The account is used to assist families in need of heating fuel or other basic necessities (i.e. food)
that they cannot afford. The funds are only used if there is a proven need and the applicants
don’t meet the requirements for General Assistance. The fund is administered by the General
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Assistance Administrator, Mike Young, and applicant information is kept strictly confidential.
In 2012 citizens donated $5,015.00 to this fund and we spent $2,143.32 on electric, heating
fuel and medicines. The balance remaining in this account as of July 1, 2012 was $11,580.79.
So far in 2013 we have taken in another $3,000.00 but have spent $3,214.00. Citizens have also
donated food gift cards for distribution.
Donations can be made out to the “Town of Phippsburg” with “Goodwill Account” listed in
the memo line and given to Administrator Mike Young

Transfer Station Upgrade
We will be completing the Transfer Station upgrades this year. It will include the installation of more blocks and paving of the building debris pad, the installation of more blocks and
resurfacing of the clean wood/brush pad, and creating a small experimental compost area.
Two reminders:
x

x

Contractor generated building debris is not allowed at the Transfer Station.
It costs us less to dispose of recyclables that are dropped off in the compactor at the
Transfer Station then the material dropped off in the loose pack containers at the
Town Hall. We can get 3 to 4 times as much recyclable material in a compacted
container compared to a loose pack container and since we only pay for transportation of recyclables (not tonnage) we save money. So …… please drop off your recyclables at the Transfer Station whenever possible.

Land Use Ordinance Rewrite Committee
As in past years, we would like to recognize the members of the Land Use Ordinance Rewrite Committee for their dedication to our community. They are Lee Rainey, Marie Varian,
Storrs Bigelow, Tippy Newell, and Les Smith. They have met many times, sometimes twice a
week, since the Comprehensive Plan was passed in May 2006 to redraft the Shoreland Zoning
Ordinance, Land Use Ordinance and Subdivision Ordinance. The Shoreland Zoning Ordinance
passed at the 2009 Town Meeting and the Land Use Ordinance failed vote (by a tie) at the May
2012 Town Meeting but passed at the subsequent November 2012 Election after some minor
revisions. The Committee is now working on the Subdivision Ordinance and welcomes the
public to attend their meetings.

Patten Free Library Funding
The voters at the May 2012 Annual Town Meeting reduced the funding amount for the Patten Free Library (PFL). The PFL request was for $35,493 and the amended amount of $25,000
passed vote by a wide majority. The majority of voters felt that the Town Departments
(including Police, Fire and Rescue) and Committees had voluntarily reduced their budgets to
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offset the RSU #1 increase and the PFL could do the same. It was also mentioned that Phippsburg is the only municipality in the area being served by the Patten Free Library that has its
own Library.
The Selectmen offered to send the approved $25,000.00 to the Patten Free Library for their
support if they would issue 500 library cards (basically purchasing library cards at $50.00 each
rather then giving a fixed amount for unlimited memberships). The Patten Free Library refused
the funding citing their by-laws requirement that all communities must contribute equally based
on population.
So, on July 1st the Patten Free Library suspended all Phippsburg library cards unless the
individuals holding them paid $50.00 for a non-resident membership.
We have asked the Patten Free Library Trustees to review and consider changing their bylaws. To date there have been no changes that we know of.
Recently some of our children attending Morse High School were not allowed to check out
books at the Patten Free Library during a class trip and associated school assignment. We
asked the Library Director if RSU #1 could send a list of our school children to the PFL and we
would send a check to cover their library cards. Again we were told “No”.
The Patten Free Library has again asked for full funding ($35,493.00) from the Town which
will be voted on at the May 2013 Annual Town Meeting. Our Budget Committee has attempted to discuss alternatives with the Library but were informed that it will still be “all or nothing.”

Regional School Unit #1 Cost Share Formula
We would like to thank everyone who turned out to vote during the snowstorm on March
19, 2013. We had the largest turnout of any municipality within the RSU #1 region. The road
crew did an outstanding job of keeping the roads clear and our dedicated election workers
braved the storm to make sure that the election could still take place.
Thanks to our voter turnout the proposed funding formula passed which changes the local
cost share formula from being based on a 1/3 population, 1/3 valuation, 1/3 student enrollment
to just student enrollment. Basically, RSU #1 will determine a per pupil cost and then adjust it
according to each individual community’s state subsidy. This is expected to save Phippsburg
approximately $400,000 this year over what would have been assessed by using the old formula.
The votes were: Arrowsic (82 Yes, 1 No), Bath (190 Yes, 6 No), Phippsburg (270 Yes, 2
No), West Bath (17 Yes, 68 No), Woolwich (21 Yes, 61 No). Total votes cast (580 Yes, 138
No).

Town Hall Construction, New Police Car, New Fire Engine
You may have noticed that we have completed some major maintenance to the Town Hall.
It has included new roof shingles, siding and windows as well as new interior carpeting and
painting and the addition of an air handler for the furnace. Most of this work was recommended by our air quality specialist who assisted us in supervising the 2011 mold remediation project. The final projects to be completed are the groundwork and the construction of a storage
building at the lower level. We have asked the Morse High School Vocational Center if they
would be willing to construct the building for us. The work was paid for though a bond approved at last year’s Town Meeting and the Town Hall Capital account.
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Police Chief Skroski purchased a new 2013 Ford Police Interceptor (including equipment)
for $37,000 to replace the 2003 Crown Victoria which will be sold. This purchase was also part
of last year’s bond.
Fire Chief Totman purchased a new mini-pumper for $148,965.00 and sold the 1987 GMC
Engine for $3,000 to the Town of Athens. $50,000 of the cost was funded through fundraisers
and donations collected by the Phippsburg Fire Association.

Boy Scout Projects
We would like to thank three of our local Boy Scouts who completed community projects as
part of their advancement requirements to Eagle Scout. their Eagle Scout projects. The projects
completed were:
x Scout Kevin McAloney (Troop 621) - Hatch Point flagpole and stone garden. More
details of the project are in the Town Lands Management Report on page 142). Photos
of the project and ceremony are on the front cover of this Town Report and on page 206.
x Scout Truman Slocum (Troop 648) - “Welcome to Phippsburg” dory sign in Winnegance with plantings. The dory was donated by the family of Alfred Smith. Photo of
the project is on the front cover of the Town Report
x Scout Reuel Wilgus (Troop 648) - Wooden informational kiosk at the Town Hall parking lot which includes an engraved map of Phippsburg with points of interest and a brochure holder. Photo of the project is on page 120.
It takes leadership, organizational skills, and a lot of personal time to complete projects such
as these. Only 2% of those who join the Boy Scouts earn the rank of Eagle. The community
should be very proud of these dedicated young men

Other Items of Interest
Basin Property Gift - At last years Annual Town Meeting the citizens voted to accept 40
acres in the vicinity of the Mill Dam and 20 acres in the vicinity of the school as well as Hatch
Road. The deeds were signed in January of 2013. We thank Anna Varian, Chair of the Town
Lands Management Committee, and her Committee members who have worked very hard over
the last four years to make this happen.
Personnel Manual - We have written and adopted the first Personnel Manual that Phippsburg has ever had. This has been a year long process that included many workshops and meetings with our Town employees.
Social Media Policy - We are finishing a Social Media Policy which will set the standards
for the use of social media by Town Employees, Departments, Boards, Committees and Commissions. This is for Town supported social media not personal. We are also looking at having
a written policy concerning the use of video conferencing (i.e. SKYPE) during meetings.
Facilities Use Policy - We are in the final stages of creating a policy for private non-profit
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organizations using town property and facilities. This is a recommendation from our insurance
carriers (Maine Municipal Association) and is to protect the Town should an organization’s actions cause a liability claim. This policy will require that the private non-profit organizations
provide liability insurance coverage listing the Town as additionally insured depending on the
type of event.

Current Committee Openings & Membership Changes
We currently have openings on the following Committees: PCATV (1 position) and 200th
Celebration Committee (1 position). Anyone interested in serving can contact Mike Young at
the Town Office.
We made some changes in the number of appointments to some of our committees this year.
It was based on recommendations from the committee members themselves. We increased the
Center Pond Alewife Committee back to five members instead of three for more representation,
reduced the Community Access TV Committee from seven members to five, and reduced the
Public Safety Advisory Committee from five members to three. The decreases were done primarily because we have been unable to fill the empty positions and the committees were having
problems adhering to the quorum requirement for meetings.

Appreciation for Service
We’d like to thank the following citizens who volunteered their time to serve on our Town
Boards, Committees and Commissions over the past years as well as those who were employees
or elected officials of the Town.
Citizen
Position
David W. Barnes
Gloria P. Barnes
Martha M. Cashman
Dean P. Doyle Jr.
James A Lewis
Elizabeth H. Martin
Mary S. Masters
William R. Perkins
Lawrence R. Pye
Lucia P. Roberts
Tina M. Talbot
James W. Totman
John W. Totman
Stephen M. Warner
Proctor W. Wells
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Health Officer/Election Warden
Town Clerk
Election Clerk
Town Landing Committee
Road Committee
Election Clerk
200th Celebration Committee
200th Celebration Committee
Selectman
Election Clerk
Recreation Commission
Budget Committee
Election Clerk
Shellfish Conservation Commission
Budget Committee
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Welcome Aboard
We’d like to thank the following citizens who have recently volunteered their time to serve
on our Town Boards, Committees and Commissions as well as our new employees and elected
officials
Citizen
David W. Barnes
Robin L. Barton
Lori A. Bourgeois
Ethan B. Debery
Gary W. Flemmings
Pauline J. Flemmings
Derek A. Freeman
Julia M. House
Christopher L. Mixon
Michael W. Rice
Karl W. Smith
Pamela M. Spooner
Proctor W. Wells
Richard H. Wenzel
James W. Totman
John M. Young

Position
Election Clerk
Budget Committee & Election Clerk
Recreation Commission
Center Pond Alewife Committee
Recreation Commission
Election Clerk
Shellfish Conservation Commission
Selectman
Town Landings Committee
Budget Committee
Election Warden
Election Clerk
Assessment Review Board
Road Committee
Center Pond Alewife Committee
200th Celebration Committee
Respectfully submitted,

Gary R. Read
Chair, Board of Selectmen

Everett A. Perkins
Board of Selectmen

Julia M. House
Board of Selectmen

Selectmen Gary Read, Everett Perkins and Julie House at a Selectmen’s Meeting
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200th Anniversary Celebration Committee
The Phippsburg 200th Anniversary Committee is on target to make 2014 a special year for
our very special Town!
Bev Bevilacqua of Popham has created the logo for the 200th – the “Shallop” which honors
our boatbuilding history. Limited edition sweatshirts, hats and T-shirts are available for sale
with this very special logo commemorating our anniversary. We would truly like to thank Mr.
Bevilacqua for sharing his immense talent with the Town!
The committee has resurrected an old tradition, the Boston Post Cane. This tradition was
started in August of 1909 when 700 towns in New England were encouraged to present an engraved cane to the oldest person in town “on behalf of the Boston Post.” Then, the tradition
was to continue to the next oldest person when the first one passed, and so on. At one time,
Phippsburg did have a Boston Post Cane, but its owner and history have slipped away in time.
A new Boston Post Cane has been purchased and is ready for presentation to Phippsburg’s oldest resident in 2014 – an event not to be missed! A memorial plaque will also be hanging at
Town hall with the recipients’ names and the year of the award of the cane.
The Phippsburg 200th Memorial Book will have many years of the Phippsburg Observer retyped as a mirror into the past (since the publication of Fair to the Wind). Sherri Wallace Bishop has granted her permission for this book to include her “Index to Fair to the Wind”, which
tracks every single name in the original book. We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to both
Sherri for her generosity, and Loalee Young for hours and hours of typing the Memorial Book!
The plans for 2014 include a Parade down Route 209, a play re-enacting the signing of the
Phippsburg Charter, historic tours, a Time Capsule and a cake judging contest for participants
of all ages! Other committees and organizations are also working on making their 2014 plans
special – so stay tuned!
The Committee would like to thank the Town for your generosity and support for this special one time event. The funding request that we have made is intended for publication of the
200th Memorial Book, and expenses for the planned events. The money we are raising from the
sale of the Memorial book, clothing, hats and memorabilia will help to pay for this special anniversary, and all money that is left after the event will be returned to the Town, with our sincere
thanks for your support.
Please plan to participate, support and most of all, enjoy Phippsburg’s Grand 200th!
Respectfully submitted,
Chilloa A. Young, Chair

Bette Totman, 200th
Committee member,
and Lynn Totman
handing out
Anniversary
Information
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Addressing Officer E 9-1-1 Report
Enhanced 9-1-1 Activity - The implementation of E 9-1-1 service for Phippsburg and other

towns in Sagadahoc County has been in effect since April of 2001.
Addressing Activity - Two new roads were established during calendar year 2012, bringing the
total to 292 (The 1995 total was 234). Nineteen new E911 addresses were assigned, although
six resulted from the realignment of two private roads in the Small Point area.
Signs – During 2012 our experience with missing or stolen road signs was relatively low, a
couple of “favorites” plus some storm/snow plowing damages. Replacement of a typical road
sign costs $45 plus related mounting hardware/post. If you know of anyone tampering with any
type of road sign or observe a damaged or fallen sign, please notify the Town Hall or Police
Department. Road name signs are not just for convenience in finding your way around; they
are a very critical component of emergency response.
Numbering of buildings - Some buildings are still are not numbered at all or not properly numbered. This could mean the difference between life or death for the persons requiring assistance. Please make sure that your property is numbered as follows:
x At least four inches high preferably of a reflective material for added safety during
periods of reduced visibility.
x Displayed next to the entrance that would normally be used in an emergency situation.
x Also displayed at the end of the driveway on a tree or a post that will be visible during
any season of the year (if the building is not visible from the road).
Respectfully submitted,
(B) Lin Stockwell, 911 Addressing Officer, Road Committee
Member, and Clerk of the Cemetery District inspects the Popham
erosion
(BR) Proctor Wells, Joanne Wells and Susan Levene at the 2012
Town Meeting

Linwood Stockwell
Deputy Addressing Officer
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Animal Control Officer's Report
We had one confirmed report of rabies in town this year and several suspicious deaths of
wild animals as well. Vaccinating your pets has never been so important. Derek Freeman
completed his basic animal control course and I completed my advanced training in exotic
animals.
I may be reached at 319-6557.
ACO Calls for 2012 (141)
Dogs

62

Cats

28

Other calls including wildlife

51

Disposition of Animals for 2012
Dogs taken to Shelter 14
Dogs unclaimed
3
Warnings Issued
0

Cats taken to shelter/released to owner
Summonses Issued

34
0

Respectfully submitted,
Steven A. Freeman
Animal Control Officer

Appeals Board Report
The Phippsburg Board of Appeals had another quiet year. Although we had two inquiries,
no one came before the Board.
Respectfully submitted,
David L. Thombs, Chair

(L) Jean Perkins,
Helen Barnes, and
Jim Bunce at the
2012 Town
Meeting
(R) Fishing Derby
catch
Norma Burpee
Photo
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Assessing Agent’s Report
Between April 1, 2011 and April 1, 2012 the value of property in Phippsburg decreased by
$11,300,000.00 (1.82%) as calculated for State Valuation placement, reflecting the statistical
trend exhibited throughout Sagadahoc County. Unexpected revision to the funding formula applied by Regional School Unit 1 was the largest single contributor to a mill rate increase from
7.60 to 7.75. As this report is compiled an unprecedented level of single year revisions to
Maine’s tax code structure is under review and discussion in Augusta and the resulting impact
on this year’s upcoming mill rate is unpredictable.
Maine Revenue Services second annual audit of sales since the completion of the revaluation that took effect April 1, 2010 was based on a pool of 28 sales occurring between July 2010
and June 2011. The weighted average of those sales was 98% with an average deviation of 10
and the average ratio of assessed value divided by sales price was 101%. The average selling
price of Phippsburg residential properties was $282,000.
It is the nature of the assessing function to be in constant evolution and taxpayers are encouraged to contact the Assessing Agent with questions. The town web site contains all property tax cards, along with tax maps, a link to aerial photos and other detailed information. Office
counter books containing summary documents ease identification of recent neighborhood sales,
contain the MRS annual audits and support review of abatement / supplemental tax warrant activity. The books are on the public shelves above the tax maps and all are welcome to stop by
to review information.
Respectfully submitted,
Juanita C. Wilson Hennessey, IFA, CMA
Contract Assessing Agent
For the Town of Phippsburg Elected Assessors

Assessment Review Board Report
The Assessment Review Board did not meet in 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael W. Rice, Chair

(L)
Mike Rice, Chair of
the Assessment
Review Board, at
Candidates Night
(R)
Excited kids
waiting for Santa at
the 2012 Christmas
Open House
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Budget Committee Report
In looking back at the past year, I’m reminded of that famous Chinese curse: “May you live
in interesting times. While we are a long way from China, I’d say that from a budgetary standpoint, Phippsburg has been living in interesting times, and they may not be over.
A year ago we were scrambling to cover an unexpected change in the RSU1 sharing formula that dumped an additional $314,000 of taxes on our taxpayers. The cooperation of our town
departments to carve a little out of their budgets, and take a little more from surplus minimized
the impact of this increase on taxpayers.
After much contentious discussion over the last 9 months, a new funding formula was approved by RSU1 voters in March. The result is the establishment of a more equitable formula
that will reduce the town’s share of the school budget by over $400,000 in the FY 2013-14.
Another “interesting” event from last year was the increase in county taxes caused by State
legislation passed two years ago that changed the funding formula between Lincoln and Sagadahoc counties for the Two Bridges Jail. The $361,612 increase was phased in over two years,
with our share being $51,349.
The new events in our “interesting” times are driven by decisions in Augusta. Changes in
revenue sharing, and in what education costs the State will fund (versus RSU1) may result in
more costs being passed on to the town.
At the local level, we continue to see well thought out and appropriately frugal budgets by
town departments. We departed from the longstanding relationship with the Patten Library last
year. It remains to be seen if that relationship will be renewed, or a new relationship can be created recognizing that Phippsburg’s situation is different than the other participating towns.
Funding is proposed to start saving up for a new boat launch on the New Meadows River to
meet the needs of the fishing and recreation communities. Voters should weigh in on this project to assure it receives thorough review before we commit the funds a few years from now.
Finally, I wish to thank Mike Rice and Robin Barton for joining the Budget Committee this
year to give us the benefit of their experience in town during budget reviews. Also, many
thanks to Betsy, Bill, Ethan, and Kim for their continued participation on the committee to provide year-to-year continuity.
Respectfully submitted,
Candidates Night 2012
Bill Murray, Paul Gamache (Budget Committee) ,
Bill Perkins (Budget Committee), Roger Hutchins,
and Robin Barton (Budget Committee)
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Cable TV Franchise Committee
The Cable TV Franchise Committee has received the first response from Comcast following
the submission of the Committee’s draft proposal to them.
Items of interest for subscribers and the town are:
x PEG Facilities and Equipment Support: This is a capital equipment grant from
Comcast paid by subscribers (a percentage paid by ALL subscription across the
USA) in accordance with federal law to be used to purchase and/or lease PEG access
equipment and facilities. This is what helps to pay for repairs/upgrades & replacement of end-of-life equipment used to broadcast and record town department meeting and events.
x Build out/Areas to be served: There are no additional roads in Phippsburg unserved that meet the minimum density as is used in many Maine communities. As
with other towns, there is a cost share arrangement for those homes requesting service that do not meet the density requirements.
The franchise agreement in process is based upon the model franchise agreement established with input from representatives from municipalities, Maine Municipal Association, industry groups, cable companies, telephone companies, and staff from the Office of Information
Technology of the State of Maine and the Public Utility Commission of the State of Maine.
We are looking forward to presenting a recommendation to the Selectman, following further
negotiations with Comcast.
Respectfully submitted,
Leif E. Albertson, Chair

(L) Leif Albertson (Cable Franchise Committee), Rick Albertson, Kim Albertson (Budget Committee) and daughter Moriah on clean up day
(R) Bryon Miller from Phippsburg American Legion Post 216 at the annual flag disposal ceremony
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Cemetery District Report
Last year was a very busy year for the Trustees of the Phippsburg Cemetery District! We
completed the long term project of updating all of the bylaws and policies that have been in
place since the early 60’s. The bylaws have been approved and are available at Town Hall upon request.
We have also put in place an attractive sign at Morningside Cemetery which highlights the
cemetery layout, and a listing of the guidelines for planting and decorating of gravesites. April
15th is the date when Morningside Cemetery will be open for private clean up of grave sites.
The Superintendent will start the annual cleanup on May 1st, and the Fall cleanup is scheduled
for Columbus Day weekend.
The older section of Morningside Cemetery has been closed for lot sales, and only the newer section lots will be available for purchase. Curtis Doughty and his son assisted greatly with
the installation of new drainpipes and gravel to provide better drainage for the new section of
the Cemetery. We have hired Harty and Harty, Professional Land Surveyors, to pin the Memorial Garden (the center of the driving circle). This area will be used for cremated remains
(cremains). We are very excited about the Memorial Garden which will be enhanced by perennial plantings and a decorative bench.
In an effort to become more fiscally responsible, the Cemetery Trustees have reluctantly
made the necessary decision to raise the rates on the lots for the first time in many years. A single lot price to a resident of the Town of Phippsburg is $400.00. Nonresidents can purchase lots
at Morningside for $800.00. The Memorial Garden lots for single cremains will be priced at
$150 for a resident, and $225.00 for a non-resident.
Trustees Richard Wenzel and Linwood Stockwell have been collaborating on computerizing
all of the records for the Cemetery. This has proved to be a long but very worthwhile endeavor,
and we are grateful to them for their continuous efforts on the Town’s behalf.
We regret having to request operating funds from the Town. Obviously, lot sales are an unpredictable source of revenue and the interest rate on our perpetual care fund accounts is not
sufficient to support the operations at the Cemetery. We have maintenance plans in place for
this summer to complete the repair of the roadway at Morningside and place large boulders at
the side of the road to prevent “road creep” from destroying available lots.
We would like to especially thank our Superintendent for his enthusiastic care and concern
for the cemeteries. He devotes a great deal of extra time to the care of these properties, and
goes far above what is required to make sure that our predecessors are given the best of care.
As always, we are very grateful for the volunteers who help in so many ways to maintain
our cemeteries and make them places of which our town can be proud.

Respectfully submitted,
Chilloa A. Young, President
Chilloa Young - 200th
Committee, Election
Clerk, and Cemetery
Trustee
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Center Pond Alewife Committee Report
As far as the Center Pond alewife situation was concerned, 2012 was a year of both discouragement and encouragement.
As you may remember, as published in last year’s Town Report, we were awaiting a reply as
to whether USM’s Dr. Willis was going to be awarded a $34,588 grant to conduct research on
Center Pond, including alewives. We also had an alternate plan to recommend that the Selectmen put the fishing rights out to bid. Both of these plans were included as articles in the 2012
Town Warrant (Articles #53 & #52, respectively). You may also remember from the 2012 Annual Town Meeting that in early February the Town learned, by sheer accident, that Center
Pond had been closed to the taking of alewives by DMR effective, January 1, 2012. This closure, therefore, had occurred, without the Town being duly warned, let alone notified, approximately five weeks after the fact. This was learned within a day after Mike Young and I had
‘put together’ an advertisement soliciting fishing rights bids that was to be published in the
Times Record two day later!
Our committee (CPAC) quickly regrouped and requested the DMR Commissioner Keliher to
grant Phippsburg permission to fish Center Pond seven days a week during the regular alewife
harvesting season on a “catch-take-scales-count-and-release” research basis. This request was
subsequently granted. Then our committee set about trying to find two individuals to do the
actual fishing on a paid basis. We also had to construct a special screened adapter to be attached to the pond end of the fish way, to which the impoundment net was to be attached. This
was necessary to try to keep pond debris from pushing the impoundment net into the mouth of
the fish way and then having the net itself being drawn into the fish way by the outflowing current.
The impoundment net was deployed on April 21st, but that was in the middle of a dry spell,
and there was not enough water flowing through the fish way to allow for the passage of any
fish into the pond and impoundment net. There were, however a few live alewives (2?) stranded in the fish way under the bridge. Perhaps if the net had been deployed sooner and there had
not been such low water conditions, we might have caught more alewives, sooner. On April 23,
however, we had a significant rainfall, and on the morning of April 24th we caught 100 fish and
that evening we caught 266 fish. This research fishing was conducted for 14 days, with the requisite scale samples and fish counts taken. About that time there were “runbacks” (those that
had spawned and were trying to get back to the river) showing up at the dam. With the advice
and consent of DMR, the committee decided on May 9th to terminate the research and removed
the net, rather than risk having these fish die in the pond.
As a result of our research project there were in excess of 8,500 alewives counted and released into the pond and 130 envelopes with 10 scales each (one envelope per sampled fish)
collected. (DMR had requested only 100 envelopes, but welcomed the extra 30.) These envelopes with scales were returned to DMR for determination of each fish’s age, species and number of times that given fish had returned to Center Pond (?) to breed. This is all determined by
microscopic scale examination, which is a tedious and time consuming process.
The Town received the scale analysis results the second week of October. While the majority of the sampled fish (80%) were 4 and 5 year olds, there were a few 3, 6 and 7 year olds. All
of the sampled fish were the true alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus) and none of the sampled fish
were blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), the latter of which apparently has experienced a popu99
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lation decline along the Atlantic coast states south of Maine. It should be noted that 52 of the 57 year olds had returned to spawn 2-4 times, depending on their ages.
I talked with DMR to get their opinion(s) and interpretation(s) of the scale analysis. They
seemed encouraged with our results, not only by the numbers of fish we caught, but also by the
numbers of older fish and repeat spawners yielded by the study. I also asked about the possibility of Phippsburg being allowed to catch and take alewives one day per week this coming
spring during the regular alewife harvesting season. DMR Commissioner Keliher said that
whatever the Town might propose had to be justified as experimental research.
Following this, our committee, which had been restored to its original Town Meeting established 5 members with the addition of Ethan Debery and Jim Totman, voted to have the chairman draft a letter to the DMR Commissioner requesting that Phippsburg be allowed to catch
and take alewives one day per week during this coming spring run on an experimental research
basis. By so doing the Town would be able to get a total sample fish count for that day, collect
the required number of scale samples, determine more accurately the duration of the run, and, if
requested by DMR, determine the sex of the fish taken (which requires them to be cut open).
Unfortunately, DMR Commissioner Keliher, in his letter of 11 March, 2013, denied this request, which put the Town “back to square one” (2006, or worse). His rationale was that the
Town had not proven Center Pond’s alewife sustainability (CPAC had responsibly decided, because of the ‘runback issue’, to terminate its research harvesting after 14 days of fishing, with
the consent but no warning from DMR, which produced over 8,500 alewives, and because
DMR uses the then unknown “proof of sustainability” formula of 235 returning alewives per
surface acre {X 75 acres of Center Pond = 17,625 fish}, the Town could only prove approximately ½ of the sustainability requirement). So much for the bureaucratic extrapolation ability!
Additionally, there is apparently a new “rule” that if a municipality has been stocked with alewives within the past three years (which the Center Pond has), there can be no harvesting of
fish for the ensuing three years. As of this writing, DMR has turned the legality of this question
over to the Maine Attorney General’s Office for interpretation.
DMR stocked Center Pond again this year, but this time with almost 1500 fish, compared
with the approximate 500 in the preceding years. This was the result of the chairman’s repeated
requests for more adequate stocking(s). While an improvement over previous stockings, it is
the opinion of many that the existing unscientific “rule” of 5 stocked fish per acre (Center Pond
is approximately 75 acres) is woefully inadequate, and not based on any real scientific research.
Because of this stocking/harvesting issue, CPAC has, pending resolution of the above, decided
to temporarily decline any further stocking of Center Pond.
Now, CPAC again intends to request DMR Commissioner Keliher’s approval for yet another “experimental alewife fishing year”. If approved as we have requested, the Town should be
able to fish-take count-scale samples-and release into the pond, using the same technique as last
year, except only following the harvesting schedule at Winnegance. On the remaining days the
fish way will be left open to accommodate the “runbacks” return to the Kennebec, but visual
counts of returning alewives will be accomplished for a total run count.
Additionally, because the existing baffles in the fish ladder were deteriorating, the committee authorized the construction of new ones. They were put in place in January so that they
would “soak up’ and lose their “new lumber” color and smell as much as possible before the
spring run. Also the north railing on the pond side of the granite steps leading into the pond
was repaired. This was accomplished by welding a bracket to the upper stanchion and bolting it
to the riser of the top step. For whatever reason, this railing has had to be repeatedly rean100
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chored to the steps in past years. The handrails of both sets of steps were shortened somewhat
so they would be less subject to getting hit by vehicles and plowed snow. Hopefully these modifications will lessen railing maintenance.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter K. Roberts, Chair

(TL) - Mark Alexander checks out the fishway during a storm
(TR) - Fishway during a storm
(ML & MR) - Peter Roberts (on shore), Mark Alexander and Scott
Wyman (in boat)
(BL) -The fish are back!!
Photos by Scott Wyman and Ronnie Kamphausen
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Town Clerk’s Report
Vital Statistics
Births (14 reported) and Deaths (18 reported)
Statistics for the past several years show that there are more deaths then births reported in
Phippsburg. Unfortunately this indicates a decline with the youth in our town.

Marriage Licenses (33 issued)
Couples planning on being married should contact the Clerk’s Office to receive an Intent of
Marriage form and to make an appointment with the Clerk to receive their completed License.
Intent of Marriage forms may also be obtained by going on line to Phippsburg's Web Site where
a form and instructions are available. Once the Marriage License has been returned to the Clerk,
a couple can request that Maine State Certified Marriage Certificates be made for their records.
Certified Birth and Death Certificates are also available by contacting the Town Clerk's office. To purchase these, the applicant must provide proof of identity with an ID card or direct
proof of lineage to the child or deceased person.

Dog Registrations
Males - 33
Females - 18
Neutered Males - 129
Spayed Females - 170
1 Licensed Kennel registration issued
It is the law and the responsibility of dog owners to license their pet(s) each year before the
deadline of January 31st. Effective February 1st, a late fee of $25.00 becomes effective. New
owners of a dog are exempt of a late fee. Dog Registration has become an expensive and very
time consuming project. With the increases of postage rates, it was decided to send out reminder cards one time only during January. Phone calls were later made to those still delinquent dog
owners. A combination Rabies Clinic (with a Sunray Veterinarian) and the Clerk to register
dogs was held on a Saturday at the Fire House.
Tags for the next year arrive before the 1st. of November. If it is more convenient for owners to
license their pets through the mail, send a copy of proof that the latest rabies vaccination is up
to date, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. The new dog tag(s) will be mailed back to you.

Elections
The November Presidential Election brought an amazing turnout of 1,411 Phippsburg voters. This represented an outstanding 75.7% of our registered voters coming to the polls.
Upcoming elections currently scheduled for 2013:
May 6th - Phippsburg’s Municipal Election
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June 4th - RSU #1 Budget Approval Election
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Oaths and Elected Officials Appointments
Elected and Appointed Officials must be sworn in for the term of their appointment at the
Clerk's Office. This needs to be done as soon as possible and before conducting any official duties.

My Thanks to Phippsburg Residents
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincerest thanks to all Phippsburg residents for your support over the past few years. Little did I expect that, when I filled the vacancy for Betty Herron's term of office in 2008, I would continue to serve as your Town Clerk for
another five years. It has been a very enriching and tremendously enjoyable experience for me
and I find it difficult to retire (once again). However, the time has come to enjoy some years of
retirement, along with my husband David, our children and grandchildren.
I will miss seeing town residents, friends, neighbors and my co-workers, whether it be at
Town Meeting, during the elections, issuing your marriage license, getting you a certificate of
birth, a death record or when you come to register your dogs. Many thanks!
Respectfully submitted,
Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk

(T) Pauline Flemmings, Deputy Town Clerk
(B) Laura Nickerson and Lin Stockwell, Election Clerks

(T) Velma Irish, Election Clerk
(B) Gloria Barnes, Town Clerk
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Code Enforcement Officer’s Report
The following permits were issued for 2012
Building Permits
Decks, Garages, Sheds
Additions and Renovations
Single Family Homes & Duplexes
Mobile Homes
Docks
Total Building Permits

34
36
9
4
1
84

$180,200.00
$1,453,500.00
$1,736,000.00
$178,000.00
$10,000.00
$3,557,700.00

Plumbing Permits
Internal
External
Total Plumbing Permits

23
21
44

$2,100.00
$5,100.00
$7,200.00

Reminders
x

Please call or e-mail me if you have any questions on whether a permit is needed or not.
Any project with a VALUE over $1,000 inside or out requires a permit, so please call first.

x

Please call before cutting in the Shoreland Zone as there are guidelines that need to be
followed per State Law and Local Ordinance.
Respectfully submitted,

(BL) CEO Lee Rainey, Selectman Everett Perkins, and
Road Commissioner Curtis Doughty viewing the erosion at
Popham
(BR) Young fisherman guarding the ice trap baskets at the
Fishing Derby Norma Burpee Photo
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Leighton I. Rainey
Code Enforcement Officer
Plumbing Inspector
codes@phippsburg.com
389-2653 or 389-1088
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Community Access Television Committee Report
Phippsburg Cable Channel 3 continues to broadcast as many as fifteen scheduled public
meetings a month, including meetings of the Selectmen, Budget Committee, Shellfish Commission, Historical Preservation Commission, Planning Board, Board of Appeals, Town Meeting,
Special Town Meetings, and Candidates’ Night.
All these programs have been produced by one part-time director and a crew of four volunteers, who very much appreciate the town’s support of their efforts.
Channel 3 will continue to broadcast movies, news, weather, sports, horoscopes, and our
varied programs about hunting, fishing, cooking and other special interests.
As always, our Bulletin board will keep you up to speed on local services and events. The
Bulletin Board is updated frequently, so check it out!
Channel 3 is also your source for emergency information, including school, town office, or
library closings.
Channel 3 is looking for a few volunteer camera operators who would like to “adopt” certain committee meetings each month. The volunteer could even be a member of the committee
he or she would like to adopt. The CATV Committee would be glad to train anyone who would
like to be a volunteer camera operator. No prior experience with video equipment of any kind
is required. Volunteers would not have to be members of the CATV Committee or attend their
meetings. If you feel this kind of work is for you, just get in touch with any member of the
CATV Committee and we’ll get you started. CATV Committee members are listed in the Town
Report.
Finally, you can find the schedule of Channel 3 programs anytime on the Phippsburg Town
Website. The link is right there in the upper left-hand corner.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert K. Pring, Chair

CATV Committee
Ashley Thayer (T)
Tom Totman (L)
Bob Pring (R)
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Conservation Commission Report
The Conservation Commission members are: Ellen Winchester (Chair), Ronnie Kamphausen (Secretary), Bob Reyes, Brian J. Murray, Dana McLean, Dot Kelly, and Robin R. Robinson.
The mission of the Town of Phippsburg’s Conservation Commission is to preserve, protect and best utilize the town’s natural resources and rural character. Our focus is the quality of air and water, open spaces for community recreation, animal and plant habitat/diversity,
shoreline protection and green sources of energy. This mission involves education, advocacy,
and collaborative action that reflect our townspeople's views.
The Conservation Commission in September began producing a monthly newsletter,
“PHIPPSBURG IS WILD!” The newsletter features subjects related to our natural environment
highlighting natural areas, flora and fauna, birds and invasive species. Extremely well received,
readers have emailed many compliments on the pictures and informative content. Published
electronically the newsletter is also available in print at the Totman Library. Robin Robinson is
the editor.
At the end of 2012, we were chosen as one of six towns to participate in a study of the
migration of marshes due to sea-level rise. The study is funded by NOAA with the participation of many Maine natural resource and conservation related agencies. A team of two scientists and a state planner will work with us on this project.
This was the fifth year for our Vernal Pool Program with Phippsburg Elementary School
fifth graders. Field trips to vernal pools offered outdoor fun while encouraging youngsters’ appreciation of Phippsburg wetlands. The students learned about ecosystems, GPS mapping, manual measuring and how to collect, record and evaluate data as citizen scientists. They maintained a school aquarium where they observed frog metamorphosis from eggs to adult frogs.
Mrs. Snell's class produced a vernal pool Facebook page where students described what they
learned with photos, videos and observations. (www.facebook.com/pages/Phippsburg-MaineVernal-Pools/309730259095671)
The Phippsburg Town Forest Geocache trail had numerous visitors. Thank you notes and
comments were posted on the website and in the cache logs. We launched two "travel bugs"
and enjoyed their journeys to England and the Czech Republic on the world-wide geocaching
website (www.geocaching.com). We are grateful to Bates Shortridge for allowing Phippsburg
residents to park at their facility for trail access.
We are exploring the feasibility of centralized composting at the Transfer Station. We
will work with Curtis Doughty in the spring to locate a pilot program area for composting natural yard debris.
Ronnie Kamphausen maintains our bulletin boards in the entryway to Town Hall, posting
conservation-related photos.
We continue to work with other town committees and groups on conservation related issues.
Dot Kelly attended Shellfish Committee meetings. Ronnie Kamphausen is an ex officio member of the Phippsburg Land Trust. Dana McLean serves as our liaison to the Sportsmen's Club.
Brian J. Murray, as Popham Beach State Park Manager, keeps us up to date on the park and surroundings.
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We conducted a survey of townspeople’s opinions on conservation related projects they
think we should focus on. The projects with the most support were: (1) "protect open spaces"
91% agree, (2) "educate students on the environment" 91% agree, (3) "monitor water pollution"
87%, (4) "monitor invasive species" 84%, (5) "build and maintain trails" 84% agree, (6)
"encourage smart growth and development planning" 84%. We will focus on specific actions
reflecting these opinions in 2014.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen E. Winchester, Chair

Vernal Pools
Education
Ronnie
Kamphuasen
Photos

PES Garden
Project
Ronnie
Kamphuasen
Photo
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Emergency Management Director’s Report
Another year has passed and we remain lucky with no major disasters. Our largest problem
has been the occasional power outages, which occur with the high wind and heavy snow storms.
We have been very fortunate when we did have a power outage, Mother Nature was kind to us
and the temperatures remained near or above freezing. Imagine the problems we could have
with a power outage of more than one day if the temperature was at zero or below!
Phippsburg is also unique in the way the residents watch out for each other. Many times
during storms, I’ve called to check on the people on my list, who have requested a phone call
during emergencies, only to find their neighbors have already been there to check on them and
everything is fine. This is very helpful and hopefully it will continue to be a practice for many
years to come. If anyone would like to add their name to the emergency contact list we maintain
here in Town, they can do so by emailing their name, address, any medical problems they wish
to share (i.e. oxygen dependent or electrically operated equipment, etc..) and phone numbers to
the Town of Phippsburg at Phipps@Phippsburg.com or by calling Town Hall at 207-389-2653.
The information will be passed on to me as your Emergency Management Director and I will
add you to our database. All information provided is confidential and used for emergency contacting purposes only.
Thank you for your continued support to all of our emergency services as we work to protect lives, homes and properties in Phippsburg.
Respectfully submitted,
Gary E. Morong
Emergency Management Director

Gary Morong (EMA Director, CATV Station Manager and
Chairman of the Totman Library Trustees) and Michelle Morong
(Librarian) at the 2012 Town Meeting.
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Mike Hennessey and Juanita Wilson, Assessing Agent,
at the 2012 Christmas Open House
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Fire Department Report
2012 was another sad year for the department. We regret having lost a long time member,
Norman Nickerson. He came to all monthly meetings, Fire Prevention Open House, Field Day
and many Fairs. We also lost Chuck Callahan. He was not a member but a strong supporter.
He was the founder of the Firemen's Road Race back 30+ years ago, back when the race started
at Spinneys. He even took part in many of the races.
This year we have we have two new Fire Fighters who have joined the department. Jay
Mitchell is taking a Fire Fighter I and II class. Larry Mosher is waiting for a class to begin. If
there is anyone interested in joining the department please see me. We also have a Jr. Fire
Fighter program.
This department could not function without the support of the Ladies Auxiliary and the
support of all of you. Our annual fund raisers went very well this past year; Field Day, Anna’s
Waters Edge Restaurant and the Christmas Fair. Anna opens her restaurant to us and her
support staff assists the Fire Fighters in waiting on tables. If you have never been to this event
it is a lot of fun. The event is usually held the last Monday late afternoon in August. Other
Town events we participated in where the Flare Night in Popham and the Annual Clean up Day.
The Ladies Auxiliary just received the Spirit of America Ward. The Spirit of America
Foundation Tribute is presented in the name of Maine municipalities to local individuals,
organizations and projects for commendable community service. Congratulations to all of you.
We had a successful rescue off a sand bar at Popham State Park. There were six people
stranded. They did not realize how fast the tide comes in here. When the Fire and Rescue
arrived on scene we assessed the situation. Quickly three of the Fire Fighters put on the
survival/rescue suits, others prepared the ropes along with the inflatable boat. The rescue went
smoothly and no one had to be transported to the hospital. The trainings we have help make
these rescues go so smoothly.
I would like to thank the McLanathan Fund for the continued support. We were able to
purchase new safety jackets and the new digital sign. They also contributed to our Capital
Fund.
As I do every year I’d like to thank the members of the Department and their Families, the
Ladies Auxiliary and the Townspeople for all your support. I’d also like to thank the
Sagadahoc County Mutual Aid and the Sagadahoc Dispatchers. I feel we all work very well
together.
Chief’s Reminders
x

x

x
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Be sure you mark your mail box, house and drive way clearly from either direction.
Check your drier filters for lint. This can be a fire hazard. To clean them run warm
soapy water over them and rinse. Once water runs through the screen it’s clean.
Check smoke detectors monthly and change batteries twice a year
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Fire Calls for 2012 (53)
Alarms
Chimney
CO Check
Mutual Aid
Propane Smell
Public Service
Smoke Checks

4
2
1
5
2
11
5

Structure
Training
Trees on Wire
Vehicle Accidents
Vehicle (Tow Truck)
Woods/Brush Fires

2
8
3
8
1
1

Respectfully submitted,
James W. Totman, Fire Chief
(TL) - Gary Morong observing a controlled burn
(BL) - Assistant Chief Andy Hart inspects the building before burning
(TR) - Fire Chief Jim Totman observes vehicle extraction training
Jim Totman Photos listed above
(BR) - Chief Totman at the 2012 Christmas Open House
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Harbor Commission Report
In 2012, the Harbor Commission purchased a new outboard for the town boat. It has been
installed and the Harbor Master reports it is running great. We would like to thank the Town for
this wise investment and look forward to many years of service from it. Also, the Fire Department contributed funds from their budget towards the new outboard and the boat is available to
them in an emergency situation. The Harbor Commission would like to thank the Fire Department for this cost sharing and, also, for the winter storage of the town boat in the building adjacent to the Fire Department.
At the latest count, the Town of Phippsburg has 877 moorings. In 2012, the Harbor Commission ordered new bright red stickers to put on mooring balls that are not registered or do not
have the mooring number clearly displayed. "Stickering" will begin in 2013. As a reminder, existing moorings need to be re-registered every 4 years and there is no charge for town residents.
We ask that everyone register their moorings and have their mooring number clearly written
on the mooring ball.
Respectfully submitted,
Ethan B. Debery, Chair

(L) Ethan Debery,
Harbor
Commission
Penny Wallace
Photos below
(BL) Cody Scott
Bait Fishing
(TR) “Our Lobstermen” photo that
appeared on the
cover of the
National Fishermen
Ronnie
Kamphausen
photo below
(BR) Proctor Wells
Shrimp Catch
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Harbor Master’s Report
It was a pleasure to serve the citizens of Phippsburg as your Harbor Master.
Mooring inspections will be done in 2013. Please make sure your numbers are displayed.
Phippsburg had a safe year on the water. The boat and new motor performed great this year.
Please be safe on the water and wear your P.F.D.’s.
If you have any questions or complaints please call me at: Cell 504-1523 or Home 443-3114
or Sagadahoc County Sheriff’s Department dispatcher at 443-8201.
Statistics for 2011
Phone Calls
132
New Moorings 10
Floats
Complaints
16
Missing Boats
3
Training Hours
Coast Guard, Marine Patrol and Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Assists - 8

3
61

Respectfully submitted,
Douglas A. Alexander
Harbor Master

Health Officer’s Report
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for entrusting me with the very important position of Health Officer.
I am also very grateful to the members of the Fire and Rescue Departments for sponsoring
the flu clinic this year and also for their extra effort to ensure the safety of everyone during the
power outages and storms.
I've found this to be a learning year and would like to acknowledge Mike Young and Lee
Rainey for their guidance and assistance in answering calls.
During this upcoming year I plan to hold some C.P.R. and first aid classes with the support
of the Fire and Rescue Departments and am researching the possibility of starting an on-line
health and safety site for our citizens.
I responded to 4 calls this year.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert “Shawn” Chandler
Local Health Officer

Shawn Chandler - Health Officer and Paramedic
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Historic Preservation Commission Report
The Historic Preservation Commission reviewed three demolition permits in 2012, including an 1860s Greek Revival house on Bald Head in Small Point. Information about these properties and most structures built before 1950 are included in the Reconnaissance Architectural
Survey located at the town hall, and is available for review by appointment with a Commission
member. The survey of structures more than 50 years old is ongoing, and the Commission is
preparing for the second phase, which will include more in-depth research into individual buildings and historically significant districts.
Providing a variety of preservation resources for townspeople and property owners is an important goal for the Commission. We have continued to expand the Totman Library collection
with purchases of reference books and periodicals on architectural styles, community planning,
and restoration, and offer scholarships for workshops and continuing education courses in
preservation.
The Faces of Phippsburg calendar was published once again with the creativity and enthusiasm of Dan Dowd. Many thanks to Dan and all the townspeople who graciously agreed to be
photographed. Our thanks also go to Samuel and Regine Roberts of West Point for their
thoughtful donation. The Commission’s activities are supported through donations and sales of
Faces of Phippsburg and a newly released CD The Phippsburg Song Book: 17 Songs by Albert
“Uncle Bert” Baily and Dick Kelly, featuring a recording of Uncle Bert himself and produced
through the generosity of Dick Kelly.
The draft Historic Preservation Ordinance prepared by the Commission as mandated by the
Comprehensive Plan and reviewed by the Comprehensive Plan Implementation Committee continues to await review by the Ordinance Rewrite Committee.
Once again, thanks are due to Tom Hinkle for his support and assistance. We welcome everyone’s participation and attendance at our meetings, which are held on the second Monday of
each month at 3:00 PM at the Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen Richmond Webb & Jean S. Scott
Co-Chairs

(L)
Selectman Everett Perkins
CEO Lee Rainey
Park Manager Brian Murray
discuss the erosion
at Popham
(R)
POW/MIA Ceremonial Table
at a Legion Post 216 BBQ
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Phippsburg Land Trust Report
P.O. Box 123
Phippsburg, Maine 04562
www.phippsburglandtrust.com

This year, your Phippsburg Land Trust is celebrating our acquisition of a two small but key
pieces of land. First, we acquired eight acres that complete the protection of the shoreline of
Spirit Pond at Popham. This parcel, which was sold to the Land Trust by Frances McDonald at
a significant discount, connects an early Land Trust piece on the north side of Spirit Pond to
192 acres already owned by the State of Maine and managed as part of the Popham Beach State
Park.
Spirit Pond is less a pond than a tidal embayment, with a handful of streams providing a
trickle of fresh water to a salt water pond that rises and falls each day with the tides.
Your Land Trust already manages a network of trails on the State Park lands at Spirit Pond.
Spirit Pond is valuable habitat for both shorebirds and shellfish, and a new trail linking the State
lands to the Land Trust's holdings will feature amazing views of the pond and salt marsh, travel
through ledge outcroppings and a mature forest, and opportunities to see wildlife.
Frances McDonald's generosity was matched with many gifts from Phippsburg's residents
and friends, making this acquisition possible. We are still working to raise the last of the funds
needed for this land, and your support is greatly appreciated.
The Land Trust was also able to acquire 15 acres from Trish Staples on the westerly shore
of North Creek, abutting our Ridgewell Preserve. This land provides a buffer for our Ridgewell
Preserve, as well as ensuring better protection for the slow-moving, marshy stream that drains
the center of Phippsburg from the Elementary School to Totman Cove. The broad marsh,
named by earlier generations as the "Jonathan Morse Meadow" can be viewed from the improved marsh view loop trail at the Ridgewell Preserve.
One of the biggest jobs the land trust has every year is to maintain our trails. There are over
31 miles of trails on publicly-accessible lands in Phippsburg; about 22 miles are on Phippsburg
Land Trust lands. We have 18 preserves, both small and large, in just about every part of town.
Some are lands we own, others are on lands where the Land Trust holds a conservation easement.
This year, we welcomed Diane and Gary Grahling, who volunteered to adopt the Spirit
Pond trails. They have done a terrific job keeping the Spirit Pond preserve in good shape, and
we thank them. If you'd like help us maintain a trail in your favorite preserve, please let us
know. Lynn Kay is our volunteer coordinator.
Our partnership with the Phippsburg Elementary School is one of the Land Trust's most rewarding efforts. We are delighted to bring Chewonki educational programs to PES classrooms.
Each year we do a special project with the 3rd grade; we'll be taking the students out with a forester to one of our preserves this spring. We also co-sponsored a mushroom walk with the
Sportsman's Club in the fall; the second year for this event.
The Phippsburg Land Trust is coordinated by a volunteer Board of Directors. Some of our
directors represent Phippsburg organizations, such as the Conservation Commission and the
Sportsman's Club. Others are citizen volunteers. We are seeking new members for our Board
this year. Most especially, we are looking for a person to volunteer as Treasurer, filling the
shoes of Steve Masters who retired from the Board in 2012. Steve did a tremendous job and we
thank him.
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Please visit our preserves or join us at one of our guided walks, special events or annual
meeting in August. You can find more information on our website,
www.phippsburglandtrust.org, on our Facebook page, through our trail guide, Walking Phippsburg, or by contacting any director.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda E. Cummings
President, Phippsburg Land Trust

Phippsburg Land Trust
Board of Directors
2011-2012
Gloria Barnes, 2014 Director
Larry Barnes, Phippsburg Sportsmen’s Association
Bob Cummings, 2013 Director
Brenda Cummings, 2013 Director, President
Carol Doughty, 2014 Director
Dan Dowd, 2015 Director
Becky Halbrook, 2014 Director
Camilla Healey, 2014 Director
Elna Joseph-Bijhouwer, 2015 Director
Ronnie Kamphausen, Phippsburg Conservation Commission (Ex-Officio)
Lynn Kay, 2015 Director, Vice-President
Everett Perkins, Phippsburg Selectman (Ex-Officio)
Timothy Richter, 2013 Director, Secretary
Beth Rolfe, 2014 Director
Mickey Varian, 2015 Director
Levi Wark, 2014 Director

Land Use Ordinance Committee
The Ordinance Rewrite Committee made revisions to the proposed Land Use Ordinance
based on the feedback received after a tied vote failed to pass the proposed ordinance.
I am pleased to say that the ordinance as revised passed by ballot vote during the Presidential election last year.
Since that time the committee has been working on the Subdivision Ordinance and is making progress on its revision.
We meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 - 12 at the Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Leighton I. Rainey, Chair
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Albert F. Totman Library Report
The Totman Library has had another very successful year. The Library has expanded its operations and services in significant ways, and it has seen ongoing improvements and enhancements to its infrastructure. All of this progress has been made possible by the continued generous support of the people of the Town of Phippsburg, of the many volunteers who staff the desk
six days a week, and of the Friends of the Totman Library, who have made many generous contributions to the Library over the years. As the Library continues to grow and change, it benefits greatly from the hard work and thoughtful guidance of its Director over the past fifteen
years, Michele A. Morong.
During the past year, the Library has completed the building and paving of a greatly expanded parking lot, enhanced by fresh plantings of trees and shrubs. We have also top-coated
the hardwood floor in the main room. In the near future, we plan to add a handicap ramp to provide access to the meeting room, begin painting the exterior of the building, paint the concrete
floor in the hallway downstairs, and install new carpeting in the computer room. Renovation is
an ongoing project at the Library.
In addition to Town funding and generous donations from citizens, the Library secured two
grants this past year. The Libri Foundation of Eugene, OR, provided us 63 new children’s
books, valued at approximately $1,050. The Friends of the Library provided us with $350 in
matching funds for that project. We also received a grant for 100 new children/middle reader
books from the Brookstone Foundation of New York, NY. The Library is always seeking new
grant opportunities.
The Library has seen continued growth in the use of its facilities this year. There are now
well over 1,000 cardholders. It should be known that Library cards are purged once a year, and
cards that have not been used in the past two years are deleted from the system. There have
been significant increases in every category of Library usage: print books for all age groups,
DVD’s, audio books, CD’s, interlibrary-loan services, and eBooks.
The Library continues to offer Ancestry.com free of charge to our patrons on Library premises. The Library also maintains a family pass for the Maine State Museum, to be used by our
residents.
The Library sponsors numerous activities and progams throughout the year: the Senior Fair
in October, Open House in November, the book sale in August, Genealogy meetings every
month, basic computer classes, and sewing classes, among others. In the future the Library
plans to continue all these events, but to add others as well, such as family movie nights, an Old
Photo exhibit, a knitting club, presentations by authors, instructional sessions on computers and
cameras, and adult book discussion meetings. We welcome any suggestions you might have for
additional programs and activities.
Our children’s programs continue to thrive. The popular pre-school program meets every
Thursday morning. Phippsburg first-graders visit the Library once a month, their bus trip paid
for by the Friends of the Library, the parents, and the Library itself. The Library also sponsors a
book discussion group twice a month for students in grades 4 and 5, in cooperation with
Phippsburg Elementary School. There is also an excellent Summer Reading Program for children and a free movie afternoon for children as well. The Library will continue these programs
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in the future.
If you have not visited your Library in a while, you owe yourself a visit soon. It’s worth a
trip.
Respectfully submitted,
Gary E. Morong, Chair
(TL) First Graders from PES (Inge Cesh Photo) (TR) Michelle Morong at the Senior Fair (Inge Cesh Photo)
(ML) Firefighter & Cowboy (Tom Totman Photo) (MR) Thursday Kid’s pillow (Tom Totman Photo)
(BL) Dickie Lemont “Take a Kid Fishing” Derby (Norma Burpee Photo)
(BR) Totman Library celebrates the Library Volunteers with a luncheon (Inge Cesh Photo)
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Albert F. Totman Library Association
Cash Flow Statement for the year ended June 30, 2012
Income
Book Sales
$
Copies Fees
$
Donations - other
$
Donations - Friends of the Library
$
Fax fees
$
Fines
$
Other Income
$
$
Town Funds
Total Income
Expenses
Books Purchased
$
DVD Purchases
$
Furniture
$
Inter-Library Delivery Service
$
Library Supplies
$
Other Expenses
$
Postage
$
Programs
$
Senior Fair
$
Technology and Supplies
$
Upkeep and Repairs
$
Utilities
Electric
$
Fuel
$
Garbage and Recycling
$
Telephone
$
$
Water Softener
Total Expenses
Surplus/(Deficit) of Revenues less Expenses
Checking account balance (June 30,2012)
Petty Cash account balance (June 30,2012)
Savings account balance (June 30, 2012)
Tech Savings account balance (June 30, 2012)

1,446.95
370.26
881.98
2,050.00
102.35
225.60
354.35
27,000.00
$

32,431.49

$
$

29,394.84
3,036.65

$

16,207.27

7,294.22
3,541.30
1,347.69
810.00
2,303.03
1,265.00
472.89
546.15
254.46
430.84
4,452.23
1,806.70
3,333.29
68.00
1,029.54
439.50

$3,563.86
$994.81
$10,138.49
$1,510.11

Note: This does not include the Library payroll (Librarian and Custodian). These funds are kept by the Town
and are accounted for in the Town’s annual audit. In 2012 the total Library payroll was $13,157.02
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McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Fund, Inc. Report
The Fund began the year 2012 with a fund balance of $1,099,303.54. Revenue during the
year including an increase in the value of investments totaled $129,232.08. Distributions in fulfillment of the Funds stated mission totaled $51,300.00. After expenses the ending fund balance was $1,163,761.95 as shown in the financial report below.
In following the stated mission of the McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Fund, Inc.
the all volunteer board of directors have followed its specific goal to provide funds for training
and equipment for the Phippsburg Fire Department and the Phippsburg Volunteer Ambulance
Service which would otherwise be unavailable through budgetary and usual fund raising activities. It is the intention that fund raising by the Phippsburg Fire Department Association and the
Phippsburg Volunteer Ambulance Service continue as in the past and that distributions from the
McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Fund not be substituted for normal budgetary needs
and fund raising activities.
To date the corporation has committed funds to the Fire and Rescue Associations for future
large equipment needs and training ($34,000), upgrades to LifePac defibrillators ($10,000), Paramedic training ($14,427), EMT courses ($3,200), and fire extinguisher public training equipment ($5,000). In addition, funds have been given to the American Red Cross in appreciation
of their support to the citizens of Phippsburg ($500), Mid Coast Hospital towards purchase of
emergency paramedic support vehicle ($5,000) and in scholarships to graduating Phippsburg
students ($6,000).
Respectfully submitted,
Roy Clark, Vice President
For Corporation Board of Directors
Devin and Donny Dauphin at the 2012 Cleanup Day
John Skroski Photo

Informational
Kiosk at the
Town Hall
Parking Lot
Eagle Scout
Project by
Reuel Wilgus
Troop 648
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McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Fund, Inc.
Financial Report for Year Ended December 31, 2012
Fund Balance at Beginning of Year
Revenue
Interest & Dividends on Investments
Increase in Value of Investments
Contributions and Other Income
Total Revenue
Expenses
Investment Management Fee
Insurance
Tax Service Fee
Income Tax
Foreign Tax Withheld & Other Expenses
Distributions and Scholarships
Total Expenses and Distributions
Fund Balance at End of Year

$ 1,099,303.54

27,349.24
100,795.64
1,087.20
129,232.08

9,395.07
1,116.00
2,250.00
288.00
424.60
51,300.00
64,773.67
$ 1,163,761.95

Roadside Cleanup Day 2012
John Skroski Photos
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The Nature Conservancy on the Basin Preserve
The Nature Conservancy and the Town of Phippsburg completed a two-year process and
finalized the transfer of 64 acres of land to be used for municipal purposes. The transfer from
TNC to the town included 20 acres near the school, 3.6 acres on the Hatch Road, and 40.5 acres
between the Hatch Road and the shores of the Basin. The Conservancy appreciates the time that
everyone contributed to make this transfer happen.
If you were wondering about the fencing and tree tubes that appeared at the Greenpiece last
May, TNC partnered with the Maine Chapter of The American Chestnut Foundation to plant a
chestnut orchard. Last spring, we planted 1,500 chestnuts with the help of twenty volunteers in
the hopes of eventually harvesting blight-resistant chestnuts for use in restoring the tree to our
forests. The American chestnut was wiped out by a blight introduced to our trees from Asia in
1904. The chestnuts planted in our orchard are crosses between the American chestnut and
blight-resistant Chinese chestnut. The tree tubes protect the seed and emerging seedling from
being eaten by rodents and the fencing keeps deer (they love the taste of chestnut) out of the
orchard. As the trees mature, they will be purposely inoculated with chestnut blight. Those trees
that show susceptibility to the blight or have a growth form that more closely resembles Chinese chestnut will be culled from the orchard over time. This coming year, we will focus on replacing the deer fencing with more sturdy metal fencing, weeding around the young trees, and
preparing the ground for 2014, when another batch of chestnuts will be planted.
Drew Barton of the University of Maine at Farmington finished his research on the pitch
pine woodlands found on Pasture Ridge and the south side of Fuller Mountain. Pitch pine
woodlands are a rare forest type in Maine and the Basin Preserve has some of the largest stands
in Maine. Although much of Phippsburg was cleared for agricultural land, the pitch pines on the
extreme top of Pasture Ridge are older than trees found across much of Phippsburg. These pines
date to the mid-1800s compared to the early 1900s when agricultural land was abandoned, reverting to forest. Unlike pitch pine woodlands growing on deep sand, fire plays a minor role in
the ridgetop pitch pine woodlands found in Phippsburg (instead the pitch pine outcompetes other trees due to the shallow soil and poor growing conditions). The large fire that spread across
Phippsburg in 1926 probably played some role in shaping the forest of the Basin Preserve, but
probably had little impact on Pasture Ridge.
The management plan for the Basin Preserve is nearing completion and our focus this year
will be to complete all of our trail signs and kiosks, complete a visitor brochure and self-guided
nature trail, and begin assessing the area near Hedgehog Road where dumping and illegal fires
continue to be a problem.
The Nature Conservancy welcomes volunteers to help us with our trail maintenance and
preserve management work. Feel free to contact Nancy Sferra if you are interested in helping at
373-5068.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Sferra
Director of Science and Stewardship
373-5068
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Planning Board Report
Planning Board meetings convene at the Town Hall on the second Tuesday of each month,
6:00 pm during the summer, 5:00 pm during the winter. Contact the Board Chairman two weeks
in advance if you wish to be included on the agenda. Application forms are available at the
Town Hall or can be downloaded from the Town’s website. The Code Enforcement Officer can
issue certain permits within his authority and can give guidance if Planning Board approval is
required.
Walk-in applicants will be accepted if time allows, however, the Board reserves the right to
table remaining business at 9:00 pm until the next scheduled meeting.
In addition to regular business the Board reviewed and approved the new Land Use
Ordinance.
Meetings

Applications Approved

Regular Meetings

9

Seawall Repair

1

Site Inspections

2

Docks/Floats/Landings

1

Building Expansion
Conferences with

10

Subdivision Amendment

2

Code Enforcement

Many

New Business

2

Maine Municipal Assn.

Many

Parking Lot Expansion

1

Other Town Officials

4

Fill - 10 Yards or more

1

Town Legal Advisor

4

New Residential Const.

1

Substitute Buffer

1

Circus

1

Advisory Consults

3

Public Hearings

5

Remand from Board of Appeals

1

Respectfully submitted,
Marie T. Varian, Chair

Tip Newell (Planning Board, Land Use Ordinance
Committee, and Town Lands Management Committee)
with Judy at the 2012 Town Meeting
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Police Department Report
In 2012 the Police Department responded to a myriad of calls and saw a few changes to the
Department. We responded to 853 incidents ranging from thefts of fuel, home alarms, burglaries, providing traffic control at Popham, traffic offenses, etc. If you have any information that
might help solve a crime please call and leave a message at the Town Hall or come and see me
in person.
We had a hiring process to fill the open part time Patrol Officer position of Doug Alexander
who had stepped down in the fall of 2011. We had a couple of candidates apply and we hired
Shaun Cavanaugh of Bath who was working as a full time Sagadahoc Regional Communications Dispatcher. Unfortunately for us a day after he completed our part time training the City
of Bath offered him a full time Police Officer position. They sent him to the Full Time Academy and he graduated and is working the road up there now. This occurred in June and it was
too late and busy to start a new hiring process as we were swamped with our busy summer season. So we plan to have a new part time Officer hired and trained for this summer.
In June we received our new 2013 Ford Police Interceptor from Augusta Ford. The cruiser
replaced our 2003 Ford Crown Victoria which we had purchased used about five years ago.
This new cruiser is a bit smaller but more fuel efficient and has all-wheel drive. We average
between 17-19 miles per gallon on the v-6 engine. This new car still has more horse power than
our old v-8 which got about 12 miles to the gallon. The old cruiser was put out to bid. We updated our graphics deciding to go with black and silver vs. the blue and silver. We kept the
cruiser silver in color, to honor the ballot vote we took back in 2003 at Phippsburg Elementary
School to determine what color the children of the community wanted the cruiser to be. Karen
Libby, a Town resident who works for Banana Banners, came up with the new more modern
design while still including the traditional door patch. The graphics are reflective to help improve visibility and safety on the roadways. We are very thankful to have the new cruiser on
the road and for the many compliments we have received from residents and visitors alike on
the distinct look of it. The new cruiser now has approximately 15,000 miles on it.
This is my twelfth year working in Phippsburg and my twenty-second year working as a
Police Officer. Unfortunately in our line of work sometimes we have to respond to some pretty
serious calls such as fatal crashes, unattended deaths and suicides. These calls are very difficult
to deal with for everyone involved. I encourage anyone who might be struggling from the grief
of such a tragedy to seek counseling. Call or visit your Primary Care Physician and they can
refer you to a counselor. If you are struggling with depression, alcoholism, drug abuse, or other
mental illness and need help call or visit your doctor. You can also call the Maine 24 Hour Crisis Hotline at 1-888-568-1112. If you are a family member or friend of someone who is struggling, you can call the Crisis line as well or call 911 if something is imminent. If we receive a
call about a person who is depressed and might harm themselves, it’s our job to speak with that
person. We will take them into Protective Custody and bring them to a local hospital if they
meet certain criteria. We all can work through these matters together to try and bring the best
possible outcome. We can’t control all things in life, but we can make a difference with our
positive words of hope and helping hands during those difficult times.
I want to remind all our residents that there continue to be so many scams that are being perpetuated on our residents nationally, regionally and locally. They range from the “Grandma I
am in jail in Mexico” scam in which they try and get you to wire money to a location to bail
your relative out, to the “Nigerian Lottery” scams, in which you are told you won a lottery and
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they are going to mail you a check and you need to deposit it and send them or wire them cash
back before you receive your full winnings. Please, if it sounds too good to be true it probably
is. Do not give out any of your private information to suspicious or pushy people over the
phone. If they are treating you aggressively, that should be a major red flag or warning sign to
hang up.
In closing I want to thank our small dedicated team ; Officer “Andy” Anderson, Harbormaster Shellfish Warden Doug Alexander, A.C.O Steve Freeman and Derek Freeman, Constable
David Barnes, Parking Officer Linde Cook, and the Phippsburg Fire Department and Rescue
Responders. I appreciate all that they do in helping provide services to the residents of our
Community. I would also like to thank Sheriff Joel Merry and all of the staff at the Sagadahoc
County Sheriff’s Office Patrol and Detective Divisions for their assistance to our community.
You can stay in touch with and receive valuable information from the Phippsburg Police Department via our Facebook page. I look forward to working with everyone over the coming
year.
Respectfully submitted,
John B. Skroski
Chief of Police

Police Department Statistics
for Calendar Year 2012
Calls for Phippsburg Police (853)
911 Hang Ups
Accidents (PD & PI)
Agency Assists
Animal Problems
Burglary
Citizen Disputes
Disorderly Conduct
Disabled Motor Vehicle
Family Fights - Assists
Found Property
Harassment

4
18
27
22
9
8
5
13
20
13
8

Information Report
Lock Outs (House or Auto)
Medical Emergency
Property Checks
Suspicious Persons
Thefts
Traffic Hazard
Traffic violation
Trespassing
Warrant Service/Arrest
Other Calls Combined

15
6
2
174
23
28
14
30
8
1
405

Other Offenses and Categories
Arrests/Summons
Written Traffic Warnings

15
140

Concealed Weapon Permits
Traffic Citations (tickets)

24
25
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Public Safety Advisory Committee Report
The Public Safety Advisory Committee did not meet in 2012, however a representative
from the Committee was involved with the interview process for a part time patrol officer to fill
the position vacated by Doug Alexander.
Respectfully submitted,
Faye A. Wells, Chair

(L) Patrol Officer Andy Anderson at the 2012 Bike Rodeo
(T) Gary Morong and Andy Anderson at the 2012 Firemen’s Field Day

(L)
Cleanup Day 2012
John Skroski Photo
(R)
Brian Murray State
Park Manager
and
Chief Skroski
inspecting erosion at
Popham Beach
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Recreation Commission Report
The Phippsburg Recreation Commission is asking the Town of Phippsburg for your
continued support to our budget. Having to cancel a few of our activities this past year, we had
left-over monies so we are asking for $12,000.00.
The after-school Tae Kwon Do program (3rd grade and older) taught by Officer John
Skroski is going well. The students have continued to work their way up in belt colors. The
“Nordic Skiing” with Chuck Mainville heading this program did very well once again; the
students are really enjoying the outdoor sport. Our special thanks to Chuck for organizing
outings and competitions for the students. Our “learn to swim” program is still strong, it’s nice
to see some of the students jump over to the LRSC swim club at the Bath YMCA after
attending our swim program. Our evening programs include body sculpt, family movie nights,
and ice cream socials. We also offered a baseball clinic for all students in K-5.
We still offer bowling, roller-skating, quilting classes, the Kids Holiday gifts and crafts day
(for the 6th year), Red Cross Babysitter Course and the Summer Youth Golf Clinic for
Phippsburg Children (ages 5-12) at Sebasco Harbor Resort. We completed our 2nd year of the
“British Soccer Camp” and the students enjoyed their time with both Coaches. We continue to
distribute discounted tickets to Disc golf, Mini Golf, and Galactic Bowling at Spare Time,
Funtown/Splashtown, Aquaboggan, York’s Wild Kingdom and Shrine Circus, Seacoast Fun
Park (snow tubing) and Clay Play (pottery). We offered bus trips to Portland Pirates, Disney on
Ice, and Magic of Christmas. The bus transportation was supplied by Bath Bus Service. We
would like to thank them for their community support.
We are still involved with the PTO/REC Christmas Scholarship Craft Fair and doing the
gingerbread house decorating with the children which the students look forward to. Thank you
F/V Sara C and other area lobstermen for donating lobsters for our famous lobster stew.
We continue the Birthday/Anniversary calendars with our 9th year for the photo contest for
the picture on the front of our calendar. The 2012 calendar winning photo was taken by Marie
Gilliam with “Sunken Ship” taken at Sebasco. We would like to thank all the area businesses
for their continued support.
We had our 9th Annual Easter Egg Hunt with a fantastic Magic Show performed by the one
and only Mr. Magic, an Easter egg hunt outside, and many prizes were given away. Another
year of a great turn out and all went home happy.
Our “Fall Festival” was cancelled due to Mother Nature again, but our “Bike Rodeo” was
able to go on using our bounce houses and some prizes from the Fall Festival.
We are hoping to put our plans for a walking track in motion this Spring, in memory of
Alice Minott, around the inside perimeter of the field for the community to use.
In closing we would like to encourage everyone to become involved in our programs, attend
our meetings, and bring some new ideas to the table for new things to do or hobbies to share/
teach. We will be looking to fill one vacant seat starting in July as Tina Talbot will be leaving
us. If anyone would like to join our committee please come to a meeting or contact a Recreation
member.
Respectfully submitted,
Michelle J. Sloan, Chair
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Recreation Commission Budget Report
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
Balance Forward (6/30/11)
Operating Funds
Minott CD

$876.66
$56,484.11

$57,360.77

Revenues:
Town Appropriation (7/1/11)
Deposits/Interest Operating Funds
Deposits to Minott CD Funds
Samuel A. Roberts Donation

$13,000.00
$9,902.35
$2,776.78
$250.00

Total Revenues:
Expenses:
Programs
Bus Transportation
Print/Ads
Office Supplies
Postage
Field Maintenance

$25,929.13

$16,454.28
$1,256.59
$1,616.03
$434.72
$1,201.35
$1,000.00
($21,962.97)

Total Expenses:
Balance Forward (06/30/12)
Operating Funds
Minott CD Account
Total Balance Forward:

$2,066.04
$59,260.89
$61,326.93

Firemen’s
Field Day 2012
(L)
Lloyd Lowell
(R)
Cathy Thomas
and Rodger
Cuthbert
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Regional School Unit #1 Board of Directors Report
From Phippsburg District Representatives
Last year was an interesting one for RSU 1. When communities voted a few years ago to
form a regional school district success was not assured. The challenges of building a new governance structure with a unified board of directors, integrating teaching and support staffs, creating a unified facilities plan, and developing a fair and equitable funding mechanism were impressive. Even more impressive however was the commitment of community leaders, district
personnel – administrators and teachers, parents and other residents to make the RSU a success.
We have begun to benefit from this commitment
The students of RSU 1, K-12, get an excellent educational experience, obvious to anyone
who visits the schools in the district. The enthusiasm that the children in Phippsburg Elementary show for learning is a credit to teachers and administrator in that school as well as to the
community which supports it. That enthusiasm carries over as the students move on to middle
school and then high school. You can see that clearly through improved student performance
on standardized tests and graduation rates. While we all recognize that there is opportunity for
improvement, RSU 1 is making good strides toward excellence.
Continued progress will require that the same partners who have moved RSU 1 along to this
point stay engaged and work with the Board of Directors to set the goals for the district and
identify the resources necessary to reach those goals. Your town leaders have been instrumental in this process. As we enter the budget “season”, the Board will be engaging the public in a
discussion of where we as a regional school district should be headed. Some of the issues that
have been raised included funding for staff development, an expansion of Pre-K, addressing the
state of our school facilities, special education and improved technology for students.
The Board of Directors represents you in this process. We need to hear your thoughts both
when things are going well and when improvements are necessary. While the district experienced some growing pains last year, we all learned from them and moved on. That’s movement in the right direction.
Respectfully submitted,

William Perkins – District #7
(South of centerline of Stoneybrook Rd)
wperkins@rsu1.org
389-1631

Steve August – District #5
(North of centerline of Stoneybrook Rd)
saugust@rsu1.org
443-5274

Bill Perkins, RSU
Board of Directors
(District 7)
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2012/2013 Phippsburg School Enrollment
In 2007/2008 there were 138 students enrolled in K-6
In 2008/2009 there were 116 students enrolled in K-5
In 2009/2010 there were 114 students enrolled in K-6
In 2010/2011 there were 133 students enrolled in K-6 and 103 in 7-12 (Total - 236)
In 2011/2012 there were 121 students enrolled in K-6 and 107 in 7-12 (Total - 228)
Phippsburg Residents
Enrolled in RSU 1 Schools
2012-2013
School
Dike Newell

Grade
4YO

Number
4

School Totals

Grade 1

1

5

Fisher Mitchell

Grade 5

1

1

West Bath

Grade 1
Grade 2

3
2

Grade 4

3

4YO
Grade 3

1
1

Grade 6

2

Grade 8

2

Kindergarten

9

Grade 1

9

Grade 2
Grade 3

14
10

Grade 4

20

Grade 5

15

Grade 6

13

Grade 7

30

Grade 8

15

Grade 9

18

Grade 10

13

Grade 11
Grade 12

23
18

Woolwich

Phippsburg

Bath Middle

Morse High

GRAND TOTAL

130

8

6

77

58

72
227
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Phippsburg School Principal’s Report
While reflecting on the last year at Phippsburg Elementary School, one word comes to mind
and that is community. We have continued to focus on building our own school community, as
well as connecting our students to their local and global communities.
We continue to benefit from the generous support of the Phippsburg community. Our school
had a morning field trip to Totman Cove in the fall.. The field trip integrated so many components of our curriculum at each grade level, including wellness, writing, art, science, and our
work around team building. This trip went a long way toward connecting our students with the
natural resources in their Phippsburg. Our PTA funded the event and many parents joined us for
this adventure. The Phippsburg Land trust has also provided visits from foresters, sea creatures,
and the Chewonki Foundation to our school. Local community members have come in to read,
volunteer, and donate money to support our many causes. Our first graders have gone monthly
to the Totman Library and our students in grades 3-5 have attended an after-school book club
there, as well. Carol Emerson, along with many students and parents, have spent hours on our
Amazing PES Kids’ Garden and Garden Club. Our small, but very active PTA has supported
many amazing opportunities for our students that otherwise wouldn’t have been possible. Our
students continue to be so fortunate to have such a supportive community.
We are very focused on preparing students for their future years in school and life beyond.
As technology changes rapidly, so does the role of education. According to the US Department
of Labor, 65% of the jobs our elementary students will have in the future have yet to be created
(http://www.ideafestival.com). It is our job to prepare them for this uncertain future. So much
of what students need to learn and their individual growth cannot be measured on standardized
tests. It is difficult to measure their creativity, problem solving skills, use of technology, and
ability to collaborate with others, although we see evidence of all of these things daily at PES.
Given that, it is still exciting to report we saw an increase in the percentage of students who
scored proficient or above on our state NECAP testing this year in both reading and math. The
staff is very focused on utilizing best practices and individualizing as much as possible to meet
the needs of our students.
We are very proud of the happenings at our school and welcome anyone to come visit and
see first hand what a special place Phippsburg Elementary School really is.
Respectfully Submitted,
Kari Babcock Photos

Kari Babcock, Principal
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Scholarships For Graduating Phippsburg Students
The following list of scholarships are awarded each year to residents of Phippsburg as outlined
in the criteria below.
THE WINSLOW-JOHNSON SCHOLARSHIP FUND - This scholarship was created by
Dorothy Johnson to assist and encourage worthy students of Phippsburg who seek selfimprovement through furthering their education beyond high school. This fund is administered
by the Bath Savings Trust Company. Applications are mailed in April to graduating seniors
and past recipients of the fund. Applications are also available in MHS career center (room 10).
Recipients can reapply each year they are enrolled in college. Deadline is April 30th, 2013.
PHIPPSBURG PTO SCHOLARSHIP* - Awarded to seniors from Phippsburg on the basis of
need, academic achievement, and who plan on further education in a two or four-year program.
ETTA TAYLOR MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP* - Awarded to a Phippsburg student who is
continuing his/her education as an education major. This award is based on need and scholastic
ability and given to one who demonstrates a sense of achievement, purpose and leadership, both
scholastically and in extracurricular activities.
THE JOY E. SHADE SCHOLARSHIP* - Awarded to a graduating senior from Phippsburg
who has plans for further education and is worthy of such an award.
PHIPPSBURG PTO PRIZE* - Presented to the best all-around graduate of Morse High
School as determined by their grade point average from the Town of Phippsburg.
THE P. EDWARD DEBERY SCHOLARSHIP** - Given in honor of Helen K. Debery to a
graduating senior who plans to attend a post secondary institution. This person must be a resident of Phippsburg and seems most likely to promote world peace and social justice.
THE HELEN WALLACE TOTMAN AND THOMAS L. TOTMAN AWARD** - Awarded to a Phippsburg student who exhibits promise, ambition and need and who is going on to
post-secondary education.
RICHARD MILES CUSHMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP*** - Awarded annually to
a graduating senior with preference given to a student from Phippsburg who has successfully
completed the drafting course of study at the Bath Regional Vocational Center and who plans to
continue his/her education at a two or four year institution of higher learning.
MCLANATHAN-PHIPPSBURG FIRE & RESCUE FUND - Phippsburg students pursuing
a post-secondary education in either an academic or vocational field of study. Preference will be
given to students that will include courses leading to the following: EMT Certification, EMT/
Paramedic Certification, Fire Science Program Certification. This scholarship is administered
by the McLanathan-Phippsburg Fire and Rescue, Inc. Applications are available at the guidance office. Deadline is May 1st, 2013. The committee selects recipients and notifies them prior to August 1st of the application year.
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THE MARGARET OLIVER LADUE SCHOLARSHIP - Awarded to a graduating Morse
senior with preference given to a female student living in Phippsburg, Maine who has demonstrated determination, academic perseverance, community involvement, care and concern for
others. This scholarship is administered by the Margaret Oliver Ladue Foundation. Applications are available at the Morse High School Career Center (room 10). Deadline is April 30th,
2013.
THE DAVENPORT AND BESSIE BROOKS FUNDS - Funding assistance for graduates of
Morse High School for up to four years of college. Applications available on the guidance
blog. These are not specific to Phippsburg

KEY TO SCHOLARSHIPS
* Scholarships administered by the Phippsburg PTO. Applications are mailed in April to graduating seniors and also available at the MHS Career Center (room 10). Deadline is May 3rd,
2013.
** Scholarships are administered by the Morse High School Scholarship selection process and
private donors. Students complete one on-line application which is given to them by the high
school (April 26th during advisory). Deadline is May 3rd, 2013.
*** Scholarship administered by the MHS Scholarship Fund and selected by the MHS Faculty. Students complete one on-line application which is given to them by the high school (April
26th during advisory) - the same application as **. Deadline is May 3rd, 2013.
All awards are announced at the Senior Awards Night which is scheduled this year for June 6th
at 6pm in the MHS Theater.
Leslie N. Trundy
MHS School Counselor
(207) 443-8250 Ext 1119
http://hsguidance.blogs.rsu1.org/

2012 Graduate Andrew Hart with a very proud family - sister Julia, parents Sandy and Andy, grandmothers Maria Hart and Linda Totman
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Registrar of Voters Report
This was the busiest election year I can remember in my 17 years as the Registrar of Voters.
We had a turnout of 1,411 voters (75.7%) on November 6, 2012 for the Presidential election
which is a normal turnout for that type of election (for comparison the Presidential election in
2008 drew 1,446 voters for 81%). The number of citizens voting by absentee ballot in 2012
dropped 37% compared to 2008 (591 to 373).
Attendance at the annual town meeting this year increased by 38%, but that is still only
8.9% of the registered voters. We only had 30 citizens show up for the RSU #1 School Budget
Regional Town Meeting which is less then 1.6% of the registered voters. Remember folks,
RSU #1 funding is the largest part of our budget and a handful of people are deciding what will
get spent which is affecting your taxes. PLEASE GET INVOLVED!!
We had the following elections and voter turnout in 2012/2013
Date
4/30/12
5/01/12
6/05/12
6/12/12
6/12/12
11/06/12
11/06/12
11/06/12
1/09/13
3/12/13
3/27/13

Election

Voters (%)

Municipal Officers/Land Use Referendum (tie)
494 (26.5%)
Annual Town Meeting
166 (8.9%)
RSU #1 Budget Regional Town Meeting (passed)
30 (1.6%)
State Primary
296 (15.9%
RSU#1 Budget Validation (passed)
315 (16.9%)
Presidential Election
1411 (75.7%)
RSU #1 Board of Directors - District 5 only
485 (73.7%)
Land Use Referendum (passed)
1410 (75.7%)
Special Town Meeting - FICA/Medicare (passed)
53 (2.84%)
RSU New Cost Share Referendum Election (passed)
272 (14.6%)
Special Town Meeting - Winnegance Alewife (passed)
15 (.8%)
Voter Statistics from November 8, 2011 to November 6, 2012

Voters added

183

Voters Deleted

46

Inactive Voters

1

Voter Party Affiliation as of November 6, 2012 (Total Voters 1,864)
Democratic

539

Republican
610
Green Independent 49

Unenrolled

666

Voters in RSU #1 Districts
RSU District #5 (North of Stoneybrook Road centerline) - 658
RSU District #7 (South of Stoneybrook Road centerline) - 1,206
Respectfully submitted,
John M. Young, Registrar of Voters
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Rescue Department Report
In 2012, the Rescue Department responded to 191 medical emergency calls. There were 8
calls for motor vehicle crashes with personal injury and 4 with no injuries. The Rescue Department provided 3 public service calls, 5 transfers, 6 life line checks and 6 mutual aid calls. The
weekly call schedule remains at M-F from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. and Saturday and Sundays from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. We will again provide more daytime coverage during the summer due to the increased number of people being in town.
I would like to thank all the volunteers on the Phippsburg Fire and Rescue Departments for
their commitment and true dedication to the Town of Phippsburg. I also would like to thank the
townspeople for their continued support as well as our dedicated Auxiliary members for all
their wonderful work and support.
The flu clinic, which was sponsored by The Totman Library during their annual senior fair,
was a great success We have medical equipment available at no charge for anyone who may
need items like walkers. shower seats, commodes, crutches and more.
I encourage people to have their houses and driveways well marked to make it easier for us
to find when responding in an emergency situation.

Respectfully submitted,
Noreen L. Alexander
Phippsburg Rescue Chief
Fire and Rescue Volunteers
(L) Rescue Chief Noreen Alexander and past Rescue Chief
Gail Butler
(BL) Shana York and Andrew Ferrara
(BM) Louise Dauphin
(BR) Sandy Hart
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Road Committee Report
The Road Committee had six regular meetings in 2012.
The Bond funds approved in 2011 to rehabilitate the paved section of the Basin Road and
the section of Parker Head Road from Egret Point south through Parker Head Village to connect
with the rebuilt curve at Foster’s driveway are currently being used for engineering costs. The
preliminary design of the road section going through Parker Head Village was completed and a
public hearing was held in August which resulted in more design review and research. Soil borings and final design are currently planned to be ready for the final public hearing in June 2013.
James Lewis resigned this year. The Committee wishes to thank Jimmy for his service and
insight. Richard Wenzel was appointed in December 2012 to fill this vacancy.
The Committee recommends the funds for the 2014 Capital Improvement Program be approved and the Road Commissioner’s proposed road maintenance budget be approved.
WORK COMPLETED FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2012
Overlays of existing paved roads:
x None
Gravel surface rehabilitation:
x Section of Cranberry Point Road
Culverts upgraded, slip sleeve lined or new installation:
x Blacks Landing Road (culvert replacement)
x Clifford Road (culvert lining)
x Fiddlers Reach Road (culvert lining)


Road washout repairs:
x Sections of Sam Day Hill Road
x Sections of Cranberry Point Road
x Sections of Stoneybrook Road
Tree trimming:
x Sections of Sebasco Road
x Sections of Alliquippa Road
Gravel roads were graded once and several a second time this year.
(L)
Road
Commissioner
Curtis Doughty
meets with DOT
concerning
Popham erosion
(R)
Hank Cook
Photo
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ROAD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Rolling Five Year Plan)
2014
Parker Head Road - Upgrade the 36 inch culvert between Egret Point Road and Young’s Lane
with a 48 inch culvert and raise the grade of the traveled way three feet (estimated distance is
1,000 feet). Rebuild the section through Parker Head Village. Overlay .7 miles from Youngs
Lane south through Parker Head Village towards Cox’s Head Road (Bond funding)
Sebasco Road - Upgrade the base drainage and ditches on a 500 foot section east of Merritt
Mountain Road where the water runs across. Rebuild the base and pavement.
Basin Road - Rebuild .4 miles of the paved section from Route 209 to Devils Highway (Bond
funding).
2015
Sebasco Road - Overlay first section of 1.2 miles from Route 209 to Kenyon Way.
2016
Small Point Road - Overlay second half section of 0.4 miles from Branch Road to end of
pavement.
2017
Parker Head Road - Rebuild 0.4 mile section upgrading culverts and drainage structures and
overlay pavement from the Center Pond bridge going south.
2018
Sebasco Road - Overlay 1.2 miles from Kenyon Way to Blacks Landing Road.
NOTE: If funds are not approved for a planned project or are not adequate to cover the cost of
the project, the project will be moved ahead to the next year.
Russ
Alexander
at
Hazardous
Waste
Day

Respectfully submitted,
Leslie H. Smith, Chair
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Shellfish Conservation Commission Report
Through the 2012 licensing year a total of 554 conservation hours were completed by 47
participants through 11 meetings, 2 flat surveys, 1 town landing cleanup and 4 reseeding events.
The Shellfish Commission and Board of Selectmen decided to go forward with a water
study in the Kennebec River in 2012. Through each closure water samples were collected daily
from 16 sites and shellfish samples were collected every other day from 7 sites. The results
were read and the flats reopened when samples were clean, vs. a mandatory 14 day closure. It
was found that the shellfish and the waters cleaned up a lot faster than was thought. This
allowed for more days on the flats for harvesters. The Shellfish Commission and the DMR are
still in the process of modifying the Kennebec River Management Plan and hope to have it
finalized by summer.
Shellfish meetings are normally on the 3rd Thursday of each month at 7:00 pm except
July and August (no scheduled meetings), and November and December (rescheduled for
holidays). Meetings may also be rescheduled due to tide.
Respectfully submitted,
Dean P. Doyle, Jr., Chair

(L) Dean Doyle, Chair of the Shellfish
Conservation Commission and Ethan
Debery, Chair of the Harbor
Commission at the 2012 Town
Meeting
(BL) Dave Barnes and Ashley Thayer at
the 2012 Town Meeting
(BM) Kitchen crew at the Fishing Derby
(BR) Roland Bisson weighs a turkey
Ronnie Kamphausen Photo
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Shellfish Warden’s Report
It was a pleasure to serve the people of Phippsburg as your Shellfish Warden.
DMR has met with the Shellfish Commission and is working to establish new rules concerning flow meter closures on the Kennebec River.
Your shellfish committee is working hard to keep your waters clean and healthy.
Recreational Diggers can get their peck licenses at the Town Hall.
A reminder, the Shellfish Committee adopted new rules that you need a town recreational
license to harvest hen clams, quahogs, and mussels.
Statistics for 2012
Harvesters checked
Bushels checked

585
343

Complaints
Warnings issued

4
0

Any questions or concerns about closures please check outside the Town Hall on the Bulletin Board or call me. Cell phone: 504-1523 Home phone: 443-3114.
Respectfully submitted,
Douglas A. Alexander
Shellfish Warden
(L) Harbormaster Doug Alexander
(BL) Dana and Renee McLean at the 2012
Firemen’s Field Day
(BR) Lobster education
Ronnie Kamphausen Photo
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Sagadahoc County Communications Center Report
Police Requests - 1150 (increase of 241 calls compared to 2011)
Fire Requests - 63 (decrease of 3 calls compared to 2011)
Ambulance Requests - 239 (increase of 52 calls compared to 2011)
Cellular phones are quickly becoming the primary source of telephone service in many homes.
Sagadahoc County residents should be aware that all calls made to 911 from a cellular phone
are now going direct through our center. This is a significant change from last year as these
calls used to go to State Police and then transferred to our center. AT & T is currently in the
process of having their cell calls directed to our center. Once that is completed than we will
have all the major carries go directly to us. This should be completed by the end of 2013.
Sagadahoc County has partnered with Communities Against Substance Abuse to provide the
County with an anonymous tip line to report underage drinking or illegal drug use. A link to
utilize this system is on our home page at sagcommunications.com. This has been a very valuable tool over the last year and has been a great asset to our county to report these types of calls.
We also encourage our deaf community to utilize this system if they want to report any crime
that is not in progress.

Remember to use 9-1-1 for all fire, medical and police emergencies
x

If you dial 9-1-1 by mistake, don’t hang up! Stay on the line when the dispatcher answers.
We’d rather know the call was made in error than not know if a real problem exists.
x Don’t be shy, and don’t delay. If it seems like an emergency, dial 9-1-1. We’re here to help
you.
x Cordless phones don’t work when the electricity is out. Always have a conventional phone
available to plug in during power outages.
x Phones using Voice Over Internet Protocol also do not work when the power is out. Users
may wish to have a back up plan, such as an agreement with a neighbor or a cellular phone.
For more information about the Sagadahoc County Communications Center and public safety
services throughout our county, please call me at 386-5800 or email me.
Respectfully submitted,
Brodie Hinckley
Director, Sagadahoc County Communications
director@sagcommunications.com.

Claudette and Paul Gamache at the RSU
#1 Regional Budget Meeting
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Town Landing Committee Report
The year 2012 was a fairly quiet year with no major projects taking place.
The memorial to Dickie Lemont was finalized and installed at the Parker Head Landing.
The memorial is a black granite bench with an etched picture of Dickie on the seat back looking
out over the Kennebec River that he loved. It's a fitting memorial to an individual who has
been and will continue to be missed.
The issue of the boundary of the Parker Head landing was resolved with Jean Perkins
purchasing a piece of the landing to complete her lot.
The final construction phase in Cat Cove landing was completed with a realigned access
road and new drainage installed. The landing is much easier to use now.
The Committee has been approached over the years by fishermen asking that a launching
ramp be installed at the Acre Lot. The Acre Lot feasibility study was conducted to see if a boat
launching ramp could be installed south of the existing wharf. The study had three purposes:
To see if the ramp could be installed over the existing terrain; if so, could it be permitted by
local, state and federal permitting agencies; and lastly, if the first two were positive, then how
much it would cost to construct.
We consulted with two firms - Taylor Engineering and Prock Marine. As it turned out we
were able to see an engineering study and a practical application. The specifications of the
results are on file. Both firms addressed the purposes as follows:
x Can the ramp be installed – yes on both
x Can the construction be permitted – yes on both
The cost estimates were based upon totally different construction techniques and do not
include the cost of preparing the road onto the ramp.
Taylor Engineering recommended that a solid concrete ramp be constructed. The
Committee consensus is that this would be impractical because of slope changes in the ramp,
the possibility of cracking (expansion joints freezing in winter), ability to withstand direct wave
action and long term maintenance.
Prock Marine recommended a pre-stressed concrete platform (planks) on either pressure
treated wooden pilings or concrete filled steel pipes embedded in the rock. A buffer of large
rip/rap would be laid south of the ramp. Committee consensus was to use the concrete filled
pipe as the preferred option. Cost: Taylor Engineering - $70,800; Prock Marine - $170,000 to
$190,000 (includes the rip/rap barrier).
During this coming year we will survey likely users to confirm projected usage of the
launching ramp. If the interest is not to a level that will justify the large funding requirement,
we will not proceed.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard B. Nichols, Chair

Nick Nichols, Chair of the Town Landings
Committee, and Joan Krohn at the 2012
Town Meeting
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Town Lands Management Committee Report
The Town Lands Management Committee (TLMC) manages parcels of Town owned
property, and makes recommendations to the Board of Selectmen regarding use, protection, and
enhancement of properties for Town benefit and recreation. The Town of Phippsburg owns
nearly 400 acres of well utilized land that is open to all Townspeople to enjoy through varied
low impact activities. Town owned property is listed elsewhere in this annual report.
The Nature Conservancy owns nearly 2000 acres of recreational land in Phippsburg. In
2007, the Conservancy offered the Town 60 acres, per direction of previous land owner/donor
Richard L. Hatch. The TLMC analyzed ten sites of various acreage and potential. The
Committee submitted its formal recommendation and land transfer requests to the Selectmen.
At the 2012 annual Town meeting, Phippsburg Townspeople voted acceptance of recommended
parcels: 20 acres located behind Phippsburg Elementary School, and 40+ acres at the Mill Dam
area of the Basin, including Hatch Road. The Nature Conservancy and Phippsburg Selectmen
signed land transfer deeds in early January, 2013.
Hatch Point at Center Pond was honorably dedicated in memory of donor Richard L. Hatch,
on Memorial Day, 2012. The grand undertaking was an Eagle Scout project by Phippsburg
resident Kevin McAloney. His fundraising efforts were rewarded with many financial and
physical donations. Bath VFW Post 7738, represented by Phippsburg resident Fred Libby,
donated the solar flagpole and flag. Master Stone Mason Scott Thayer provided skill and artful
lay-up of the monument garden. Curtis Doughty provided seemingly endless site work and used
only Town owned materials. Julie Varian and many volunteers worked diligently to keep Hatch
Point’s memorial gardens beautiful all season.
The Town Lands Management Committee appreciates the Phippsburg Sportsman’s
Association continuing to steward Hatch Point at Center Pond. The Committee appreciates and
welcomes any and all volunteer participation, and thanks the many volunteers for their obvious
and invisible acts of help, and kindness that aid in managing our Town lands for all to enjoy.
The Committee encourages persons using any public property to carry out all waste materials,
control pets per State law, obey posted signs and speed limits, respect the rights of all users, and
as always, respect the land itself.
The Town Lands Management Committee meets at Town Hall as necessary, and all
meetings are open to the public. The Committee welcomes comments, questions and
suggestions as to how valuable Town properties can be best used.
Respectfully submitted,
Anna M. Varian, Chair

Totman Preserve
(L) Monique
Quigley Photo
(R) Clare Mohs Photo
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Winnegance Alewife Commission Report
The 2012 Alewives harvest season produced 197 bushels between April 19 and May 28
which was an increase of 62 bushels harvested in 2011. Hopefully this is an indication of a better harvest in the future.
This year’s harvest resulted in the Winnegance Alewife Commission receiving $838.00 in
revenue bringing the total in our savings account to $9,689.62 and $100.07 in our checking account as of 7/31/12.
This year was Greg Gilliam’s (fish agent) third year of a three year bid contract so the commission will have to go out to bid next year. The Commission will start the process after the
first of the year.
Also, there has been a discussion with the Department of Marine Resources and WrightPierce of improvements to the fishway ladder. We should know more later this year.
The representatives on the tri-town Winnegance Alewive Commission are as follows:
Bath:
Steve Wilson and Meadow Merrill
Phippsburg: Brett Gilliam and Mark Alexander
West Bath:
Robin Hansen and David Hennessey
I also want to thank Mike Young for his continued managing of our overall operations.
Respectfully submitted,
David P. Hennessey
Chairman & West Bath Representative

Storms
(TL) Buried
School
(TM) The Branch
(TR) Steve
Stadler
Photo
(L) Roy Clark
Photo
(R) Sam Day
Hill Rd
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Annual Town Meeting Minutes
For April 30th and May 1st, 2012
Meeting convened at 1:00 p.m. on April 30, 2012. Municipal Elections held (494 voters).
Meeting re-convened from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on May 1, 2012 (166 voters).
ELECTIONS – MONDAY, APRIL 30TH FROM 1:15 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
Article 1. John Morse IV was elected moderator to preside at Town Meeting.
Article 2. The following officers were elected:
Selectman, Assessor, Overseer (3 year term)
Road Commissioner (3 year term)
Budget Committee (3 year term)
Budget Committee (3 year term)

Julia M. House
Ralph Curtis Doughty
Michael W. Rice
Betsy C. Varian (Write-in)

Vote Tally
Selectman – Julia M. House (247), Robin L. Barton (138), Mark R. Hawkes (103)
Road Commissioner – Ralph Curtis Doughty (455)
Budget Committee – Michael W. Rice (407), Betsy C. Varian (63)
Article 3. Article failed by a tie vote of 236 to 236. Shall an Ordinance entitled “Town of
Phippsburg, Maine Land Use Ordinance, April 30, 2012” be enacted?
BUSINESS MEETING - TUESDAY, MAY 1ST FROM 6:30 P.M. TO 9:30 P.M.
Announcements
x Moderator John Morse introduced State Representative Kim Olsen and State Senator Seth
Goodall who were in attendance.
x Moderator John Morse mentioned that the Conservation Commission has a questionnaire on
the handout table and in the Town Report that they would like citizens to complete.
x Marie Varian was congratulated for receiving the Maine Municipal Association’s coveted
“Ethel N. Kelly” award for her many years of volunteer service to the Town.
x Selectman Read presented prior Selectman Lawrence Pye with an appreciation plaque for
his 6 years of dedicated service to the Town.
Moderator John Morse announced the election results.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Article 4. It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts and donations, including monetary, on behalf of the Town and to expend/use the gifts and donations, including
monetary, for the purpose for which they were donated.
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Article 5. It was voted to authorize the municipal officers to dispose of town owned personal
property with a value of $2,000.00 or less under such terms and conditions as they may deem
advisable.
Article 6. It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for available grants, to
receive said grants, and to expend the grant funds for the purposes stated in the grant.
Article 7. It was voted to transfer any unexpended account balances that may exist as of June
30, 2012 to surplus, except those accounts listed below to be carried forward. The ADA Capital Reserve Account will only have $2,500.00 carried forward with the remaining balance of
$6,107.00 lapsing into surplus. The Selectmen are authorized to expend funds out of these carry forward accounts for the purpose for which they were established.
List of Accounts to be carried forward
(includes any income to accounts)
200th Celebration
ADA Capital Reserve ($2,500.00 CF)
Animal Control Officer
Bike Rodeo Safety
Bond Accounts
Center Pond Alewife
Comprehensive Plan
Computer & Communications Capital
Conservation Commission
Debery Scholarship Fund
Emergency Management
Fire Department General
Fire/Rescue Capital Reserve
Fire Station Operations
Goodwill Account
Harbor Commission
Historic Preservation Commission
Murphy House
Rescue Department
Road - Capital Improvements

Road - General
Road - Special Maintenance (State)
Road - Tar
Road - Winter
Memorial Site Fund
PCATV
Parking Enforcement
Planning Board
Police Capital Reserve
Police Operations
Septic Replacement Account
Shellfish Conservation Commission
Town Hall Capital Reserve
Totman Library Operations
Totman Library Capital Reserve
Town Landings Maintenance
Town Landings Capital Reserve
Town Lands Management
Transfer Station Capital Reserve
Winnegance Alewife

(Town Administrator John Young made a motion, which was seconded, to amend this
article allowing $2,500.00 to be carried forward in the ADA Capital Reserve Account with
the remaining balance of $6,107.00 lapsing into surplus.)
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Article 8. It was voted to appropriate the increased amount of $731,000 from Surplus available as of July 1, 2012 to reduce taxes.
(Town Administrator John Young made a motion, which was seconded, to consider
this article at the end of the Town Meeting once all other funding articles had been voted
on. This article was considered following article #77 at which time Administrator Young
made the motion, which was seconded, to increase the recommended amount from
$600,000.00 to $731,000.00.)
Article 9. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to make expenditures from the following
capital reserve accounts as the need for those expenditures arise during the period of July 1,
2012 through June 30, 2013. All expenditures will be made pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5802
which requires that expenditures only be made for the specific purpose for which the account
was established.
ADA Capital Reserve (compliance with the American Disability Act)
Albert F. Totman Library Capital Reserve (major repairs and maintenance)
Computer & Communications Capital Reserve (for a computer system upgrade)
Fire/Rescue Capital Reserve (fire or rescue equipment & vehicles)
Police Capital Reserve (police vehicle)
Road Capital Reserve (major road repairs, construction and overlays)
Town Hall Capital Reserve (major repairs and maintenance)
Town Landings Capital Reserve (major construction and repairs)
Transfer Station Capital Reserve (major construction, equipment and repairs)
Article 10. It was voted to establish the date of November 15, 2012 as the date when one-half
of the fiscal year 2013 real estate and personal property taxes are due and payable, and the date
of May 15, 2013 when the remaining one-half of the fiscal year 2013 real estate and personal
property taxes are due and payable..
Article 11. It was voted to set an interest rate of seven percent (7%) per annum on fiscal year
2013 real estate and personal property taxes unpaid on November 15, 2012 and fiscal year 2013
real estate and personal property taxes unpaid on May 15, 2013. Such interest shall be added to
and become part of the taxes. Accumulated interest of $5.00 or less at time of payment may be
waived by the Tax Collector.
Article 12. It was voted, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 506, to authorize the Tax Collector to accept
prepayment of taxes not yet committed and not to pay interest thereon.
Article 13. It was voted, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 506-A, to set the refunded abatement interest
rate on fiscal year 2013 real estate and personal property taxes at the fiscal year 2013 interest
rate for delinquent taxes minus 4%.
Article 14. It was voted to appropriate the recommended amount of $10,000.00 from Surplus
available as of July 1, 2012 to pay for abatements and applicable interest granted during fiscal
year 2013.
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Article 15. It was voted to authorize the municipal Treasurer, upon direction from the Board of
Selectmen, to waive the foreclosure of a Tax Lien Mortgage by recording a Waiver of Foreclosure in the Registry of Deeds in which the Tax Lien Certificate is recorded, prior to the right of
redemption expiring, pursuant to 36 MRSA § 944.
Article 16. It was voted to set the salary for each of the following town officials and establish
wage budgets for the Deputy Town Clerk, Election Clerks, Transfer Station Attendants, Animal
Control Officer, Fire and Rescue Responders, Patrol Officer, and Assessing Field Inspectors.
Position

Amount

First Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor ...................................................... 6,000.00
Second Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor ................................................. 5,500.00
Third Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor .................................................... 5,500.00
Town Administrator .............................................................................................. 45,655.00
Tax Collector ........................................................................................................ 30,550.00
Treasurer ............................................................................................................... 10,720.00
Town Clerk ........................................................................................................... 13,005.00
Deputy Town Clerk @ 11.52 per hr. ...................................................................... 2,080.00
Fire Chief ................................................................................................................ 4,610.00
1st Assistant Fire Chief .............................................................................................. 700.00
2nd Assistant Fire Chief............................................................................................. 475.00
Rescue Chief ........................................................................................................... 2,685.00
Rescue Dept. Responders @ 2.00/5.00/10.00 per hr. ........................................... 49,000.00
Fire Dept. Responders ............................................................................................. 8,000.00
Emergency Management Director ............................................................................. 510.00
Codes Enforcement Officer .................................................................................. 44,370.00
Road Commissioner ................................................................................................ 6,690.00
Registrar of Voters ..................................................................................................... 620.00
Town Fire Warden ..................................................................................................... 620.00
Deputy Fire Wardens (four at 306.25 each)............................................................ 1,225.00
Police Chief ........................................................................................................... 53,225.00
Patrol Officer @ 14.98 per hr ............................................................................... 15,005.00
Assessing Field Inspectors @ 17.25 per hr ............................................................. 5,205.00
Constable.................................................................................................................... 810.00
Harbor Master ......................................................................................................... 3,460.00
Animal Control Officers @ 12.81 per hr. ............................................................... 6,435.00
Moderator ................................................................................................................... 510.00
Election Clerks @ 10.02 per hr ............................................................................... 2,625.00
Health Officer ............................................................................................................ 735.00
Librarian ................................................................................................................ 11,710.00
CATV Station Manager ......................................................................................... 8,325.00
Recreation Commission Stipends ........................................................................... 2,040.00
Transfer Station Attend. @ 12.46/11.22 per hr.................................................... 31,570.00
Total
$380,170.00
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Article 17. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $380,170.00 for
the above set salaries and also to be set aside to pay the wages of the Deputy Town Clerk, Election Clerks, Transfer Station Attendants, Animal Control Officer, Fire and Rescue Responders,
Patrol Officer, and Assessing Field Inspectors.
Article 18. It was voted to appropriate the recommended amount of $14,000.00 from Surplus
available as of May 3, 2012 for additional funding for the following accounts:
Account

Amount

Town Administration
Transfer Station Ops
Total

$1,000.00
$13,000.00
$14,000.00

Reason
Increase in County Registry recordings
Removal of Building Debris and Chips

Article 19. It was voted to approve an overdraft of $820.00 in the Abatement Account for FY
2011.
Article 20. It was voted to appropriate $3,500.00 from Surplus available as of May 3, 2012 for
the Parking Enforcement Officer Operations Account.
Article 21. It was voted to appropriate $912.00 from Surplus available as of May 3, 2012 for
the Septic System Loan Account.
Article 22. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $75,400.00 for each of
the following Insurances and Benefits.
Account

FY 2013

Retirement Benefits, Medicare, FICA ........................................ $31,000.00
Workers Compensation Insurance ............................................. $13,520.00
Risk Pool & Public Officials Liability ....................................... $26,000.00
Municipal Health Insurance .......................................................... $2,500.00
Fire/Rescue Disability Insurance .................................................. $2,000.00
Volunteer Accident Insurance.......................................................... $380.00
Total
$75,400.00
(Selectman Gary Read made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to
be raised and appropriated for Municipal Health Insurance from $5,000.00 to $2,500.00
resulting in the total amount being reduced from $77,900.00 to $75,400.00.)
Article 23. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $8,000.00 for the 200th
Anniversary Celebration Account.
(Committee Chair Chilloa Young made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the
amount to be raised and appropriated from $9,000.00 to $8,000.00.)
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Article 24. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $67,450.00 for Town
Administration expenses.
(Selectman Everett Perkins made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the
amount to be raised and appropriated from $70,700.00 to $67,450.00 because the MCOG
membership fee is now part of the County tax. Clerical Workers hourly wages will be
$11.52.)
Article 25. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $7,000.00 for the
Computer and Communications Capital Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, to
upgrade the Town Hall telephone system and replace computers.
Article 26. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $43,800.00 for each of
the following Assessing Accounts:
Account

FY 2013

Assessing Agent Contract ........................................................... $43,800.00
Mapping and Associated Costs ............................................................ $0.00
Total ........................................................................................... $43,800.00
(Selectman Gary Read made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to
be raised and appropriated for “Mapping and Associated Costs” from $2,100.00 to $0.00
resulting in the total amount being reduced from $45,900.00 to $43,800.00.)
Article 27. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $15,000.00 for
Town Legal expenses.
(Selectman Everett Perkins made a motion, which was seconded, to pass the article for
the recommended amount of $15,000.00. Ivon Boyer made an amendment, which was seconded and failed, to reduce the amount from $15,000.00 to $10,000.00.)
Article 28. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $12,800.00 for the operation and maintenance of the Town Hall.
(Selectman Julia House made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to
be raised and appropriated from $13,500.00 to 12,800.00. The Custodian’s hourly wage
will be $13.69.)
Article 29. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $5,000.00 for the
Town Contingency fund for expenditures not budgeted for in any specific account.
Article 30. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to sell and dispose of, on behalf of the Town, any Town land or buildings acquired by any means on such terms as they
deem advisable in accordance with applicable State Statutes and this article. This includes the
selling of land or buildings back to the prior owner upon payment of all unpaid taxes, taxes that
would have been paid had not the land and/or building been town-owned, lien costs and interest
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(providing that the property has not been publicly advertised) or by public bid following notification of the Town Lands Management Committee and Town Landing Committee, authorization of Town Meeting and the proper advertisement. An accounting of such sales to be published in the Town Report.
Article 31. It was voted to dismiss this article. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for consulting fees.
(Selectman Gary Read made a motion, which was seconded, to dismiss this article.)
Article 32. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $2,250.00 for the
purchase, installation, and repair of Enhanced 9-1-1 road signs and the Reverse Call 911 system.
Article 33. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $4,600.00 for
support of the Phippsburg Community Access Television (PCATV) channel.
Article 34. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $1,500.00 for the
Volunteers of America work program.
(VOA Supervisors’ hourly wages will be $11.13.)
Article 35. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $1,000.00 for the
Fire and Rescue Mileage Reimbursement Account.
DEBT SERVICE
Article 36. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $89,546.26 to
pay the first of seven annual principal and related interest payments of the multiple projects
bond.
First Principal Payment ............................................................... $75,000.00
Projects Bond Interest ................................................................. $14,546.26
Total of Payment Due ............................................................... $89,546.26
FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS
Article 37. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $10,000.00 for operational expenses of telephone, lights, heat, water treatment, alarm system, upkeep of grounds and
buildings for the Fire Station.
(Fire Chief James Totman made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated from $15,000.00 to $10,000.00.)
Article 38. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $17,000.00 To see
what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Fire Department General Account
for vehicle fuel, fire equipment, repairs, cellular phones, clerical work and supplies.
(Fire Chief James Totman made the motion, which was seconded, to reduce the
amount to be raised and appropriated from $22,000.00 to $17,000.00.)
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Article 39. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $15,000.00 for the Rescue Department Account for vehicle fuel, rescue equipment, repairs, cellular phones, clerical
work, and supplies.
(Rescue Chief Noreen Alexander made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the
amount to be raised and appropriated from $20,000.00 to $15,000.00.)
Article 40. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $10,000.00 for the
Fire/Rescue Capital Improvement Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for future
purchases of fire or rescue equipment and vehicles.
(Fire Chief James Totman made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated from $15,000.00 to 10,000.00. Ivon Boyer made an amendment to reduce the amount to $00.00 which did not get a second.)
Article 41. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $600.00 for the
Emergency Management Account.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Article 42. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $3,750.00 for the Animal Control Officers Operations Account.
(Police Chief John Skroski made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated from $4,500.00 to $3,750.00.)
Article 43. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $14,900.00 for
operation of the Police Department.
(Police Chief John Skroski made a motion, which was seconded but failed, to reduce
the amount to be raised and appropriated from $14,900.00 to $12,250.00.)
Article 44. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $2,500.00 for the Police Capital Improvement Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the purpose of
purchasing a Police Department Vehicle.
(Police Chief John Skroski made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated from $5,000.00 to $2,500.00.)
Article 45. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $1,000.00 for the
Parking Enforcement Officer Operations Account.
(Police Chief John Skroski made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated from $1,000.00 to $500.00. Lawrence Pye made an amendment, which was seconded, to raise and appropriate the original recommended amount of
$1,000.00. The Parking Officer’s hourly wage will be $10.69.)
TOWN ROADS
Article 46. It was voted to accept all State Road Funds received and place them into the Special Road Maintenance Account (also known as the State Road Account) and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen, with the advice of the Road Commissioner and Road Committee to make
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expenditures out of this account for road repairs and cost shares with Maine DOT for minor collector road projects.
Article 47. It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to grant utility easements for utilities crossing Town Roads. Installations would comply with the requirements set forth by the
Board of Selectmen and Road Commissioner.
Article 48. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $176,000.00 for the
following Road Maintenance accounts.
Account

FY 2013

Highway- General ....................................................................... $55,000.00
Highway- Winter ...................................................................... $111,000.00
Tar ............................................................................................... $10,000.00
Totals ........................................................................................ $176,000.00
(Road Commissioner Curtis Doughty made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce
the recommended total amount to $176,000.00 as per the following: (1) reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated for Highway-Winter from $180,000.00 to $111,000.00, (2)
reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated for Tar from $15,000.00 to $10,000.00,
and (3) leave the amount to be raised and appropriated for Highway-General at the recommended amount of $55,000.00. Road employee hourly wages range from $12.63 to
$17.25 depending on position.)
Article 49. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $100,000.00 for
the Road Capital Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the purpose of major
road repairs and construction.
HEALTH, WELFARE, AND SANITATION
Article 50. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $5,000.00 for
General Assistance.
Article 51. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $197,000.00 for
operation of the Town Transfer Station.
Article 52. It was voted to appropriate the reduced amount of $94,000.00 from Surplus available as of May 3, 2012 for the Transfer Station Capital Improvement Reserve Account, pursuant
to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for the purpose of constructing a building debris pad and relocating the
swap and universal waste trailers.
(Selectman Gary Read made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to
be raised and appropriated from $120,000.00 to $94,000.00 and reduce the scope of projects to only building a debris pad and relocating the swap and universal waste trailers.)
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PLANNING AND CONSERVATION
Article 53. It was voted to authorize the Center Pond Alewife Committee to have a conservation closure for alewife fishing on Center Pond for the 2013 season, unless the Maine Department of Marine Resources rescinds the closure on the taking of alewives on Center Pond which
was imposed on the Town effective January 1, 2012. If such rescission takes place, the Center
Pond Alewife Committee may consider recommending that the Selectmen sell the alewife fishing rights of Center Pond and waters leading thereto for the 2013 season. In such case, the
rights holder shall be allowed four fishing days per week, provided this does not exceed the
maximum permitted by the state. These fish may be sold to, or otherwise used by Phippsburg
residents, not to exceed two (2) bushels per person. Such rights holder must maintain an accurate daily record of numbers of fish caught, collect random ten scale samples from every tenth
fish caught, continue to promote the stocking of alewives and record the number of fish
stocked.

Article 54. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $525.00 for the
Conservation Commission.
Article 55. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $14,000.00 for the
Shellfish Conservation Commission Account.
(Shellfish Commission Chairman Dean Doyle Jr. made a motion, which was seconded,
to reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated from $18,000.00 to $14,000.00. The
Shellfish Warden’s hourly wage will be $14.98.)
Article 56. It was voted to amend an ordinance entitled “Shellfish Conservation Ordinance,
Town of Phippsburg” (enacted May 17, 2000 as amended through May 4, 2011) as follows:
“Shellfish Conservation Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted May 17, 2000 as amended through May 4, 2011)
Section 5. DEFINITIONS
Delete the strike-through portion and Add the underlined portion:
E. Shellfish or Clams - when used in the context of this Ordinance means soft shell clams (Mya
arenaria), Quahogs (Mercenaria mercenaria), and Atlantic Surf Clams (Hen Clams - Spisula
Solidissima solidissima).
Article 57. It was voted to amend an ordinance entitled “Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, Town
of Phippsburg Maine” (enacted June 9 , 2009 as amended through May 3 , 2010) as follows:
“Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted June 9, 2009 as amended through May 3, 2010)
Strike-through portions are deletions: Underlined portions are additions or replacements:
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Section 8. Amendments
A. This Ordinance may be amended by majority vote of the legislative body. Copies of
amendments, attested and signed by the Municipal Clerk, shall be submitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection following adoption by the municipal legislative body and shall not be effective unless approved by the Commissioner. If the Commissioner fails to act on any amendment within forty-five (45) days of his/her receipt of the amendment, the amendment is automatically approved. Any application for a permit submitted to the
municipality within the forty-five (45) day period shall be governed by the terms of the amendment, if such amendment is approved by the Commissioner.
A. This Ordinance can be amended only by a majority vote at any Phippsburg Town Meeting.
Copies of amendments, attested and signed by the Town Clerk, shall be submitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection following adoption by the municipal
legislative body and shall not be effective unless approved by the Commissioner. If the Commissioner fails to act on any amendment within forty-five (45) days of his/her receipt of the
amendment, the amendment is automatically approved. Any application for a permit submitted
to the municipality within the forty-five (45) day period shall be governed by the terms of the
amendment, if such amendment is approved by the Commissioner.
B. Amendments can be initiated only by a majority vote of the Planning Board, or by a majority
vote of the Board of Selectmen or by written petition signed by a number of voters equal to at
least ten (10) percent of the number of votes cast in the Town at the last gubernatorial election.
Section 15.B.1.e.iv.
iv. All new or relocated buildings structures shall be set back from an abutting boundary line by
a minimum of twenty (20) feet.
Section 15.C.2.
2. Friends and relatives may visit Phippsburg residents and locate recreational vehicles or tent
sites on a lot with a permanent residential structure for up to seven consecutive days without a
permit. After seven days, the Codes Enforcement Officer may issue up to two (2) seasonal permits, at any given time, for up to a total of one hundred and twenty (120) days per calendar
year, to the property owner of the lot where the recreational vehicle or tent site is located. These
provisions do not apply to any commercial or rental purposes.
Section 15.G.2.f.
f. The following qualify as home businesses under this Ordinance and do not require a new
business permit, providing the above restrictions are complied with:
f. the following are examples of a home business:
Section 15.G.2.f.iv.
iv. Home mechanic shops, automobile repair shops, and automobile body repair shops in which
all vehicles are repaired inside a building and no more than two customer vehicles are stored
outside at anytime.
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iv. Home mechanics shop;
Section 15.G.2.f.ix.
ix. Yard or garage sales, limited to four per year. The duration of each sale shall not exceed two
(2) three (3) consecutive days.
Section 15.G.2.f.xi. (xii. will become xi. )
xi. Temporary rental of a dwelling for a maximum of twenty-eight (28) days per calendar year.
xii xi. Businesses that the Planning Board may determine are substantially similar to the above.
Section 15.G. 3.c.and d. ( Replaces the word buffer(s) with buffer zones)
Buffers: Buffer zones:
c. The Planning Board may approve substitute buffer zones providing the purposes of this Ordinance are maintained. Substitute buffers buffer zones may be approved when the topography of
the land, the nature of the vegetation, or building(s) provides screening that is equal in protection to the required width of buffers. buffer zones. Substitute buffers buffer zones may also be
approved when the character of a neighborhood is predominantly commercial.
d. The Planning Board shall approve, deny, or approve with conditions all applications for substitute buffers buffer zones. The applicant shall have the burden of demonstrating that the topography of the land, the nature of the vegetation, or building(s) provides screening that is
equal in protection to the required width of buffers the buffer zone, or that the character of the
neighborhood is predominantly commercial. Substitute buffers buffer zones shall not be considered a variance.
Section 16.A.3.
All applications shall be accompanied by a fee in accordance with the following schedule: Estimated value of construction $1,000 to $5,000 = $20; $5,001 to $10,000 = $40; $10,001 to
$100,000 = $40 plus $1.50 per $1,000; $100,001 to $200,000 = $40 plus $2.50 per $1,000;
$200,000 and over = $40 plus $3.50 per $1,000. If the estimated value of the project is deemed
unreasonable by the Code Enforcement Officer, the CEO has the right to assess a renovation at
$75.00 per square foot and new construction at $125.00 per square foot.
All applications shall be accompanied by a fee in accordance with the following estimated
value of construction schedule:
$1,000 to $5,000
$5,001 to $10,000
$10,001 to $100,000
$100,001 to $200,000
$200,001 and over

$20
$40
$40 plus $1.50 per $1,000
$40 plus $2.50 per $1,000
$40 plus $3.50 per $1,000

If the estimated value of the project is deemed unreasonable by the CEO, the CEO has the right
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to assess a renovation at seventy five (75.00) dollars per square foot and new construction at
one hundred twenty five (125.00) dollars per square foot. The fee for construction commenced
before a permit is issued shall be twice the normal fee.
Section 16.A.5.
No permit shall be issued for new construction until a plumbing permit has been obtained for
the treatment and disposal of the sanitary wastes when such is required by the planned use of
the structure.
If the proposed use will require the installation or expansion of a subsurface wastewater
disposal system, a valid permit from the LPI shall be required.
Section 16.A.6.
6. No permit shall be issued for additional bedrooms or uses until the applicant demonstrates
that the waste water system is lawful for both the existing structure and the proposed changes.
Section 16.B.1.
1. All dwellings and mobile homes shall be erected on solid ledge or foundation walls not less
than seven inches thick and carried not less than 12 inches below the frost line, or upon a concrete slab not less than six inches thick, or upon pressure treated or concrete posts that extend to
solid ledge or to at least five four feet into the earth.
Section 16.B.3.b.
b. A fire suppression sprinkler shall be installed at the common points of ignition including, but
not limited to, furnaces, water heaters, kitchens, wood stoves/ fireplaces. Such systems may be
supplied by the domestic water supply.
And re-letter remaining subsections.
Section 16.B.3. subsections c., d., e. and g. (changes “must” to “shall )
c. b. There must shall be two (2) inches or more clearance between combustible materials and
masonry chimneys.
d. c. All masonry chimneys must shall be lined.
e. d. All hallways must shall have a minimum finished width of thirty-six (36) inches.
g. f. Walls and doors between attached garages and living spaces must shall be built of fire
shield material with a one (1) hour rating.
Section 16.B.3.j.
j. All building shall conform to the Maine Model Building Code (IBC 2003, IRC 2003) as
amended (Title 10 Chapter 1101, Maine Model Building Code).
i. All building shall conform to Title 10 Chapter 1101, Maine Model Building Code (IBC 2003
or IRC 2003) as amended.
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Section 18.B. Definitions
Basal Area - The area of cross-section of a tree stem at 4 1/2 feet above ground level and inclusive of bark. (3.1416 x DBH^2) / (4 x 144)
Commercial Use - The use of lands, buildings, or structures, other than a "home occupation,"
defined below, the intent and result of which activity is the production of income from the buying and selling of goods and/or services, or rental of residential buildings and/or dwelling units,
for twenty-nine(29) or more days per calendar year.
The use of land, buildings, or structures, the intent of which is the production of income. This
includes the rental of a residential dwelling unit. (The rental of a residential dwelling unit will
not require a business review by the Planning Board)
Disability - Any disability, infirmity, malformation, disfigurement, congenital defect or mental
condition caused by bodily injury, accident, disease, birth defect, environmental conditions or
illness; and also includes the physical or mental condition of a person which constitutes a substantial handicap as determined by a physician or in the case of mental handicap, by a psychiatrist or psychologist, as well as any other health or sensory impairment which requires special
education, vocational rehabilitation or related services.
A physical or mental condition of a person which constitutes a substantial handicap as determined by a physician or in the case of mental handicap, by a psychiatrist or psychologist.
Family - One or more persons occupying a premises and living as a single household residential dwelling unit.
Frontage, Street/Road - The horizontal distance between the intersections of the side lot lines
with the front lot lines.
The distance as measured along the center of the traveled way between the intersections of the
side lot lines with the traveled way.
High Intensity - The use or change of use that would result in an extreme increase of environmental, safety, traffic, noise and density levels
A use or change of use that would result in an acute detrimental change of environmental,
safety, traffic, noise and density levels.
Principal Structure - A building other than one which is used for purposes wholly incidental
or accessory to the use of another building or use on the same premises.
The building in which the primary use of the lot is conducted.
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Article 58. It was voted to amend an ordinance entitled “Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, Town
of Phippsburg Maine” (enacted June 9 , 2009 as amended through May 3 , 2010) to correct typographical errors as follows:
“Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted June 9, 2009 as amended through May 3, 2010)
Strike-through portions are deletions:
Underlined portions are additions or replacements:
Section 14. Table of Land Uses – Abbreviations for Districts
R – Residentia l
R – Residential
Section 15.G.2. Home Business: Home businesses need not obtain a new business permit as
required by Section 2.3 G.1.a. .........
Section 15. G. 4. b. Standards: Remove duplicate numbering (iii) and renumber (iv – vii)
Section 15. G. 4. b. Standards: Change the second Roman numeral v. to subsection c. and
reformat subsequent items with Roman numerals
Section 15. G. 4. b. vi. Junkyards and Automobile automobile graveyards
Section 15. I. 9. 8. Ditches, culverts................
Section 15. J. 2. c. Signs on Buildings: principle principal (e.g. structure)
Section 16.A.1. Permits Required ............ and obtaining a permit therefore therefor
Section 17.I.2.b. ...........conduct on-site inspections to insure ensure
Section 18.B. Residential Lot Line - Any part of a property line with in within 200 feet of a
dwelling.
Article 59. It was voted to amend an ordinance entitled “Board of Appeals Ordinance, Town
of Phippsburg” (enacted March 19, 1994 as amended through May 10, 2006) as follows:
“Board of Appeals Ordinance, Town of Phippsburg”
(enacted March 19, 1994 as amended through May 10, 2006)
Section VIII. Decisions
Add the following paragraph:
I. If the board grants a variance under sections IV. A. 2. or IV. A.3., a certificate indicating the
name of the current property owner, identifying the property by reference to the last recorded
deed in its chain of title and indicating the fact that a variance, including any conditions on the
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variance, has been granted and the date of the granting, shall be prepared in recordable form by
the Chairman of the Board of Appeals and delivered to the property owner for recording. The
property owner must record this certificate in the local registry of deeds within 90 days of the
date of the final written approval of the variance or the variance is void. The variance is not valid until recorded as provided in this subsection. For the purpose of this subsection, the date of
the final written approval shall be the date stated on the written approval.
HARBORS, PUBLIC LANDINGS AND TOWN LANDS
Article 60. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $4,600.00 for the Harbor Commission Account.
(Harbor Commission Chairman Ethan Debery made a motion, which was seconded,
to reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated from $6,600.00 to $4,600.00.)
Article 61. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $5,000.00 for the Town
Landing Maintenance Account for the purpose of routine maintenance of facilities.
(Town Landings Committee Chairman Richard Nichols made a motion, which was
seconded, to reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated from $7,900.00 to
$5,000.00.)
Article 62. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $20,000.00 for
the Town Landing Capital Reserve Account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801, for major construction of facilities.
Article 63. It was voted to sell a piece of town-owned land (605 square feet) at the Parker
Head Landing (a portion of Map 011, Lot 045) to abutting land owner Jean Perkins for the sum
of $5,000.00. This land is further described in attachments to these Town Meeting Minutes.
(Town Landings Committee Chairman Richard Nichols made a motion, which was
seconded, to pass the article as read. James Bunce made an amendment, which was seconded and failed (59 for - 66 against), to reduce the sale amount from $5,000.00 to
$1,500.00.)
Article 64. It was voted to transfer any monies received from Article #63 to the Town Landings Capital Account.
Article 65. It was voted to accept a gift of land from The Nature Conservancy consisting of
40.5 acres in the Basin Preserve and marked as “Waterfront Parcel” on the Land Transfer Survey Map. This parcel is a portion of Map 034, Lot 003 and is further described in attachments
to these Town Meeting Minutes.
Article 66. It was voted to accept a gift of land from The Nature Conservancy consisting of
20.04 acres located in the Basin Preserve and marked as “School Parcel” on the Land Transfer
Survey Map. This parcel is a portion of Map 042, Lot 022 and is further described in attachments to these Town Meeting Minutes.
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Article 67. It was voted to accept a gift of land from The Nature Conservancy consisting of
3.63 acres located in the Basin Preserve and marked as “Hatch Road Section” on the Land
Transfer Survey Map. This parcel is a portion of Map 042, Lot 011 and is further described in
attachments to these Town Meeting Minutes.
LIBRARIES
Article 68. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $28,000.00 for the
care, maintenance and operation of the Albert F. Totman Library.
(Library Trustee Chairman Gary Morong made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated from $28,512.00 to $28,000.00. Siegfried
Cesh made an amendment, which was seconded but failed (66 for - 78 against), to keep the
amount at $28,512.00.)
Article 69. It was voted to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of $4,500.00 for the Albert F. Totman Library Capital Improvement Reserve account, pursuant to 30-A MRSA § 5801,
for the purpose of building repairs and major maintenance.
(Library Trustee Chairman Gary Morong made a motion, which was seconded, to reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated from $5,000.00 to $4,500.00.)
Article 70. The following citizens were reelected as trustees to the Albert F. Totman Library (5
year terms): Gary E. Morong and Thomas C. Totman.
Article 71. It was voted (111 for - 47 against) to raise and appropriate the reduced amount of
$25,000.00 to support the operating costs of the Patten Free Library.
(Camilla Healy made a motion, which was seconded, for the recommended amount of
$35,493.00. Proctor Wells made a motion which was seconded, to amend the amount from
$35,493.00 to $25,000.00. A lengthy discussion developed. A motion to cut off debate
passed. The amendment made by Proctor Wells for $25,000.00 passed. Paul Shiebler
proposed an amendment to use the funds for support of the Albert F. Totman Library
should the Patten Free Library refuse the reduced funds. This amendment was ruled out
of order by Moderator John Morse.)
CEMETERIES, RECREATION & AGENCIES
Article 72. The following citizen was re-elected as a trustee to the Phippsburg Cemetery District, Inc. (5 year term): Jean H. Flink.
Article 73. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $15,000.00 for
annual maintenance costs of Morningside, Reed, and Hillside cemeteries.
Article 74. It was voted to adopt an Ordinance entitled “Town of Phippsburg, Maine Public
Cemetery Ordinance, May 2, 2012” (attachment to these Town Meeting Minutes).
Article 75. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $10,000.00 for
the operating budget of the Recreation Commission.
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Note: Following Article #75 Susan Levene asked the moderator if the Patton Free Library appropriation in Article # 71 could be used to purchase library cards. Moderator
John Morse stated that if she made this into a motion it would change the intent of the
original article and he would rule it improper.
Article 76. It was voted to dismiss this article. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the purpose of installing synthetic turf at the Bath McMann Field Complex
(“Fields of our Future Project”). Payment to be made only after the Fields of the Future Project
has raised all necessary funds and has a signed contract for installation of the synthetic turf. If
the project doesn't go forward the appropriation will lapse to surplus.
(Selectman Read made a motion, which was seconded, to dismiss this article.)
Article 77. It was voted to raise and appropriate the recommended amount of $20,585.00 for
the following Public Agencies:
Agency or Service

Amount

American Red Cross ......................................................................... 1,300.00
Bath Area Food Bank............................................................................ 500.00
Bath Area Senior Citizens, Inc........................................................... 1,075.00
YMCA (Bath area) ............................................................................. 1,500.00
Big Brothers/Big Sisters .................................................................... 1,200.00
Catholic Charities (J.A. Dental Clinic) ............................................. 2,300.00
Coastal Transportation ....................................................................... 1,050.00
Elmhurst, Inc. ..................................................................................... 1,200.00
Family Crisis Center ............................................................................. 500.00
Family Focus ...................................................................................... 1,000.00
Maine Public Broadcasting ................................................................... 300.00
Midcoast Maine Com. Action (CED) ............................................... 1,495.00
Read with Me (Tri-County Literacy) .................................................... 200.00
Respite Care ....................................................................................... 1,000.00
Spectrum Generations (Senior Spec.) ................................................ 1,785.00
Sweetser ............................................................................................. 2,527.00
Tedford Shelter ..................................................................................... 600.00
The Children’s Center ........................................................................ 1,053.00
Total
$20,585.00
Article 78. It was voted to dismiss this article. To see if the town will vote to increase the
property tax levy limit of $1,005,871.00 established for the Town of Phippsburg by State law in
the event that the municipal budget approved under the preceding articles will result in a tax
commitment that is greater than that property tax levy limit.
(This article was dismissed because the total amount raised in the preceding articles
did not exceed the municipality’s LD1 limit.)
In closing Moderator John Morse mentioned that the Town had received the Maine
Municipal Association’s “Supreme” Award for the 2010 Annual Town Report.
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Motion made, seconded and passed to adjourn Town Meeting at 9:30 p.m. on May 1st,
2012.
Submitted by: John M. Young, Deputy Town Clerk
Attest: Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk
Attest: John G. Morse IV, Moderator
Breakdown of Municipal Raise and Appropriations
Municipal

Total appropriations (FY 13)*:
Raise from taxes (FY 13)*:

Surplus

Reduce taxes (FY 13):
Abatements (FY 13):
Parking Enforcement Officer (FY 12):
Septic System Loan (FY 12):
Town Administration (FY 12):
Transfer Station Operations (FY 12):
Transfer Station Groundwork (FY 12):
Total Surplus used:

$1,423,477.00
$1,413,477.00
$731,000.00
$10,000.00
$3,500.00
$912.00
$1,000.00
$13,000.00
$94,000.00
$853,412.00

Notes
* - Does not include deduction of $731,000 from Surplus to reduce taxes. Total to be raised
from taxes for municipal purposes AFTER deduction of $731,000 from surplus is $682,477.
Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Parker Head Landing Survey for sale of land parcel (Article #63)
Parker Head Landing Legal Description for sale of land parcel (Article #63)
Basin Preserve Survey for the transfer of land parcels to the Town (Articles #65, #66 & #67)
Legal Description for the transfer of Basin Waterfront parcel to the Town (Article #65)
Legal Description for the transfer of Basin School parcel to the Town (Article #66)
Legal Description for the transfer of Basin Hatch Road parcel to the Town (Article #67)
Town of Phippsburg - Public Cemetery Ordinance dated May 2, 2012 (Article #74)

(L)
Center Pond
flooding due
to spring
storm
(R)
Legion Post
621 members
Richard
Spear and
John Libby at
the Christmas
Dinner
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Warrant Article #63 - Land Sale at Parker Head Landing
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Warrant Article #63 - Land Sale at Parker Head Landing
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Warrant Articles #65, #66, and #67 - Map for Basin Property Transfer

Tammy Doran, PES Secretary,
at the 2012 Clean Up Day
Gary Flemmings Photo

Gail Wells, Mikailah, and Kelsea
at the 2012 Clean Up Day
John Skroski Photo
Fire Chief Totman at
the 2012 Road Race
Rodger Herrigel Photo
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Warrant Article #65 - Basin Property Gift - Waterfront Parcel
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Bike Rodeo 2012

Loalee Young on the course
Kim Albertson fitting helmets
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Sara Wells face painting
Michelle Sloan and Kadi Skroski at registration

Shelley Fritz teaching school bus safety
Roger Howard, Legion Post 216, on the course
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Warrant Article #66 - Basin Property Gift - School Parcel
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Bike Rodeo
2012
(L)
Tina Talbot
and Joanne
Wells from the
Recreation
Commission
(R)
Fred Libby
from Legion
Post 216
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Warrant Article #67 - Basin Property Gift - Hatch Road Section
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(L)
Arnold Rice
Assistant Fire Chief
at the 2012 Firemen’s Field
Day
(R)
Gary Flemmings
Recreation Commission
at the Legion Post 216
Christmas dinner
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Public Cemetery Ordinance - Warrant Article #74
PUBLIC CEMETERY ORDINANCE
TOWN OF PHIPPSBURG
May 2, 2012
1. AUTHORITY: This ordinance is enacted in accordance with Title 13 M.R.S.A. Section
1262, and “An Act to Incorporate the Phippsburg Cemetery District H.P. 552 – L.D. 767”
approved by the Governor on April 10, 1963, and a Special Town Meeting held on August
4, 1963. It repeals and replaces in its entirety the “Phippsburg Public Cemetery By-Laws
Ordinance” enacted June 29, 1963. This ordinance may be amended by a majority vote of
residents at a Town Meeting.
2. PURPOSE: It is declared to be in the interests of promoting the general welfare, preventing
disease, and promoting the public health that the Town enacts this ordinance to provide for
proper operation and maintenance of its public cemeteries which consist of Morningside
Cemetery, Reed Cemetery, and Hillside Cemetery.
3. PHIPPSBURG CEMETERY DISTRICT, INC: The Phippsburg Cemetery District, Inc.
was established through State legislative action on April 10, 1963 as a separate legal entity
from the Town of Phippsburg. At the August 4, 1963 Town Meeting all public cemetery
land and assets were transferred to the Corporation. The legal Board of the Corporation
consists of five Trustees elected by Town Meeting vote.
4. BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
A. Board of Trustees shall consist of five members elected by the voters at the Annual
Town Meeting who shall serve staggered terms of five years. Should a Trustee resign or
otherwise be unable to serve their full term the Board of Selectmen shall appoint a replacement for the balance of the unexpired term.
B. There shall be a meeting of the Trustees held soon after the annual town meeting at
which time the Trustees shall choose by ballot one of their members to be Chairman,
one to be Secretary, and one to be Treasurer. At the same meeting, the Trustees shall
also appoint a Superintendent, a Clerk and such other officers as they may find necessary for the proper management of the affairs of the public cemeteries. The officers
may be removed for cause at any time by vote of three of the trustees at a meeting duly
called for that purpose. There shall be regular meetings of the Trustees at such times
and in such places as a majority of the Trustees shall determine. Special meetings of the
trustees may be called by the Chairman. The Trustees shall be notified of all meetings
by written, printed, verbal or electronic notices, whichever is appropriate.
C. The Board of Trustees shall:
1) Have sole care, superintendence and management of the public cemeteries;
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2) Supervise the laying out and sale of lots and the construction of paths and avenues, the removal and planting of trees and shrubs and the erection of monuments and other structures in the public cemeteries and make such improvements
as it considers desirable;
3) Delegate authority to the superintendent and clerk to perform such duties which
the Board of Trustees considers desirable;
4) Adopt and amend such policies which it considers necessary to fulfill the duties
outlined above, to protect the interests of the town and the lot owners, and to assure compliance with State of Maine Statutes. Such policies may be adopted or
amended by a majority of the Board of Trustees at any time without Town Meeting approval and shall become effective immediately. A copy of the policies
shall be available for examination in the Town Office;
5) Adopt and amend such schedules of prices, fees and perpetual care rates which it
considers necessary to fulfill the duties outlined above, to provide for the cemetery in a proper manner and to protect the interests of the town and lot owners. Such schedules of prices, fees and perpetual care rates may be adopted or
amended by a majority of the Board of Trustees at any time without Town Meeting approval and shall become effective on the date adopted. A schedule of the
lot prices shall also be available at Town Hall;
5. SUPERINTENDENT: A Superintendent shall be appointed by the trustees and hold office
at their discretion. The Superintendent shall be responsible for the care and maintenance of
the public cemetery grounds as well as supervision of any additional employees or volunteers. The individual will also aid in the disposal of lots and perform such other duties as
may be required of him or her by the trustees. The Superintendent shall report to the Trustees at the regularly scheduled meetings.
6. CLERK: The Clerk shall be appointed by the Trustees and hold office at their discretion.
The Clerk shall be responsible for recording, in a form approved by the Trustees, each interment made, together with the name, age, sex, veteran status, cause of death, date of burial
and the number of the lot where buried. Such records are to be kept safely in the care of
said clerk. When not in use, the records shall be kept in a fireproof case at all times, as required by State Law. The Clerk shall aid in the management of the public cemeteries, in the
sale of lots and perform such duties as may be required by the trustees. The Clerk shall report to the Trustees at the regularly scheduled meetings.
7. COMPLIANCE
A. Owners of burial lots in the cemeteries shall comply with this ordinance and all by-laws
adopted by the Trustees.
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B. Cemetery grounds are sacredly devoted to the burial of the dead. The provisions and
penalties of the law, as provided by Maine State Statutes pertaining to Criminal Trespass (17-A M.R.S.A. § 402(1)(F), Desecration or Defacement of Graves (17-A
M.R.S.A. § 507) and Interference with Cemetery (17-A M.R.S.A. § 507-A) will be
strictly enforced by law enforcement officials, Board of Trustees, Clerk or Superintendent.
Congratulations to our Biathlon team at HVNC
Emma Gould, Kalie Pierce, Sierra Wallace and
Brandon Olsen
Also thanks to Chuck Mainville, Troy Wallace and
Scott Olsen for helping out
Kim Olsen Photos
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Special Town Meeting Minutes
For November 6, 2012
Phippsburg Elementary School
Town Meeting convened at 7:45 a.m. and Polls opened at 8:00 a.m. - 1,411 voters cast ballots.
Polls closed at 8:00 p.m. and Town Meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m. after completing vote count.
Article 1. John Morse IV was elected moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 2. The following secret ballot votes were cast for the District 5 position on the Board of
Directors for Regional School Unit #1:
District 5 (one position) (487 ballots cast)
August, Stephen M. (Bath) - 442votes
Blanks - 45
Article 3. It was voted by secret ballot (Yes - 684, No - 594, Blanks – 133) to adopt an Ordinance entitled “Town of Phippsburg, Maine Land Use Ordinance, November 6, 2012.”
Respectfully submitted: John M. Young, Deputy Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: John G. Morse, Moderator
Special Town Meeting Minutes
For January 9, 2013
Phippsburg Elementary School
Special Town Meeting convened from 6:00 p.m. to 6:35 p.m. on January 9, 2013 (53 Voters)
Article 1. John Morse IV was elected moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 2. It was voted to appropriate the recommended amount of $40,000.00 from Surplus
available as of January 9, 2013 in additional funding for the “Retirement Benefits, Medicare,
and FICA Account” to cover FICA and Medicare withholding taxes due, as well as IRS interest
and penalties for calendar years 2008 through 2013.
(Treasurer Lisa Wallace explained that she had made some coding mistakes in the payroll
system which resulted in FICA and Medicare payroll taxes not being withheld correctly and
apologized for the error. A motion was also made, seconded and passed to allow non-resident
William Brewer, Town Auditor, to speak. He further explained the need for this article. The
Board of Selectmen recommended passage of this article.)
Respectfully submitted: John M. Young, Deputy Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: John G. Morse, Moderator
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Special Town Meeting Minutes
For March 19, 2013
Phippsburg Town Hall
Town Meeting convened at 1:15 p.m. and Polls opened at 1:20 p.m. - 272 voters cast ballots.
Polls closed at 8:00 p.m. and Town Meeting adjourned at 8:10 p.m. after completing vote count.
Article 1. John Morse IV was elected moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 2. The following secret ballot votes were cast on the question: “Shall the method of
sharing costs in Regional School Unit No. 1 be changed from the Current Method described
below to the Proposed Method described below?” 272 ballots cast: Yes - 270, No - 2
Current Method
The current method of deriving the
share of costs to be raised by each
member in Regional School Unit No. 1
is set forth in Private and Special Law
2007, Chapter 25, Section 11, as follows:
The local costs of the district must
be allocated to the participating members as follows:
1. Valuation. One-third must be
allocated based on the property fiscal
capacity of each participating member;
2. Pupil count. One-third must
be allocated based on the most recent
calendar year average pupil count of
each participating member; and
3. Population. One-third must be
allocated based on the population of
each participating member as determined by the latest Federal Decennial
Census or Federal Estimated Census.

Proposed Method
The proposed method of sharing costs in Regional School Unit No. 1 is as follows:
Step 1. From the total approved budget, subtract all budgeted miscellaneous revenues of the
RSU (such as tuition receipts, gate receipts, refunds,
and carry forward balance); and State debt service
subsidy amounts for principal and interest payments
(currently, debt service subsidy amounts for the Vocational Center and Woolwich Central School) to
derive the total locally distributable costs of RSU
No. 1 under this method.
Step 2. Apportion the locally distributable
costs between the RSU No. 1 members based on
their most recent calendar year average pupil
counts.
Step 3. From each member’s apportionment of
distributable costs, subtract all State subsidy that
RSU No. 1 receives for that member, including special education adjustments for that member but excluding debt service subsidy accounted for in Step 1
above, to derive the share of costs to be raised by
that member.

Respectfully submitted: John M. Young, Deputy Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: John G. Morse, Moderator
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Special Town Meeting Minutes
For March 27, 2013
Phippsburg Town Office
Special Town Meeting convened from 6:00 p.m. to 6:07 p.m. on March 27, 2013 (15 Voters)
Article 1. John M. Young was elected moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 2. It was voted to authorize the Winnegance Alewife Commission to sell the fishing
rights of Winnegance lake and waters leading thereto for the 2013 season.
Respectfully submitted: John M. Young, Deputy Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: Gloria P. Barnes, Town Clerk
Attest, a true copy: John M. Young, Moderator

Congratulations to our
Biathlon team at HVNC
(L) Michael Burpee
(R) Devin Dauphin
(BL) Kali Pierce
(BM) Michaela Burpee
(BR) Sierra Wallace
Norma Burpee Photos
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WILLIAM H. BREWER
Certified Public Accountant
858 Washington Street
P.O. Box 306
Bath, Maine 04530
-----------(207) 443-9759
(207) 563-5495
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
December 27, 2012
Board of Selectmen
Town of Phippsburg
1042 Main Road
Phippsburg, Maine 04562
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Phippsburg, as of and for the years ended June 30, 2012 and 2011, which collectively comprise
the Town’s basic financial statements as listed in the Table of Contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Phippsburg’s management. Our responsibility is to
express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position of the Town of Phippsburg as of June 30, 2012 and
2011, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, for the years then ended
in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the
management’s discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on Schedule A-1
be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a
part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied
certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries
of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information
for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements,
and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not
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express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures
do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements
that collectively comprise the Town of Phippsburg’s financial statements as a whole. The introductory section, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements, and statistical
section are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the financial statements. The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole. The introductory and statistical sections have not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the basic financial statements and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on them.
Note: The complete audit is on file at the Town Office for review.
(R) Ken Kellogg, Bill Rollins, and Deb Redinger
from Legion Post 621 decorate the Memorial
Park for Christmas
(BR) Dedication of Memorial Tree and walkway
at the Popham Chapel House
Paul Gamache Photo
(B) Derek Freeman, Assistant ACO and Legion Post
216 member, at a flag disposal ceremony
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Town of Phippsburg
Management Discussion and Analysis Report
For the year ending June 30, 2012
INTRODUCTION
The Town of Phippsburg is a local level government located in Sagadahoc County, Maine
and has a year-round population of 2,216. It is administered by a Board of Selectmen consisting of three-members who are elected for three-year terms. The Town operates on a financial
fiscal year from July 1 to June 30. Tax payments are due in November and May.
The Town’s Fiscal Year budget process starts in February each year when the sevenmember Budget Committee, comprised of 5 elected members and 2 appointed members, meet
with the Department Supervisors, Committee Chairpersons, and Board of Selectmen to review
proposed budgets. These budget items are then included as warrant articles which are voted on
at the “Annual Town Meeting” in May. It has been the Town’s policy to have “recommended
amounts” listed under each budget warrant article to allow voters the opportunity to change the
amounts to be raised and/or appropriated as listed. Throughout the year the Town may also
have “Special Town Meetings” to enable the voters to appropriate monies from the undesignated fund balance (surplus) to fund items that were not expected at the Annual Town Meeting.
In October of each year the Assessing Agent and Board of Selectmen “Commit Taxes”.
The process involves adding the amount of funds raised at Town Meeting for the Municipal
Budget with the assessed County Tax and the assessed RSU#1 Educational Tax. This figure is
then adjusted by the Homestead Reimbursement, State Revenue Sharing, and surplus amount
appropriated at Town Meeting to reduce taxes. The resulting figure is then divided by the assessed value of the Town which will result in establishing a “mil rate”. This “mil rate” is used
as a multiplier for each $1,000 of assessed property value (i.e. $10 mil rate would mean that
the owner of a property worth $100,000 would be assessed a tax of $1,000).
As required by state statute the Town has a general audit of their financial statements completed each year which includes the Totman Library and Recreation Commission Accounts,
which are managed independently by their own elected trustees and appointed board members.
Also the following fiduciary funds are audited: The Winnegance Alewife Commission Fund
managed by the Winnegance Tri-Town Alewife Committee, the Memorial Fund managed by
the Town Administrator and the Debery Scholarship Fund managed by the Treasurer. The
Phippsburg Cemetery District, Inc. trustees have their own independent audit completed each
year.
The Town was $185,620 below the LD1 limit of $806,070 in FY 2012.
Bike Rodeo 2012
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
(Note: Comparison information from FY 11 is included in this Discussion)
TOWN CATEGORIES & EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
The Town currently divides funding into the following Categories and Expense Accounts
(Audit Schedule A-4). The Revaluation and FEMA Emergency accounts have been eliminated
for FY 2012 and new accounts are noted with an asterisk *.
General Government - Salaries, Parking Enforcement, Administration Insurances and Benefits,
Town Administration, Assessing, Selectmen’s Contingency, Consulting, Town Hall Maintenance and Capital Reserve, ADA Capital Reserve, Comprehensive Plan, Legal, Planning Board,
Public Community Access Television (PCATV), Conservation Commission, Abatements,
Town Lands Management, Computers & Communications Capital Reserve, Town Hall Improvements (Bond)*, and Computer (Bond)*.
Highways and Bridges - General Roads, Special Road Maintenance, Winter Fund, Tar Fund,
Road Improvements Capital Reserve, Town Landings Maintenance and Capital Reserve*, Basin & Parker Head Road construction (Bond)*, Town Hall Recycling Pad (Bond)* and Debt
Service (Clifford Road paving & Projects Bond*).
General Assistance - Assistance to those in need.
Special Assessments - County Tax (determined by municipal state valuation), Regional School
Unit #1 Education Tax (cost share formula for local share is 1/3 municipal population, 1/3 municipal state valuation, 1/3 municipal school enrollment), Overlay.
Public Safety - Animal Control, Police Operations, Fire/Rescue Mileage, Fire Department Operations, Fire/Rescue Capital Reserve, Fire Department General, Ambulance, Harbor Commission, Shellfish Conservation, Emergency Management,
E-911, Police Capital Reserve, Police Vehicle (Bond)*, Bike Rodeo Safety, and VOA Work
Program.
Libraries, Recreation and Public Agencies - Totman & Patten Free Library Operations, Totman
Library Capital Reserve, Recreation Commission, Cemetery Improvements, donations to Public
Agencies, Historic Preservation, Murphy House, 200th Celebration Committee*, Lemont Memorial*, Totman Library Paving (Bond)*.
Unclassified - Center Pond Alewives.
Health and Welfare - Goodwill Donations, Transfer Station, Transfer Station Capital Reserve,
Town’s Septic System Loan Fund, and New Meadows Watershed.
Capital Reserve Accounts - The Town maintains Capital Reserve (savings) accounts that accumulate from year to year for funding high cost items, such as vehicle replacement. These include the accounts noted in the listings above as “Capital Reserve”.
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Net Assets
Net assets (Audit Exhibit A) may serve as a useful indicator of a government’s financial position. In the case of the Town of Phippsburg, assets exceeded liabilities by $7,997,698 at the
close of this fiscal year (last year it was $7,874,015).
The largest portion of the Town’s net assets, $5,856,113 (last year it was $5,620,429), reflects in capital assets (i.e. land, buildings, machinery, equipment and infrastructure), less any
related debt used to acquire those assets that is still outstanding (which for this year only includes the Clifford Road paving bond).
The Town uses these capital assets to provide services to citizens; consequently, these assets
are not available for future spending. Although the Town’s investment in its capital assets is
reported net of related debt, it should be noted that the resources needed to repay this debt must
be provided from other sources, since the capital assets themselves cannot be used to liquidate
these liabilities.
An additional portion of the Town’s net assets represents resources that are subject to how
they may be used (i.e. capital funds, such as those set aside for fire and rescue vehicles, road
improvements, police vehicle, buildings, computer/communications, and bond payments). The
remaining balance of unrestricted (unassigned) net assets, $1,456,756 (last year it was
$1,567,669), may be used to meet the Town’s ongoing obligations.
At the end of the current fiscal year, the Town is able to report a positive balance in the net
asset of all activities (Audit Exhibit B).
The Town’s net assets (Audit Exhibit B) increased by $123,683 during the fiscal year (last
year it was an increase of $146,273).
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE GOVERNMENT’S FUNDS
The focus of the Town of Phippsburg’s governmental funds is to provide information on
near-term inflows, outflows, and balances of spendable resources. Such information is useful in
assessing the Town’s financing requirements. In particular, the undesignated fund balance
(surplus) may serve as a useful measure of a government’s net resources available for spending
at the end of the fiscal year.
As of the end of this fiscal year, the Town’s governmental funds (Audit Exhibit C) reported
combined ending fund balances of $2,452,607 (last year it was $2,110,996). Approximately
51% of this total amount, $1,242,779, constitutes undesignated (surplus) fund balance (last year
it was $1,350,081 for 64%). The remainder of the fund balance is restricted to indicate that it is
not available for new spending because it has already been committed for capital projects (i.e.
future purchase of Fire or Ambulance vehicles) or carry forward operating accounts. There was
a decrease in overlay (Schedule A-5) of $54,957 (last year the overlay was $141,043 and this
year it was $86,086). $777,412 of the deductions from the undesignated fund balance (Audit
Schedule A-3) consisted of funds the townspeople voted to: appropriate from surplus to reduce
taxes ($650,000), provide for abatements ($15,000), provide additional funding for the Town
Administration Account ($1,000), provide additional funding for Transfer Station Operations
for removal of wood chips and building debris ($13,000), provide additional funding Transfer
Station upgrades ($94,000), re-appropriate funds for the Septic Account that had mistakenly
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lapsed into surplus ($912), and re-appropriate funds for the Parking Enforcement Account that
had mistakenly lapsed into surplus ($3,500). (Last year $675,475 was deducted from Surplus $600,000 for reducing taxes, $15,000 for abatements, $3,675 in additional funding for police
vehicle repairs, $28,500 in additional funding for town hall mold remediation, $18,700 in additional funding for town landings capital improvements and $4,600 to provide 2011-2012 funding for PCATV).
This year deferred property taxes (Audit Schedule A-3) decreased by $3,611 (last year they
increased by $96,408). A decrease means more money in surplus while an increase means less
money. Essentially any property taxes not paid after the second year owed are subtracted from
surplus and any paid after the second year owed are added to surplus. This is an indication of
how the Town is doing in collecting back taxes.
The Town of Phippsburg’s General Fund Balance (Audit Exhibit F) revenues over/under
expenditures was under by -$183,388 this year (last year it was under by
-$48,545). The key factor in this negative difference was that the actual total revenues of
$5,354,725 were less than the actual total expenditures of $5,538,114 (last year the actual total
revenues of $5,574,465 were less than the actual total expenditures of $5,623,011).
The only revenues that are budgeted are property tax, state revenue sharing and homestead
reimbursement (Audit Schedule A-1). Actual revenues exceeded the budgeted amounts by
$623,182 (last year it was $835,792) with the property tax budget amount exceeding the actual
amount by $2,069 (last year the budgeted amount exceeded the actual amount by $75,588).
CAPITAL ASSETS AND DEBT ADMINISTRATION
Capital Assets
The Town of Phippsburg’s capital assets (Audit Note C) activities as of June 30, 2012
amounts to $5,856,113 (last year it was $5,620,429). This investment in capital assets includes
land, buildings and improvements, vehicles, machinery and equipment and infrastructure. The
Town maintains capital improvement accounts for the purpose of replacing Fire and Rescue Vehicles, Police Vehicles and for major repairs/improvements to the Town Hall, Transfer Station,
Totman Library, and Town Landings. Also there are capital accounts for ADA Accessibility,
Road Construction and Computers. Vehicles are on a 7 to 10 year replacement cycle and the
Town Hall, Transfer Station, Totman Library, ADA, Computer, and Town Landings Capital
accounts are used as the need arises. The Road Capital account is used as per a rolling five year
plan developed and updated annually by the Road Committee and Road Commissioner.
The balances in the capital improvement savings accounts (Audit Schedule A-13), as of
June 30, 2012 are: Capital Improvements - $4,063; Fire Truck/Ambulance - $57,136 ($80,246
was used for the final payment towards a mini-pumper fire truck); and Police - $30,821.
The balances in the capital improvement accounts (Audit Schedule A-4), which are not separate savings accounts - but carry forward each year, are: Town Hall - $8,013 ($17,124, of
which $10,000 was from the Town’s insurance carrier, was used for mold remediation and interior construction in the lower level), ADA - $2,500 (it was voted to allow $6,165 lapse into surplus to offset taxes due to the RSU cost share increase and carry forward $2,500 into FY 2013),
Computer and Communications - $5,829 ($3,321 was used for phone system wiring and a replacement computer for the Police Department), Transfer Station Capital - $87,957 ($6,043 was
used for an engineering consultant), Totman Library Capital - $19,990 ($20 was used for a per186
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mit), and Road Capital - $192,437 ($5,151 was used for culvert liners on Clifford Road, $6,117
was used for culvert liners on Fiddlers Reach Road, $12,936 was used for Parker Head Road
surveys and engineering plans, $5,937 was used for drainage construction on Sea Street).
Capital Asset Depreciation
Capital assets are depreciated (Audit Note C) according to the following schedule: Buildings - 20 to 50 years, Machinery and Equipment - 5 to 10 years, Improvements - 10 to 20 years,
Other Infrastructure - 10 to 50 years. The accumulated depreciation expense totaled $4,378,745
(last year it was $4,066,810).
Assets
Major assets (value over $2,000) added this year includes:
x Police Department – Vehicle (Police Interceptor) and Equipment ($44,371).
x Town Hall Building– Shingles, Siding, Windows, Painting, Carpeting, Tiles ($73,512)
and Basement Rebuild due to mold ($16,116).
x Town Administration – Computer Server ($5,000).
x Fire Department – Jaws of Life ($27,240).
x Totman Library – 6 Laptops ($7,200), 3 Desktop Computers ($2,700), Books and Videos ($9,000).
x Town Landings – Paving Alliquippa Landing ($4,895), Paving Parker Head Landing
($9,510), Rebuild of Cat Cove Landing ($4,092), Acre Lot Wharf Plans ($3,500).
x Roads – Kenyon Road Paving ($30,767), Meadowbrook Road Paving ($48,665), Alliquippa Road Paving ($30,505), Sam Day Hill Road Paving ($75,639), Parker Head
Road Rebuild ($12,936), Sea Street Basin & Culverts ($5,937), Clifford Road Culvert
Linings ($5,152), Fiddlers Reach Road Culvert Linings ($6,118), Blacks Landing Road
Paving ($36,462).
No assets with a depreciated value of over $2,000 were disposed of.
Long-Term Debt
At the end of this year the Town had a total long-term debt (Audit Note D) of $565,426
($525,000 principal and $40,426 interest) for the following projects: Town Hall repairs
($135,000), rebuilding sections of Parker Head and Basin Roads ($325,000), computer upgrades ($5,000), paving the Totman Library parking lot ($15,000), purchase of a new police
vehicle to replace the Crown Victoria ($37,000), rebuilding the recycling pad at the town parking lot ($8,000). This debt will be paid in full in FY 2019. All debt is backed by the full faith
and credit of the Town.
The Town does not have a rating from Moody’s for its general obligation debt.
State statute limits the amount of general obligation debt a municipality may issue to 15% of its
total State assessed valuation. The current debt limitation for the Town is $91,372,500 (last
year it was $93,067,500) far exceeding the Town’s outstanding general obligation debt of
$565,426.
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TAX VALUATION, ASSESSMENTS, COLLECTIONS AND TAX RATE
County Tax
This year the County tax was $1,018,298 (last year it was $994,432). The County has a
Budget Advisory Committee which is made up of Municipal Officers and citizens. They meet
early spring each year to review department budgets and make recommendations to the Commissioners. Phippsburg Selectman Everett Perkins and Budget Committee Member Paul
Gamache currently serve as municipal representatives on the Committee and their terms will
expire in January 2014.
The Tax is shared by each Municipality in the County based on state municipal valuation.
Again we were the 3rd highest taxed municipality out of 10 (Bath and Topsham were higher)
and had an increase in tax of $23,866 (2.39%) (last year it was an increase of $13,741 – 1.4%).
Our share of the tax was 14.08% (last year it was 13.75%).
RSU #1 (School) Tax
This year the RSU #1 tax was $2,726,395 (last year it was $2,847,011) for a 4.23% decrease. The assessment for operating all the schools in the RSU is shared (the cost share formula for the local assessment (that above the funding provided by the State) is 1/3 population, 1/3
valuation, 1/3 school enrollment). This year Phippsburg’s share was approximately 17.43%
(last year it was 17.01%).
Tax Commitment
Table T-1 below has been provided to give a comparison between this year and last years tax
commitments.
Property Valuation - The figures shown are “taxable valuation” (exemptions, including homestead, have been deducted.)
Mil Rate - This shows the minimum and maximum mil rates allowed by law, the mil rate chosen by the Selectmen, and the resulting overlay (difference between the minimum mil rate and
the chosen mil rate.) The overlay is used to cover taxes not collected and allows an even mil
rate to be chosen. If not used it lapses into undesignated funds (surplus).
Assessments - Shows the annual tax to be collected and supplemental bills, which are bills issued after tax commitment. The State certified assessment ratio (the % of difference between
our valuations and the actual sale prices of properties) for 2012 was declared at 100% which is
the same as last year. The State requires that the Town’s overall assessments be within 70% to
110% of market value.
Collections and Credits - Shows what has been collected for taxes, abatements (refunds to property owners – opposite of supplemental bills), prepayments on taxes for the upcoming years,
and taxes receivable (2012 taxes still owed to the Town as of June 30, 2012 or June 30, 2011
for FY 2011).
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2012 Valuation, Mil Rate, Assessments, Collections: Table T-1
(Audit Schedule A-5)
FY 2012

FY 2011

$607,584,000

$608,408,100

$2,527,700

$2,331,800

$610,111,700

$610,739,900

Minimum Mil Rate

7.46

7.37

Maximum Mil Rate

7.83

7.73

Chosen Mil Rate

7.60

7.60

$86,086

$141,043

$4,636,848

$4,641,623

$00.00

$00.00

$4,636,848

$4,641,623

$4,406,595

$4,430,682

Abatements

$4,808

$14,174

Prepayments

$9,501

$3,016

$4,420,905

$4,447,873

$215,943

$193,749

$609,150,000

$620,450,000

Property Valuation (Taxable)
Real Estate
Personal Property
Total Property Valuation
Mil Rate

Overlay
Annual Taxes
Supplemental Taxes
Total Assessments
Collections and Credits
Tax Collections

Total Collections and Credits
Taxes Receivable on June 30th
State Valuation
Taxable Real & Personal Property
Taxes Owed

Table T-2 below shows taxes owed to the Town for past years. Real Estate is listed as receivable if not paid by the end of the fiscal year. It is then liened and eventually foreclosed on if taxes are not paid. Personal property is always listed as a receivable because there is no lien/
foreclosure process.
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Taxes owed to Town as of June 30, 2012: Table T-2
(Audit Schedules A-7 and A-8)
Year

Real Estate

Personal Property

2012

$215,943 (Receivables)

$350 (Receivables)

2011

$36,813 (Liens)

$124 (Receivables)

2010

$14,271 (Foreclosed)

$109 (Receivables)

2009

$9,425 (Foreclosed)

$158 (Receivables)

$18,746( Foreclosed)

$212 (Receivables)

$ 295,198 (FY 11 - $275,003)

$953 (FY 11 – $997)

Prior years
Total

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST
Cash and Investments
The Town’s cash (Audit Note B) consists of savings and checking deposits with Androscoggin Bank. This year the June 30, 2012 cash bank balance was $2,462,653 which is covered by
federal depository insurance (last year it was $2,102,832).
Expenditures in Excess of Appropriations (Overdrafts)
During FY 2012 the Town Administration Account expenditures exceeded the total appropriations by $1,460.47. Last year no accounts were in overdraft.
Fiduciary Funds
These are assets held in a trustee or agency capacity for others. The Town has three funds as
indicated below.
Debery Scholarship (Audit Schedule A-13) - This is a scholarship that was established in 1991
in memory of Helen K. Debery. The income that accrues each year (approximately $200 to
$500 – depending on interest rate) is awarded to a graduating Phippsburg high school student
who is going to college and whose mother was a resident of the Town of Phippsburg at the time
of the student’s birth. Payment is sent during the second semester of studies. The balance in
this account on June 30, 2012 was $11,493 - of which $1,493 is unrestricted (last year the balance was $11,371 with $1,371 unrestricted).
Winnegance Alewives (Audit Schedule A-13) - This account was established in FY 2006 by the
municipalities of Phippsburg, West Bath, and Bath for the rebuild of the Winnegance Alewife
Fishway. All monies (account balances, appropriations and income) associated with the operation and maintenance of the Winnegance Alewife Fishway that were held by each municipality
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were combined into one dedicated account managed by the Phippsburg Town Administrator.
The balance in this account as of June 30, 2012 was $8,950 (last year the balance was $8,420).
Phippsburg Memorial Account (Audit Schedule A-13) - This account was established in 1996
for the construction and maintenance of a Memorial site in honor of veterans who were residents of the Town at the time of their original enlistment and also for mariners of Phippsburg
who have perished at sea. Funding for this account has been through public donations, which
have been deposited in a dedicated account managed by the Town Administrator. The balance
in this account as of June 30, 2012 was $4,149 (last year the balance was $3,989).
Major Reimbursements, Donations and Grants
Each year the Town receives financial reimbursements and donations for various accounts
and strives to obtain grants to offset the cost of providing services.
Major Reimbursements - None
Major financial donations were:
x $5,015 in donations for the Town’s Goodwill Account.
x $281 in donations for the Bike Rodeo Safety Account.
x $1,634 in donations for the Hatch Point Flagpole (Eagle Scout Project).
x $2,305 in donations for the Richard Lemont Memorial Account (for purchase and
installation of a memorial bench in honor of Richard Lemont at Parker Head Landing).
x $250.00 in donations for the Memorial Account.
x $250.00 in donations for the Historic Preservation Commission.
x $250.00 in donations for the Recreation Commission.
th
x $100.00 in donations for the 200 Celebration Committee.
Major Grants received – None.
Town Employee Pension Plan
The Town participates in the Consolidated Plan for Participating Local Districts of the
Maine Retirement System. It covers employees who work at least 15 hours per week. The system provides retirement, disability and death benefits. Employees are eligible for normal retirement upon reaching age sixty and early retirement after completing twenty-five or more years
of credited service. Employees (other than Police) are enrolled in plan (AC) and are required to
contribute 6.5% of their annual salary to the system and the Town contributes 2.8%. Police Department employees are enrolled in Plan (3C) and contribute 5.3% of their annual salary to the
system and the Town contributes 8%. The Town’s contributions are determined using an actuarial valuation report prepared by the MSRS. No cash contributions from the Town were required this year or last year.
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Insurances
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of assets; errors and omissions; injures to employees; and natural disasters.
The Town has Property/Liability insurance and Workers Compensation Insurance through
Maine Municipal Association. The Town also carries Volunteer Accident Insurance for volunteer Board/Committee/Commission members through Maine Municipal Association (with the
carrier being Hartford Life and Accident Insurance Company) as well as Disability Insurance
for Firefighters through Maine Municipal Association (with the carrier being Hartford Life and
Accident Insurance Company). The Tax Collector/Treasurer and Deputy Tax Collector/
Treasurer are bonded through Maine Municipal Association.
There were no new claims in any insurance category for 2012. All prior claims have been
settled. Although Health Insurance benefits were offered to full time Municipal employees no
one chose to participate.
FUTURE ECONOMIC FACTORS
x

For FY 2013 - A change in the RSU #1 cost share formula for the upcoming fiscal year
will result in an increase from the projected $2,680,569 to $2,994,406 which will result
in an increase of $313,837 (.52 increase in mil) in the projected cost. This is an increase
of $268,012 over last year’s cost share of $2,726,395.

x

For FY 2013 - A 6.1% increase in the amount to be raised for Phippsburg’s share of the
County Tax (from $1,018,298 to $1,080,370 for an increase of $62,072).

x

For FY 2013 - A 8.8% decrease in the amount to be raised for the Municipal Budget
(from $1,550,189 to $1,413,477 for a decrease of $136,712.

x

For FY 2013 - $731,000 (this year it was $650,000) will be appropriated from Surplus
to reduce taxes in order to help offset the RSU #1 and County cost share increases.

x

For FY 2013 - A mistake in the withholding of payroll taxes from CY 2008 forward will
result in $40,000 being appropriated from surplus to cover amounts due, interest and
penalties.

x

In FY 2013 we expect school subsidy and revenue sharing to decrease.

x

For FY 2013 - Due to the poor economy we expect to see: (1) a minimal increase in our
FY 2012 - FY 2013 property valuations due to new buildings and property splits; (2)
low interest rates on our investments; (3) no increase in income from excise taxes,
which is the second largest revenue besides property taxes.
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

This Management Discussion and Analysis Report is designed to provide a general overview of the Town of Phippsburg’s finances. Questions concerning any of the information
should be addressed to the Town Administrator or Selectmen.
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14th Annual
Dickie
Lemont
“Take a Kid
Fishing”
Derby

(BL)
Dan and
Kathi Coffin
at the Legion
Post 216
Christmas
dinner
(BR)
Lin Stockwell
Les Smith
Bill Rollins
Dave Barnes
taking down
Christmas
decorations at
Town Hall
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14th Annual Dickie Lemont “Take a Kid Fishing” Derby
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14th Annual Dickie Lemont “Take a Kid Fishing” Derby
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(L)
Clare Mohs Photo
(R)
Paul Gamache Photo
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14th Annual Dickie Lemont “Take a Kid Fishing” Derby
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Popham Blueberry Pickers - Bob Butler Photo
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PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS
CURRENT LAND USE PROGRAMS
Below is a list of ways that a property owner can reduce the amount of annual property tax.
Exemptions are available to town residents and after receiving approval of the initial application
the taxpayer does not need to file again. Current Land Use Programs are available to both resident and non-resident property owners and the filing requirements vary among categories of
classification. Exemptions may be removed without penalty while current land use inclusion
results in tax penalty when the classified usage stops. Refund programs are available through
the State and are applied for each year.

EXEMPTIONS
Homestead Exemption is controlled by the State Legislature and has been frequently revised since inception. Currently the State reimburses the town for 50% of the lost tax revenue
and the exempt amount is $10,000.00. To qualify for this exemption, the home must be your
primary residence and you must have owned real estate in Maine for a minimum of twelve
months. In other words, if you owned a house in another Maine town and moved to Phippsburg
you would qualify to continue to receive this exemption after proving residency here.
Veteran’s Exemption is controlled by the State Legislature and the town is not reimbursed
for lost revenue. Veterans’ Exemption acknowledges the sacrifice made by men and women
serving in the various branches of our Armed Forces. The survivors of Veterans may also qualify. In general terms, to qualify for this exemption the home must be your primary residence
though the Veteran does not need to have been a Maine resident at time of induction. The eligible veteran must have reached the age of 62 years and must own the property solely, jointly
with a spouse, or in a revocable living trust. The exemption is linked to service during periods
of armed conflict (i.e. WW II, Korea, Vietnam for a minimum of 180 days and Persian Gulf). In
some cases Merchant Marines serving between 1941 and 1945 may qualify. And Veterans receiving federal compensation for 100% service related disability may qualify before age 62 or
may qualify for service periods outside the campaigns listed above. Paraplegic exemption is
$50,000 and all others are currently $6,000.
Persons Legally Blind Exemption is controlled by the State Legislature and the town is
not reimbursed for lost revenue. Determination of status as legally blind is by the Department of
Education, Division of the Blind and Visually Impaired as confirmed by the applicant’s optometrist. The home must be the individual’s primary residence to qualify for the exemption in the
amount of $4,000.

CURRENT LAND USE PROGRAMS
Tree Growth Classification requires a minimum of ten acres capable of producing harvestable timber. The State Legislature regulates the program and the town is partially reimbursed
for lost revenue. The real estate parcel may include a dwelling on acreage above the minimum
described in a forest management plan drawn by a licensed professional forester. The management plan must be updated at least every ten years. The forester’s management plan classifies
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the timber by stand type and the local assessed value per acre is determined annually by the
State. A tax penalty is invoked when land is removed from Tree Growth.
Open Space does not require a minimum acreage size but the applicant must demonstrate
public benefit at time of application for program inclusion. The State Legislature regulates the
program and the town is not reimbursed for lost revenue. The real estate parcel may include a
dwelling on acreage outside the land declared as publicly beneficial open space. Land may or
may not be governed by written wildlife management agreements between land owner and
state, and may or may not be restricted by deeded conservation easements. Land value reduction varies as a reflection of levels of public benefit demonstrated and future updates are not
determined by any time table. A tax penalty is invoked when land is removed from Open Space
use.
Farm Land requires a minimum of five contiguous acres. Income requirements apply and
an income report must be submitted to the town assessor each 5th year. The land value is reduced to reflect farm value rather than highest and best use value. If the land ceases to qualify
as income producing farmland or is removed from the program, a tax penalty is invoked.
Working Waterfront does not require a minimum acreage size but at time of application
for program inclusion, the applicant must demonstrate that the land is used to support commercial saltwater fishing. The land value is reduced to reflect usage ranging from primarily (50% or
greater) to predominantly (90% or greater). Structures may exist but are not eligible for value
reduction (for clarity, docks and piers are structures and are not eligible). If the land ceases to
be used to support commercial fishing, including change of use forced by disability or retirement the land may be removed from the program and a tax penalty may be invoked.
Applications for exemptions and current land use program inclusion are available in the Assessors Office at The Town Hall. These applications must be received by April 1st.
If you have any questions regarding any of the exemptions or current land use classifications please contact the Assessors Office at the Town Hall or log on to www.phippsburg.com
and go to the Municipal page and select the Assessor’s page. Links to the Maine Revenue Services Tax Bulletins are available there, also.

RSU #1 Regional
Town Meeting
(L)
Linda and Dave
Powers
(R)
Jean and Ron
Flink
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You may qualify for a refund if:

x You do not have a spouse or dependent(s) and your 2011 household income was $64,950 or less; or
x You do have a spouse or dependent(s) and your 2011 household income was $86,6000 or less
AND

x Your 2011 property tax was more than 4% of your 2011 household income; or
x The rent you paid in 2011 was more than 20% of your 2011 household income.
NOTES: Seniors do not need to meet this requirement when their household income is below $14,700 for those living alone or below $18,200 for those living with a spouse or dependent. See the application booklet for more information on who qualifies for the senior portion of the program. Maximum refund available is $1,600.
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Phipsburgh History
Newspaper extracts provided by Tom Totman
Bath Enterprise: Feb. 24, 1892 - Phippsburg News - The Town Officers this Spring for the first
time are to publish a report of Town affairs in book form, agreeable to the vote at last Spring's
annual Town meeting. The books will be ready next week.
Bath Independent: Dec. 29, 1936 - The name of Phippsburg has had a number of different
spellings. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Act to incorporate on January 25, 1814 spells
the name, Phipsburgh. Over the years it has changed to Phippsburgh, Phipsburg and finally to
Phippsburg. There is no legal record of the name being changed by the Maine Legislature. The
first report of the U. S. Board of Geographic Names issued in 1891 declares the official spelling
to be Phippsburg instead of Phippsburgh.
Bath Independent: Jan. 6 1894 - Phippsburg news - When Postmaster General Bissell appointed the new postmaster at this place, he changed the name of the office from Phippsburgh to
Phippsburg. So now one does not have to put the "H" to be official
Bath Independent: Dec. 15 1895 - Severe storm at Popham endangers cottages.
Bath Enterprise: Jan. 2 and Nov. 13, 1897 - Dr. Adelbert F. Williams has arrived at Parker
Head where he will hold himself in readiness to attend the wants of the people during the absence of Senator Dr. M. H. Ferguson. Dr. Ferguson has moved his practice to Biddeford and
will move there at once. Dr. A. F. Williams will take the practice in Phippsburg. (Dr. Williams
was the father of the late Mrs. Anita Totman)
Bath Independent: July 26, 1926 - Phippsburg's new memorial library nearly ready for the dedication. Splendid little building and books made possible by bequest in will of Albert F. Totman
to his native town.
Bath Independent: April 24, 1930 - Phippsburg News - The Central Maine Power Company
linemen are now busy in Town getting ready to run the power and light lines down through
Phippsburg to Ashdale and from there across to Sebasco Estates. It is expected that the line will
be ready for the current early in June.
Bath Independent: March 24, 1949 - Popham Beach News -Crews from Sea & Shore Fisheries
(DMR) were taking samples from Atkins Bay and the Kennebec for further test of water and
clams several days last week. March 24, 1949 - Parker Head News - The children were much
interested in watching the official Government boat testing the clams and the water several days
this week. As one small child remarked, "The wardens have been tested, now they are testing
the clams.”
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Bike Rodeo 2012
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Hatch Point Dedication 2012
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Firemen’s Field Day 2012
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Santa’s Kids 2012
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS
All meetings are advertised in the Times Record, on Channel 3, and listed at
www.phippsburg.com. Meetings may be rescheduled due to holidays or other events. Boards,
Committees and Commissions not listed meet as needed.
Meeting
Conservation Commission
Harbor Commission

Day
Place
Time
Third Thursday
Town Hall
5:30 pm
Second Monday*
Town Hall
6:00 pm
(*Second Mondays of Jan, May, & Oct)
Historic Preservation Com.
Second Monday
Town Hall
3:00 pm
Library Trustees
First Thursday
Library
6:00 pm
PCATV Committee
Last Monday
Town Hall
6:00 pm
Planning Board
Second Tuesday
Town Hall
5:00 pm or 6:00 pm
Recreation Commission
First Wednesday
School
5:30 pm
Road Committee
Second Thursday
Town Hall
7:00 pm
Selectmen
Every Wednesday
Town Hall
6:00 pm
Shellfish Conservation Com. Third Thursday**
Town Hall
7:00 pm
(**No meeting in July & Aug - Nov, & Dec may be rescheduled due to Holidays - meetings
may be rescheduled due to low tide)

Town Events for 2013
x Town-wide Cleanup will be held at the Fire Station on April 27th at 8:00 a.m.
x Candidates Night and Municipal Budget Public Hearing will be held at the School on
April 29th at 6:30 p.m.
x Municipal Officers Election will be held at Town Hall on May 6th (polls open from 1:15
p.m. to 7:00 p.m.).
x Annual Town Meeting will be held at the School on May 7th and May 8th (if needed) at
6:30 p.m. Arrive early to be checked in.
x RSU #1 Regional Town Meeting will be held at Bath Middle School on May 28th at 6:00
p.m. Arrive early to be checked in.
x RSU #1 Budget Validation Election will be held at Town Hall on June 4th (polls open from
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.).
x Hazardous Waste Drop-off Day will be held at the Sand/Salt Shed (Sam Day Hill Road) on
July 27th from 9:00 a.m. to Noon.
x Firemen’s Field Day and Road Race will be held at the School Field on July 28th at 10:00
a.m. (Road Race Registration at 7:00 a.m. – Race at 8:00 a.m.).
x Seasonal Taxpayers’ Meeting will be held at the Fire Sta on Aug 7th at 6:00 p.m.
x State Referendum Election will be held at the School on November 5th (polls open from
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.) only if the legislature has submitted any referendums to vote on. At
the time of this printing none have been submitted.
x Holiday Open House will be held at the Town Hall on December 13th from 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. (Santa arrives at 7:00 p.m.).
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